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Preface

This 1991 Annual Report from Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL)to the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)
describes research in environment and health conducted during fiscal year 1991. This year the report
consists of four parts, each in a separate volume.

The four parts of the report are oriented to particular segments of the PNL program, describing research
performed for the DOE Office of Health and Environmental Research in the Office of Energy Research.
!n some instances, the volumes report on research funded by other DOE components or by other govern-
mental entities under interagency agreements. Each part consists of project reports authored by
scientists from several PNL researcl) departments, reflecting the multidisciplinary nature of the research
effort.

The parts of the 1991 Annual Report are:

Part 1: Biomedical Sciences
Program Manager: J.F. Park J.F. Park, Report Coordinator

S. A. Kreml, Editor

Part 2: Environmental Sciences
Program Manager: R.E. Wildung D.A. Perez, Editor

Part 3: Atmospheric Sciences
Program Manager: W.R. Barchet L.K. Grove, Editor

Part 4: Physical Sciences
Program Manager: L.H. Toburen L.H. Toburen, Report Coordinator

R. C. Pedersen, Editor

Activities of the scientists whose work is described in this annual report are broader in scope than the
articles indicate. PNL staff have responded to numerous requests from DOEduring the year for planning,
for service on various task groups, and for special assistance.

Credit for this annual report goes to the many scientists who performed the research and wrote the indi-
vidual project reports, to the program managers who directed the research and coordinated the technical
progress reports, to the editors who edited the individual project reports and assembled the four parts,
and to Ray Baalman, editor in chief, who directed the total effort.

T. S. Tenforde
Health and Environmental Research Program
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Foreword

This report summarizes progress in OHER biological research and general life sciences research pro-
grams conducted at PNL in FY 1991. The research develops the knowledge and scientific principles
necessary to identify, understand, and anticipate the long-term health consequences of energy-related
radiation and chemicals. Our continuing emphasis is to decrease the uncertainty of health risk estimates
from existing and newly developed energy-related technologies through an increased understanding of
the ways in which radiation and chemicals cause biological damage.

The sequence of this report of PNL research reflects the OHER programmatic structure. The first section,
Biological Research, contains reports of biological research in laboratory animals and in vitro cell
systems, including research with radionuclides and chemicals. The next section, General Life Sciences
Research, reports research conducted for the OHER human genome research program.

Biological Research

Life-span studies in beagles with inhaled 239pu(NO3)4were in the 14th postexposure year. Thus far, 28
of 96 exposed clogs had bone tumors, 31 had lung tumors, and 9 had intrahepatic bile duct tumors.
Because lung tumors were the primary plutonium exposure-related cause of death in the 239puO2-exposed
dogs (51 of 116 dogs), four methods for calculating radiation close to the lungs were compared to evalu-
ate uncertainties in radiation dose estimates. Comparisons of mean accumulative average radiation dose
to the lungs were not statistically different among the four different methods, and the fraction of dogs
with lung tumors for the four highest dose-range groups was similar for each method of dose calculation.
Other plutonium exposure-related effects included sclerosis of the tracheobronchial lymph nodes,
lymphopenia, focal radiation pneumonitis, focal dystrophic osteolytic lesions in bone, adenomatous hyper-
plasia of the liver, and serum chemistry indicating liver damages.

In the project "National Radiobiology Archives," information from life-span radiation studies from DOE
laboratories is stored in computerized databases with selected research documents and tissues for future
research and analyses. The databases include information from records on about 7,000 beagle and
10,000 mice from seven laboratories, which is available on diskette.

Dose-effect-relationship studies on inhaled 239puO2in rats are in progress to obtain lung tumor incidence
data at lifetime lung doses of 0.07 to 20 Gy. Thus far, the lung cancer dose-response curve is well fitted
by a quadratic function and a "practical" threshold of 1 to 2 Gy; maximum lung cancer incidence (75%)
occurred at 8 Gy. The incidence of lung tumors in 1641 rats with lung doses <1 Gy was 0.2%; in
1004 rats with lung doses <0..1 Gy, it was 0.1%; and in 944 sham-exposed controls, the lung tumor
incidence was 0.4%.

Rats exposed by inhalation to radon and decay products are under study to determine the influence of
dose, dose rate, unattached fraction of radon progeny, and cigarette smoke on lung cancer incidence.
Analyses of histopathological clata for 100-WL (working-level) exposure rates showed that lung tumor
incidence decreases in proportion to the decrease in cumulative exposure arid remains elevated com-
pared to that of controls at exposures comparable to those found in houses, that is, 40 WLM (working-
level months). Exposures at 50 WLM/week produced a greater incidence of lung tumors than exposures
at 500 WLM/week at cumulative doses larger than 640 WLM. Both lung and nasal carcinomas increased
with increase in unattached progeny levels, Most (-80%) of the radon-induced tumors were considered
to be peripheral in the lung, No particular association of lung tumor location was noted for unattached
percentages, fp, ranging between 0,4% and 7%. Histopathological examination of rats exposed at 100 WL
for 320 WLM and cigarette smoke on an initiation-promotion-initiation study showed that those with a



320-WLM continuous exposure had increased lung tumor incidence compared to those with split exposure
with or without cigarette smoke. The majority of the smoke-exposure-related carcinomas were epidermoid
carcinomas, in contrast to the generally greater incidence of adenocarcinomas in the non-smoke-related
tumors.

The alkaline single-cell gel electrophoresis technique to estimate the fraction of cell nuclei 'hit" by alpha
particles during in vitro radon exposure was used to test PNL hit probability calculations. Preliminary data
indicate that 47% of AL cells are hit by alpha particles when given 38 cGy of radon; the PNL model pre-
dicts that 61% would be transversed by an alpha particle.

After in vitro x irradiation or radon exposure, the largest category of CHO-HGPRT mutations was full
deletions. The fraction of full deletions from radon (25 to 77 cGy) and 300-cGy x-ray exposure were
similar (42% to 48%). Polymerase chain reaction exon analysis of in vitro x-ray- and radon-induced
mutation at the CHO-HGPRT locus indicated that exon 5 was missing more often than would be expected
in spontaneous mutations.

In our "Dosimetry of Radon Progeny' project, we used our lung dosimetry model and reported ac;ivity-size
spectra of radon-progeny aerosols in mines and in homes to estimatp dose received by the bronchial
epithelium. The dose conversion factor for historical mine conditiol_s was 20 mGy,_NLM,compared to
16 mGy/WLM for homes. We used these results to reexamine lung cancer risk for radon exposure. In
radon-exposed miners, we found that application of the risk factors currently recommended by the
International Commission on Radiological Protection in the form of the calculated "effective dose" leads
to an overestimation of lung cancer risk by a factor of approximately five; for the general public, the over-
prediction is greater. We have also developed physiologically based pharmacokinetics and dosimetry
models for other body tissues, and have applied these models to evaluate marrow stem cell doses from
exposure to radon, thoron, and their short-lived progeny.

An ultrafine radon progeny size-spectrometer, an integrating low-pressure impactor, and a past-exposure
radon monitor have been developed using CR-39 alpha-track detectors to characterize radon-progeny
exposures for experimental studies and for human exposure environments.

Studies to examine the role of oncogenes in radiation-induced cancer use tumor tissue from the animal
studies previously described. We have identified mutations in K-ras and H-ras genes in radon-induced I
rat lung tumors, and H-ras, K-ras, and N-ras mutations in spleen cells from dogs with radiation-induced
leukemia. A study of mutations of the tumor suppressor genes retinoblastoma susceptibility (RB) and p53,
as targets in radiation carcinogenesis, was begun because large deletions are a major component of gen-
etic damage by ionizing radiation, these genes are defective in human osteosarcoma and lung cancer,
and plutonium has caused lung and bone tumors in experimental animals. We have prepared probes
for mRNA analysis of dog RB and _-tubulin genes and found that the transcripts are the same as those
of the rat and of humans.

In our chemical-related biological research, studies with well-defined DNA fragments adducted with the
bulky chemical carcinogen benzo[a]pyrene demonstrated sequence-specific modification. Replication of
the adducted DNA with polymerases consistently resulted in blockage of the polymerase at one base
before the adducted deoxyguanine residues. A dose-dependent relationship was observed between the
intensity of blocks and the level of modification. The level of adduction at any particular deoxyguanine
residue varied by rnore than one order of magnitude, and the adduction of polydeoxyguanine sequences
was invariably favored over adduction of single residues.

Interactions between cellular and genetic damage induced by radiation, chemicals, and oncogenes are
being studied. Genotoxic responses to hexone and tributyl phosphate, present in large amounts at
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nuclear waste sites, were investigated alone and in cof,nbination with gamma irradiation in vitro. The com-
bined effects were not more than additive, and no interactive effects were observed between damage by
radiation and that from the solvent. Mice given carbon tetrachloride plus mutated K-v-ras and 239pu had
a higher frequency of liver nodules relative to those exposed to either agent alor_e.

In our fetal and juvenile radiation research we examined similarities and differences in coefficients for
gastrointestinal, pulmonary, and placental transfer of several materials. To facilitate extrapolation to
humans, a workshop was held on the effects of prenatal radiation on the central nervous septum to
examine uncertainties about quantitative extrapolations to low dose levels from human and animal data
and to explore new research approaches to decrease uncertainties. The workshop report (PNL-8009)
summarized the current status of research. In our laboratory the involvement of fibronectin in cell
migration during neurulation was evaluated in mice irradiated with 1 Gy at 13 days gestation (dg) and fol-
lowed at 17 dg and 6 and 14 days postnatal life. These exposures produced reduction in brain weight
and characteristic morphological changes, and the isoform patterns of fibronectin were altered.

General Life Sciences Research

PNL is developing a computer information system to graphically display and manipulate the vast amounts
of information about the human genome. The user interface, named GnomeView, provides researchers
with graphical representations of chromosomes, genetic and physical maps, and DNA sequences. The
architecture of the GnomeView interface has been implemented. The test set of maps for superoxide
dismutase as abstracted earlier manually from Human Genome Mapping Library, GenBank, and the litera-
ture have been, for the most part, supplemented with direct access capabilities to resident abstractions
of GenBank and Genome Data Base.

PNL biomedical research is an interdisciplinary effort requiring scientific contributions from many research
departments at PNL. Personnel in the Life Sciences Center are the principal contributors to this report.

Requests for reprints from the list of publications will be honored while supplies are available.

i
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Inhaled Plutonium Oxide in Dogs

Principal Investigator: J. F. Park

Other Investigators: R. L. Buschbom, G. E. Dagle, E. S. Gilbert, G. J. Powers,
C. R. Watson, and R. E. Weller

Technical Assistance' R. F. Flores, B. G. Moore, and M. J. Steele

This project is concerned with long-term experiments to determine the life-span dose-effect relationships

of inhaled 239puO2 or 238puO2 in beagles. The data will be used to estimate the health effects of inhaled
transuranics. Beagle dogs given a single exposure to 239puO2 or 238puO2 aerosols to obtain dose-level
groups with mean initial lung depositions approximately 1, 8, 40, 150, 700, and 2800 times the maximum
permissible lung dose (a)for a plutonium worker have been observed for life-span dose-effect relationships;
ali the dogs have now died. Because lung tumors were the primary plutonium exposure-related cause

of death in the 239puO2-exposed dogs, four methods for calculating radiation dose to the lungs were com-
pared to evaluate uncertainties in radiation dose estimates. Accumulative average radiation dose to the
lungs was caculated using: (1) initial plutonium lung deposition based on external thorax counting and
a fitted plutonium lung retention function for ali dogs; (2) initial lung deposition based on final body
burden of plutonium and a fitted lung retention function for ali dogs; (3) initial lung deposition based on
external thorax counting and an individual lung retention function for each dog; and (4) initial lung deposi-
tion based on final body burden and an individual lung retention function for each dog. Comparisons of
mean accumulative average radiation dose to the lungs for six dose-range groups (0-30, 30-100, 100-300,
300-1000, 1000-3000, and 3000-8500 rads) were not statistically different among the four different
methods.

To determine the life-span dose-effect relation- studies; 14 were periodically sacrificed to obtain
ships of inhaled plutonium, 18-month-old beagle plutonium distribution and pathology data, and
dogs were exposed to aerosols of 239puO2 [mean 116 were assigned to life-span dose-effect studies
activity median aerodynamic diameter (AMAD), (Table 1). The 116 dogs exposed to 238puO2 in
2.3 pm; mean geometric standard deviation 1973 and 1974 were selected for life-span dose-
(GSD), 1.9], prepared by calcining the oxalate at effect studies (Table 2), and 21 additional dogs
750°C for 2 hours; or to 238puO2 (mean AMAD, were exposed for periodic sacrifice. The Appendix
1.8 pm; mean GSD, 1.9), prepared by calcining (which follows Part 1 of this Annual Report) shows
the oxalate at 700°C and subjecting the product the status of the dogs in these experiments. The
to H2160 steam in argon exchange at 800°C for Pacific Northwest Laboratory Annual Report for
96 hours. This material, referred to as pure pluton- 1989 to the Office of Energy Research (Part 1)

239
ium oxide, is used as fuel in space nuclear-power summarized the results of the ' PuO2 study, and
systems, the results of the 238puO2 study were summarized

in the Pacific Northwest Laboratory Annual Report
Qne hundred thirty dogs exposed to 239puO2 for 1990 to the Office of Energy Research (Part 1).
in 1970 and 1971 were selected for long-term Because lung tumors were the primary plutonium

exposure-related cause of deaths in the 239puO2-
exposed dogs, this year we focused on dosimetry

(a) 15 rem/year, 16 nCi plutonium, in the lungs.



TABLE1. Life-Span Dose-EffectStudieswithInhaled decreased compared to controls in the three
239pu02in Beagles (a) highest dose-level groups.

Exposure- Number of

Level Doqs Initial Lunq Deposition (b) Reevaluation of the histopathology on these dogs
Group Male Female nCi (c) nCi/g Lung(c) was completed this year. Two dogs, 885F (con-

trol) and 865F (exposure-level group 1), previously
Control 10 10 0 0 reported with lung tumors, are now classified as1 12 12 3.5_+1.3 0.029_+0.011

2 10 11 22+4 0.18+_0.04 metastatic sweat gland adenocarcinonqa and
3 10 10 79-+14 0,66+0.13 pneumonia, respectively.
4 11 11 300-+62 2.4-+0.4

5 11 10 1100_+170 9.3_+1.4 Lung dosimetry estimates in our previous reports
6 ,3 ,5 5800_+3300 50_+22 have been based on initial lung deposition esti-67 69

mates derived from the mean of two external
thorax counts of plutonium x-ray photons obtained

(a) Exposed in 1970 and 1971.
at 2 and 4 weeks after exposure. We call this ini-(b) Estimated from external thorax counts at 2 and 4 weeks

after exposure and estimated lung weights (0.011 x body tial lung deposition (ILDCT). Error in ILDCT esti-
weight), mates based on external counting error for an

(c) Mean _+95% confidence intervals around mean. individual dog with the mean ILDCT for each
exposure-level group are shown in Table 4.
Based only on external counting error calculations,

TABLE 2. Life-Span Dose-EffectStudieswith !nhaled the potential error in ILDCT estimates for the
238puO2in Beagles (a) lowest dose-level group was large. These esti-
Exposure- Numberof mates do not include errors related to potential

• . external contamination of the thorax at the time ofLevel Doqs Initial Lung Deposition (bl

Group Male Female nCi (c; nCi/g Lung (c_ counting. Because of the high attenuation of the
17-keV x rays by the thorax wall, small amounts of

Control 10 10 0 o plutonium external to the thorax wall would cause1 10 10 2.3_+0.8 0.016_+0.007
2 11 10 18+3 0.15-+0,03 high estimates of ILDCT.
3 12 10 77-+11 0.56-+0.07

4 10 10 350_+81 2.6_+_0.5 At necropsy, representative samples were col-
5 10 10 1300_+270 10_+_1.9 lected for histopathology, and the remainder of6 7 6 5200+1400 43+_12

7"0 6--6 the tissues were analyzed radiochemically for
plutonium. The results were adjusted by organ

(a) Exposed in 1973 and 1974. weight and summed to estimate the total pluton-
(b) Estimated from external thorax counts at 2 and 4 weeks ium present at death. We call this the final body

after exposure and estimated lung weights (0.011 x body burden (FBB). Similarly, the lung radioanalysis
weight), values were weight adjusted and summed to esti-

(c) Mean +_95%confidenceintervalsaroundmean. mate total plutonium in the lung at death. We call
this the final lung burden (FLB). Errors associated
with this technique are considered to be lower

Fifty-one of the 116 life-span dogs exposed to than with external thorax counting, although they
239puO2 had lung tumors at death. Table 3 shows have not yet been evaluated.
the number of dogs with lung tumors for each

exposure-level group based on initial plutonium The difficulty in making accurate in vivo plu-
lung deposition by external thorax counting. The tonium lung deposition estimates was known at
dogs in the highest exposure-level group died the time the dogs were exposed, and an alternate
early of respiratory insufficiency; 1 dog had lung approach was planned. Excreta were collected
tumors. Lung tumors were the primary cause of daily for 1 week, weekly for 3 weeks, and then for
death in exposure-level groups 3, 4, and 5. Lung 5 days in a year for plutonium analysis, as were
tumors were observed in 4 dogs in exposure-level tissues at death. Plutonium analysis of these sam-
group 2 and in 3 control dogs. Survival was pies allows estimation of initial body burden based



TABLE 3. Fraction of 239puO2-Exposed Dogs with Lung Tumor's

Mean Number Percentage of
Exposure- Number Initial Lung of Dogs Dogs with Survival

Level of Deposition, with Lung Lung Post Exposure,

Group Dogs nCi la) Tumors Tumors days (b)

Control 20 0 3 15 4447 (4140-4807)
1 24 3.5 0 0 4677 (4283496:)0)
2 21 22 4 19 4811 (4669-5026
3 20 79 10 50 4723 (4107-5004)
4 22 300 16 73 3638 (3311-4034)
5 21 1100 20 85 2296 (1885-28,56)
6 8 5800 1 13 460 (358-799)

(a) Estimated from mean of external thorax counts at 2 and 4 weeks after exposure.
(b) Median and 95% confidence limits.

TABLE 4. Estimated Error in 239pu Initial Lung Deposition fraction retained in the body ranged from 50% to
Estimates Based on External Thorax Counting Error for an 820./0of the ILDCT, depending on exposure-level
IndividualDog group. These were not significantly different

(p < 0.05), except forthe comparison of exposure-
EE..xposure-Level Group InitialLungDeposition, nCi (a} level group 2 with group 6. Survival time for

1 3.5___3 exposure-level group 6 (see Table 4) was much
2 22= 3 shorter than the other groups, allowing less time3 79_+4
4 300+__5 for"plutonium excretion.
5 1100 _+9

6 5800_.+19 Four methods for estimating radiation dose to the
lungs were compared to evaluate uncertainties in

(a) Mean _ standard error of the mean, radiation dose estimates. Mean lung doses for the
four methods within each of six dose-range
groups were compared using Tukey's studentized

on adding estimated daily excretion to the FBB. range test. The 0.05 level of significance was
used for ali statistical tests. The dose-rangePlutonium excreta analysis for such estimates are

not yet complete. The costs for plutonium excreta groups were 0-30, 30-100, 100-300, 300-1000,1000-3000, and 3000-8500 rads.
analysis, especially for the low-level dogs, are
large and exceed the current funding for this

Our approach was to obtain the fraction plutoniumproject. Further, the excreta analysis may not
in lung at death (FLB) divided by plutonium initiallyprovide more accurate estimates of initial lung

deposition than the ILDCT or the FBB. Therefore, deposited in the lung (ILD), fit it with an exponen-
tial retention function, and integrate under thebefore completing plutonium excreta analysis, we
curve. The general form of the dose calculationexplored methods for estimating radiation dose to

the lungs based on the ILDCTand the FBB. was:

D=(51.2)w(E)(L)[ l(1.e(X)t)]Table 5 compares the mean and 95% confidence

interval around the mean FBB with the mean where:
ILDCT for the six exposure-level groups. In ali
groups the mean FBB was less than the mean D = Cumulative average radiation dose (rads)
ILDCT,and it was significantly different (p < 0.05) to the lungs
for exposure-level groups 2, 3, and 5. The mean 51.2 = Conversion factor for fads



TABLE 5, Comparison of 23gPu Initial Lung Deposition and Final Body Burden

Initial Lung Final Body Final Body
Exposure-Level Number of Deposition, Burden, Burden,

Group Dogs nCi (a) nCi (bl %(c)

1 24 3.5 _+ 1.3 2.3 +_ 0.9 66 .4-28

2 21 L_2_+_4 11:_+15(d) 50 + 14 (e)
3 20 71_i;_::i4 57;;_it4 (d) 72 +_ 9
4 22 300 + 62 231 _+ 55 77 + 10

5 21 1"[_ ± t70 806 _1202 (d) 73 + 8
6 8 5800 _ 3300 4777 -± 2863 82 _+ 18 (e)

(a) Mean -± 95% confidence interval around tile mean based on external thorax counting at 2 and 4 weeks after exposure.
(b) Mean _ 95% confidence interval around the mean based on radiochemical analysis of ali tissues at death.
(c) Mean ± 95% confidence interval around the mean final body burden expressed as percent of initial lung deposition based

on exterr, al thorax counting at 2 and 4 weeks after exposure,
(d) Significantly different (p < 0.05) from initial lung deposition estimates (t test),
(e) Underlined values are statistically different (/3 < 0.05) from each other (Tukey's studentized range test).

E = Alpha energy for 239pu -- 5,15 MeV dogs, In this approach we assumed that initial
L = Initial lung deposition in i_Ci lung deposition is equal to FBB. The retention
W = Lung weight in grams = 0.01 1 x body function does not include the plutonium that was

weight deposited in the lungs and then excreted; it
X = Decay constant from retention curve includes only that plutonium which was deposited
t = Days over which the close was in the lung and retained in the body for the life

accumulated, survival after exposure, of the dog. lt eliminates the potential error asso-
ciated with external thorax counting. The lung

The four methods we compared are based on ,.:.tention curve, y = 100 e(0'000458)t, where y
alternate methods for estimating L and X. is tr,e :.ercent FBB remaining in the lungs at

Method 1" Initial Lung Deposition Based on t days after exposure, was fitted by weighted non-
External Thorax Counts (ILDC'I') linear regression; the individual data points are

shown in Figure 2. The lung retention half-time

The first method was to let L = ILDCT (from exter- was 1513 days (1513 +_92 days, 95% confidence
nal thorax counting described earlier) and obtain interval). This retention function was significantly
X from a retention curve based on FLB/ILDCT for different (p < 0.05) from the function derived by

ali the dogs. The lung retention function y = method 1 (ILDCT) based on initial lung deposition
100 e"(0'0OO629)t,where y is the percent ILDCT (half-time, 1102 _+80 days) determined by external

thorax counting, The spread of individual dataremaining in the lungs at t days after exposure
(Figure 1), was fitted by weighted nonlinear points around the fitted curve in Figure 2 suggests
regression and shows the individual data points a large variation in lung retention for individual
for each dog. The lung retention half-time for dogs.
this retention function was 1102 days (1102 +_
80 days, 95% confidence interval). The spread of Method 3: Individual Inital Lung Deposition
individual data points around the fitted curve in Based on External Thorax Counts (IILDCT)
Figure 1 may be related to potential errors in
estimating ILDCT or to individual dog variation in The third method was identical to method 1
lung retention of plutonium, or both. (L = ILDCT, X based on FLB/ILDCT) except that

we calculated radiation dose to the lungs using
Method 2: Final Body Burden (FBB) an individual exponential function for each dog.

The lung retention half-times ranged from 376
The second method used L = FgB and a lung to 3175 days with a mean of 1086 days (1086 +_
retention function based on FLB/FBB for ali the 74 days, 95% confidence interval). The mean
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lung retention half-time for this method was not groups. Retention half-times were significantly dif-
statistically different from the half-time obtained ferent (p < 0.05) between groups at 30 to
by method 1 (1102 _ 80 days, 95% confidence 100 rads and at 1000 to 3000 rads.
interval). Table 6 compares the mean and 95%
confidence internal around the mean plutonium
lung retention half-times for the six dose-range TABLE7. Comparison of239pu Lung RetentionHalf-Times
groups. Retention half-times were significantly Based on Initial Lung Deposition Estimated from Final Body

Burdens for Individual Dogsdifferent (p < 0.05) between dose-range groups at
100-300 racls and at 1000-3000 rads. Number of Lung Retention

Dose Ranqe, fads _ Dogs Half-Times_ days (')

Method 4:
TABLE 6. Comparison of 239pu Lung Retention Half-Times
Based on Initial Lung Deposition Estimated from External 0 - 30 32 1571 _+ 197
Thorax Counting for Individual Dogs 30 - 100 10 2073 -+-428 (b)

1O0 - 300 18 2069 _ 685

Number of Lung Retention 300 - 1000 27 1440 _ 192
Dose Range, rads Do cjs(a) Half-Times_ days (b) 1000 - 3000 16 1381 __+158 (b)

Method 3: 3000 - 8500 13 1480 _ 269
0-8500 116 1453 + 79

0 - 30 19 1133 +_ 171
30 - 100 12 1247 _ 438 Method 2:

1O0 - 300 20 1533 +_257 lc) 0 - 8500 116 t 513 _ 92
399 - 1000 22 1250 _+ 113

1000. 3000 23 1012 _ 80 {c)
(a) Mean _ 95% confidence interval around the mean.

3000 - 8500 13 1175 +_321 (b) Underlined values are statistically different (/3 < 0.05)
0 - 8500 109 1086 _ 74 from each other ('1"ukey's studentized range test).

Method 1:

o- 85o0 109 1102_ 80
The mean and 95%confidence interval around the

(a) Seven of the 0- to 100-rad dose-range dogs did not mean cumulative average radiation dose to the
have initial lung deposition of plutonium based on lungs at death for the six dose-range groups,
externalthoraxcounting, calculated by the four methods, are shown in

(b) Mean __+95% confidence interval around the mean.
(c) Underlinedvaluesare statistically different (p< 0.05) Table 8. The mean lung dose in Table 8 for each

from each other (Tukey's studentizea range test), dose-range group was compared for each method
of calculating doses using the Tukey's studentized
r&nge test. There were no significant differences

Method 4: Individual Final Body Burden (P < 0.05) among the methods. However, the
(IFBB) number of dogs in each dose-range group and

the individual dogs in each close-range group
The fourth method was identical to method 2 varied depending on the method of calculating
(L = FBB, X based on FLB/FBB) except that we radiation dose to the lungs, and the dogs with
calculated radiation dose to the lungs using lung tumors also varied among dose-range
an individual exponential function for each dog. groups. Table 9 shows that the fraction of dogs
The lung retention half-times ranged from 730 with lung tumors for the four highest dose-range
to 7344 days with a mean of 1453 days (1453 +_. groups was similar for each method of dose
79 days, 95% confidence interval). The mean calculation.
lung retention half-time for this method was not
significantly different from the half-time obtained The large range of lung retention half-times
by method 2 (1513 __ 92 days, 95% confidence observed for individual dogs, regardless of
interval). Table 7 compares the mean plutonium whether initial lung deposition was based on
lung retention half-times for the six dose-range thorax counting at 2 and 4 weeks after exposure



TABLE 8. Comparison of 23gpu Caiculated Accumulative Average Radiation Dose to Lungs by Four Methods (a)

Estimated Radiation Dose to the Lungs, rads (b)
I DCT (c) FBB(d) IILDCT(e) IFBB (f_

Number Number Number Number

Dose Range, of of of of
rads Dogs Rads Dogs Rads Dogs Rads Dogs Rads

0 - 30 27 13.6 +_ 4.3 32 9.7 _ 2.4 26 12.7 _ 4.3 32 9.4 __+2.2
30 - 100 14 68 __.13 11 51 _ 12 12 59 _ 15 10 59 +_.13

100. 300 18 180 _+ 27 18 175 _+ 27 20 195 __+25 18 182 +_24
300- 1000 21 601 +_ 90 19 578 +_ 111 22 627 _ 80 27 629 _ 95

1000 - 3000 20 1856 _ 275 23 1580 -4-196 23 1880 _ 269 16 1663 +_208
3000 - 8500 16 4773 _.+1044 13 4464 ± 769 13 4925 _ 893 13 4396 ± 735

(a) Comparison of mean doses among the four methods for each dose-range group were not significantly different (p < 0.05) from
each other (Tukey's studentized range test).

(b) Mean ± 95% confidence interval around the mean.
(c) Calculated using the initial lung deposition based on the mean of individual external thorax counts at 2 and 4 weeks after

exposure and a fitted plutonium lung retention function for ali dogs.

(d) Calculated assuming initial lung deposition was equal to the final body burden of plutonium and using a fitted plutonium lung
retention function for ali dogs.

(e) Calculated using initial lung deposition based on the mean of individual external thorax counts at 2 and 4 weeks after exposure,
the individual final lung burden of plutonium, and an individual lung retention function for each dog.

(f) Calculated using initial lung deposition equal to the final body burden of plutonium, the individual final lung burden of plu-
tonium, and an individual lung retention function for each dog.

TABLE 9. Fraction of 239PuO2-Exposed Dogs with Lung Tumors for Four Methods of Calculating Radiation Dose to the Lung_

Number of Dogs with I.unq Tumors / Number of Doqs (%)
Dose Range,

rads ILDCT (a) FEB (bl IILDCT (c) IFBB (d)

O- 30 1/27 (4) 1/32 (3) 1/26 (4) 1/32 (3)
30- 100 2/14 (14) 3/11 (27) 0/12 (0) 2/10 (20)

100- 300 8/18 (44) 9/18 (50) 9/20 (45) 8/18 (44)

300. 1000 13/21 (62) 12/19 (63) 14/22 (64) 19/27 (70)
1000- 3000 18/20 (90) 20/23 (87) 21/23 (91) 15/16 (94)

3000- 8500 9/16 (56) 6/13 (46) 6/13 (46) 6/13 (46)

(a) Radiation dose to the lungs calculated using the initial lung deposition based on the mean of individual external thorax
counts at 2 and 4 weeks after exposure and a fitted plutonium lung retention function for ali dogs

(b) Radiation dose to the lungs calculated assuming initial lung deposition was equal to the final body burden of plutonium
and using a fitted plutonium lung retention function for ali dogs.

(c) Radiation dose to the lungs calculated using initial lung deposition based on the mean of individual exl.ernal thorax counts
at 2 and 4 weeks after exposure, the individual final lung burden of plutonium, and an individual lung retention function
for each dog.

(d) Radiation dose to the lungs calculated using initial lung deposition equal to the final body burden of plutonium, the
individual final lung burden of plutonium, and an individual lung retention function for each dog.



or on final body burden, suggests that estimates 30-rad group, which was 75%. None of the dose-
J radiation dose to the lungs using individual range groupswas statistically different. Radiation
plutonium lung retention functions for each dog dose estimates to the lungs using final body bur-
would more accurately estimate the radiation close den as initial lung deposition do not include dose
to the lungs for individual dogs than using the from plutonium that was deposited in the lungs
same retention function for ali dogs. Mean lung and then excreted. Therefore, these estimate the
doses calculated using individual lung retention minimum dose to the lungs for individual dogs.
functions for each dog based on initial lung depo- Because of uncertainties related to external thorax
sition determined from final body burden ("IFBB," counting for initial lung deposition in low-dose-
Table 8) ranged from 88% to 100% of doses esti- level dogs, lung doses based on using final body
mated using individual lung retention functions for burden for initial lung deposition may more accu-
each dog based on initial lung deposition deter- rately estimate radiation dose to the lungs for
mined from external thorax counting ("IILDCT," individual dogs in the O- to 30-rad dose-range
Table 8) for ali dose-range groups except the O-to group.



Inhaled Plutonium Nitrate in Dogs

Principal Investigator: G. E. Dagle

Other Investigators: R. R. Adee, R. L. Buschbom, K. M. Gideon, E. S. Gilbert,
G. J. Powers, H. A. Ragan, C. O. Romsos, C. R. Watson,
R. E. Weller, and E. L. Wierman

Technical Assistance: J.P. Bramson, B. M. Colley, K. H. Debban, R. F. Flores,
B. B. Kimsey, B. G. Moore, C. R. Petty, D. L. Redetzke,
R. P. Schumacher, and M. J. Steele

The major objective of this project is to determine close-effect relationships of inhaled plutonium nitrate
in dogs to aid in prea_;ting health effects of accidental exposure in man. For life-span dose-effect studies,
beagle dogs were given a single inhalation exposure to 239pM(NO3)4in 1976 and 1977. The skeleton is
generally considered the critical tissue with inhaled soluble plutonium that translocates to bone surfaces.
Thus far, 14 years after exposure, 28 of 96 exposed dogs had bone tumors, 32 had lung tumors, and
9 had intrahepatic bile duct tumors.

The skeleton is generally considered the critical developing lesions; 7 dogs were selected as con-
tissue after inhalation of "soluble" plutonium (e.g., trois for periodic sacrifice; and 20 dogs were
plutoniurn nitrate), on the assumption that the plu- selected as untreated controls for life-span obser-
tonium will be rapidly translocated from the res- vations. The Appendix (at the end of this volume
piratory system to the skeleton. In several rodent of the Annual Report) shows the current status of
studies, however, inhalation of "soluble" plutonium each dog on these experiments.
has resulted primarily in lung tumors. Skeletal
tumors were seen less often, perhaps because
they were not expressed within the short lifespan

TABLE 1. Life-Span Dose-Effect Studios with Inhaled

of the rodents. Therefore, beagle clogs were 23epu(NO3)4in Beaglesla_chosen for this study to compare relative risks with
those from intravenously injected radionuclides in Dose- Numberof
beagles at the University of Utah, inhalation Level Dogs InitialLuncjDeposition (b)

studies with beta-, gamma-, and alpha-emitting Group MaleFemale nCi (c) nCi/,q Lunq (c}

radionuclides at the Inhalation Toxicology
Research Institute (Lovelace), and external irradi- Control lO lO o o
ation at the University of California (Davis) and at Vehicle 10 10 0 0

1 10 10 2_+2 0.02_+0.02
Argonne National Laboratory. More specifically, 2 10 10 8_+4 0.06_0.04
this study can be compared with inhaled 239puO2 3 10 10 56_+17 0.5_+0.2
and 238puO2studies in beagle dogs at PNL (see 4 10 10 295_+67 2_+0.8
Inhaled Plutonium Oxide in Dogs, this volume). 5 10 10 1709+_639 14_+6

6 3 2 5445+_1841 47_+17

Six close groups (105 dogs) were exposed, in
1976 and 1977, to aerosols of 239pM(NO3)4for life- (a) Exposedin1976and1977.
span observations (Table 1). In addition, 20 dogs (b) Estimatedfromexternalthoraciccounts at

were exposed to nitric acid aerosols as vehicle 2 weekspost exposureandestimatedlung

controls; 25 dogs were exposed to aerosols of weights (0.011 x body weight).

239pM(NO3)4 for periodic sacrifice to obtain (c) Mean_+standard deviation,
plutonium distribution and pathogenesis data in
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The average amount of plutonium in the lungs of 280 rads for the late effect, which occurred
decreased to approximately 1% of the final 4.1 years post exposure. At this time, the dose
body burden in dogs surviving 5 years or more rate was 60 to 70 rads per year. GPT and ALP
(Table 2). More than 90% of the burden trans- values in dose-level Groups 3 and 4 were signifi-
located to the liver and skeleton; only about cantly higher (p s 0.05)than those for the control
1% translocated to thoracic and abdominal lymph group (Figures 2 and 3).
nodes, This was in contrast to dogs that inhaled
239puO2; in these dogs, -50% of the final body Table 3 summarizes, by dose-level group, the mor-
burden was present in thoracic lymph nodes, but tality and lesions associated with deaths through

only about 2% in the skeleton at 10 to 11 years 14 years after exposure to 239pu(NO3)4. Ali five
after exposure, dogs at the highest dose level (Group 6) died from

radiation pneumonitis 14 to 41 months after expo-

The earliest observed biological effect was on the sure. Histopathological examination of the lungs
hematopoietic system: lymphopenia occurred at of these dogs revealed interstitial fibrosis, alveolar
the two highest dose levels at 4 weeks after expo- epithelial hyperplasia, increased numbers of alveo-
sure to 239pu(NO3)4. Total leukocyte concentra- lar macrophages, occasional small emphysema-
tions were reduced significantly in the two highest tous cavities and, at times, very small nodules of
dose groups, that is, Group 5 (mean initial lung squamous metaplasia at the termini of respiratory
deposition, -1700 nCi) and Group 6 (-5500 nCi). bronchioles. One dog at the highest dose level

had a small bronchioloalveolar carcinoma as well
as radiation pneumonitis.

The reduction in white cells in Groups 5 and 6
resulted from an effect on most leukocyte types
(neutrophils, lymphocytes, monocytes, and eosino- Ali the dogs in close-level Group 5 died or were
phils). This is in contrast to the effects of euthanized 34 to 92 months after plutonium expo-

both 239puO2 and 238puO2, which s!gnificantly sures. The principal cause of death at this expo-
depressed lymphocyte concentrations in groups sure level was osteosarcoma, which occurred in

17 of 20 dogs. Other deaths in dose-level Group 5with initial lung burdens of approximately 80 nCi
were caused by radiation pneumonitis (2 dogs)or more. The lymphopenia at lower dose levels of
and multiple lung tumors (1 dog). The multipleplutonium oxides may be related to the more

extensive trans!ocation of plutonium oxide to the lung tumors, in different lobes, were papillary ade-
tracheobronchial lymph nodes and subsequent nocarcinomas, combined epidermoid and adeno-

carcinoma, and bronchioloalveolar carcinoma;
higher dosage levels to lymphocytes circulating
through those lymph nodes. The results of these metastases were present in the tracheobronchial
continuing evaluations are shown in Figure 1. lymph nodes.

Malignant but nonfatal lung tumors were also
Serum enzyme assays have been performed present in nine dogs from dose-level Group 5 that
throughout the postexposure period in an attempt died from osteosarcomas and lp, one dog that
to identify specific damage to liver or bone by died from radiation pneumonitis. Typically, these
plutonium translocated from the lung. Evaluation arose subpleurally, proximal to areas of interstitial
of these data has revealed a biphasic elevation of fibrosis or small cavities communicating with bron-
serum alkaline phosphat_se (ALP) and serum glu- chioles. They consisted of bronchioloalveolar car-
tamic pyruvic transamir_a_e (GPI-) in individual cinomas in four dogs; papillary adenocarcinomas
dogs. There was an early increase followed by a in two dogs; both bronchioloalveolar carcinoma
return to control values and then a late effect and papillary adenocarcinoma in one dog; both
characterized by persistent, increased elevations papillary and tubular adenocarcinomas in one
of both ALP and GPT. Calculation of the cumula- dog; a combined epidermoid and adenocarcinoma
tive average radiation dose to mean time after in one dog; and a bronchioloalveolar carcinoma,
exposure, when serum chemistry values were first a papillary adenocarcinoma, and a mixed lung
observed to be different from controls for dose- tumor in one dog. No metastases of these lung
level Group 5 dogs, revealed a mean dose to liver tumors were observed.
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TABLE 2. Tissue Distribution of Plutonium in Beagles After Inhalation of 239pu(N03)4

Percent of Final Body Burden
Time After Final Body Thoracic Abdominal

Dog Exposure, Burden. Lymph Lymph

Number months (a_ i_Ci Lu_ Nodes (b_ Nodes (c) Liver Skeleton Cause of Death

1359M 0,1 0.080 90,50 0,15 0,06 2,46 3,20 Sacrifice
1375F 0,1 0.073 89.61 0.14 0,01 0,97 4,68 Sacrifice
1407F 0,1 0.092 51,87 0,41 0.13 10.99 18,70 Sacrifice

1389M 0,5 0.053 24.07 0,38 0.08 41.28 26,21 Sacrifice
1390M 0,5 0,051 24.62 0,32 0.11 20.05 44.45 Sacrifice
1445F 0,5 0,057 26,42 0.32 0,11 21.28 44,73 Sacrifice
1329F 1 0,485 70.05 O.16 0.04 8.28 18.79 Sacrifice
1346M 1 0,902 76.81 0.32 0.03 10.45 10.30 Sacrifice
1347F 1 0,699 71,71 0,36 0.08 9,33 14.09 Sacrifice
1336M 1 0,032 71,38 0,22 0,05 5,72 19.73 Sacrifice
1341F 1 0.022 64.43 0.29 O,10 12,92 18,63 Sacrifice
1344F 1 0.052 58.68 0,25 0,04 21.87 16.09 Sacrifice
1335M 1 0,003 19,52 0,07 0.06 6.68 25.04 Sacrifice
1339F 1 0.001 19,08 0.13 0.08 20,92 45,47 Sacrifice
1351M 1 0,002 40,68 1,22 0,09 17.09 28.89 Sacrifice
1522F 3 0,059 54.68 0.57 O,10 11.52 28,24 Sacrifice
1529F 3 0.049 51,68 0.40 0,07 18.48 23.74 Sacrifice
1539M 3 0.072 52.45 0.31 0,05 18.58 25.03 Sacrifice
1564F 12 0,037 18,00 1,27 O,11 33.53 42,63 Sacrifice
1571F 12 0.053 22.37 1,47 0.11 28,76 42,91 Sacrifice
1588M 12 0.053 13.14 0,40 0.12 35,85 46,18 Sacrifice

1424M 14 4.625 33.10 1.43 0.16 26,49 36,88 Radiation pneumonitis
1517F 16 4.025 18.99 0.94 0,18 29.51 47.88 Radiation pneumonitis
151OF 17 4,048 22.00 1,15 0,05 20.71 52.00 Radiation pneumonitis
1420M 25 1,61 6 16.51 0.86 0.20 7.77 70.06 Radiation pneumonitis
1471M 34 1.375 9.25 0,73 O.12 26,92 58.34 Radiation pneumonitis
1518M 42 1.880 6.87 0.24 0.07 21 ,'__ 67.51 Radiation pneumonitis,

lung tumor
1512M 42 2,136 4.31 0.60 0.08 49,93 42.66 Bone tumor
1508M 43 1.730 3,24 0,62 0,08 41,53 52.70 Bone tumor

1459F 51 1.567 4.40 0,15 0,12 30,86 61.41 Radiation pneumonitis,
lung tumor

1492F 52 1,202 2.81 0.20 0,17 27.02 66.38 Bone tumor
1485F 54 1.052 0.82 0,35 0.07 31.13 63.94 Bone tumor

1502F 55 3.113 0.80 0.39 0.09 33.33 62.51 Bone tumor, lung tumor
1387F 55 0.167 1.41 0.22 0,12 45.48 49.10 Bone tumor

1429M 59 1.159 4,14 0,35 0,10 37,06 54.70 Bone tumor, lung tumor
1598F 60 0.058 0.90 0.14 0.17 24.44 31.62 Sacrifice

1576M 60 0.065 1.54 0.36 0.13 46.23 39.15 Sacrifice
1605F 60 0,025 1.87 0.11 0.12 52.32 39.37 Sacrifice
1646F 60 0.806 0.72 0.20 0.40 46.92 48.42 Bone tumor

1619F 62 1.361 0,55 0.59 0.13 37.87 58.63 Bone tumor
1589F 63 0.029 0.68 0.04 O.13 46.43 50.32 Sacrifice
1636M 66 0.634 1.21 0.27 0.52 53,97 39,09 Bone tumor

1652F 68 0.658 1,46 0.23 0.29 50,47 44.32 Bone tumor, lung tumor
1498F 69 0.845 0,5_ 0.32 0.13 26.63 53.37 Bone tumor, lung tumor
1659F 69 0.736 1,14 0,34 0.40 38,90 55.89 Bone tumor

1640M 76 0.177 4.01 0.64 0.63 54.41 36.59 Lung tumor
1419M 76 0.873 0,69 0.28 0.39 44.06 50.70 Bone tumor, lung tumor
1660M 82 0.854 0,76 0.53 0.53 37.51 58.17 Bone tumor, lung tumor
1621M 84 0.840 0,94 0,56 0,29 40,87 54,55 Bone tumor, lung tumor
1655M 88 0.505 1.05 0.22 0.93 41,83 52.14 Lung tumor, Bone tumor
1501M 92 0.002 1.62 0.50 0,79 38.05 48.41 Thyroid tumor
1648M 92 0.639 1,12 0.25 0.73 42,83 50.61 Bone tumor, lung tumor
1641M 92 0,869 0.78 0,24 0,48 45,72 48.89 Lung tumor
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TABLE 2, Continued

Percent of Final Body Burden
Time After Final Body Thoracic Abdominal

Dog Exposure, Burden, Lymph Lymph
Nodes (c)Number months (a) _ FCi Lungs Nodes (b) Live___..._rSkeleton Cause of Death

1408F 93 0,181 0,60 0.19 0.37 49,47 45.52 Bone tumor
1404M 93 0.217 0.82 0.28 0.72 46.24 48.62 Pleut itis

1470F 95 0,001 1 .t 1 0,48 0.34 43.21 50.23 I_eningioma

1489F 98 0,002 1,23 0.73 0.70 41,36 48.52 Esophageal tumor
1565F 101 0.001 0.77 1,55 0.87 43.62 44.09 Hemangiosarcoma
1385M 101 0.362 0.62 0.51 0.42 46.38 49.36 Bone tumor, lung tumor
1364M 102 0.370 1.13 0.32 0.40 49.46 46.17 Lung tumor
1503F 103 0.007 0.37 0.64 0,25 60.15 35.37 Thyroid tumor
1645F 105 0.182 0,73 0.41 0,46 55.96 40.70 Lung tumor

1587M 106 0.027 0.65 0.74 0,51 20.11 74.97 Hemangiosarcoma, lung tumor
1534M 106 0.201 0.96 0.43 0.49 50,78 43.95 Congestive heart failure
1521F 106 0.146 0,88 0.34 0.36 51,77 44.41 Bone tumor, lung tumor
1599F 106 0.007 0.69 0.54 0.48 34,04 60.60 Adrenal tumor

1413F 109 0.026 1.16 0,39 0.51 56.06 37.78 Malignant lymphoma

1391M 111 0.004 1.21 0.34 0.47 50,40 45,49 Thyroid tumor, lung tumor
1581M 111 0,002 0.52 0.95 0,31 38,21 56,46 Hemangiosarcoma
1602M 111 0,006 1.95 1.29 0.97 42.80 46.45 Epilepsy
1428F 114 0.230 0.72 0.62 0,56 35.16 60,14 Bone tumor, lung tumor
1386M 116 0.028 1.59 0.26 0,82 56.40 38.62 Hemangiosarcoma
1568M 116 0.034 0.93 0.50 0.54 42.27 52.10 Pneumonia

159OF 119 0.003 0.48 0.35 1.00 59,61 31.23 Mammary tumor
1530F 122 0,017 0,89 0.77 0.84 42.50 50.30 Bone tumor, lung tumor
1570F 122 0,001 0.34 0.91 0.42 30.80 63,13 Stomach tumor

1535F 122 0.145 0.62 0,67 0.74 19.27 73.73 Bone tumor, lung tumor
1446F 123 0.165 0.40 0,56 0.63 27.06 67.94 Pyometra, liver tumor
1540M 124 0.037 0.61 0.45 0.38 39.21 55.37 Lung tumor
1414F 126 0,121 1,29 0,42 0.54 44.44 49.50 Bone, lung, and liver tumors
1569F 126 0.031 0.53 0.42 0.31 50.23 45.17 Lung tumor
1575M 128 0.004 0.43 0,54 0.51 55.53 37.17 Prostate tumor
1456F 132 0,041 0.33 0.60 0.49 41,34 52.74 Pneumonia

1637M 132 0,105 1.22 0.64 0.31 45,50 49,64 Lung tumor
1607M 135 0.001 0.53 1,80 0.44 37.49 55.95 Liver tumor

1363M 135 0,046 0.51 0.69 0.44 55.62 40.23 Pneumonia, adrenal/liver tumor

1562F 136 0.034 0,64 0.69 4.82 31.22 57.87 Mammary tumor, liver tumor
1380M 136 0.041 0,57 0.70 0.82 34.11 58.90 Pneumonia
1618F 140 0.134 0.38 0,23 1.05 38.34 56.67 Bone tumor

1439F 143 0.033 0.41 0,69 0,75 25,65 68.09 Malignant lymphoma

1379M 144 0.202 0,56 0.72 0.85 25,30 67.38 Liver, lung, and bone tumors
1507M 144 0.002 1.69 0,38 0.58 51.27 38.98 Malignant melanoma
1639F 145 0,094 0.84 0.70 0.73 35.42 57.73 Radiation pneumonitis, lung tumor
1647M 146 0.155 0.78 0.46 0.17 45,84 51,38 Lung tumor, liver tumor
1591M 147 0.007 0,68 0.56 0.70 31.49 59.61 Malignant lymphoma
1585F 148 0.005 1.03 0.80 0,85 28.77 60,90 Thyroid tumor

1490F 149 0.013 0.45 0,42 0.34 46,01 49.06 Mammary tumor
1563F 149 0.001 1.20 3.65 1,33 29.96 57,51 Thyroid tumor
1592F 150 0.001 0.63 0.47 0.48 44.39 50.24 Pneumonia

1595M 154 0.030 0.61 0.68 0.53 43.98 50.01 Neph ropathy
1362M 155 0.167 0.45 0.44 0.61 36,97 58.06 Bone, liver, and lung tumor
1465F 156 0.001 1.71 0.37 1.31 45,84 44,12 Nephropathy
1604M 156 0.032 0.91 0.72 0,58 21.71 70.83 Encephalopathy

(a) Radioanalysis not completed in dogs that died more than 156 months after exposure,
(b) Includes tracheobronchial, mediastinat, and sternal lymph nodes.
(c) Includes hepatic, splenic, and mesenteric lymph nodes.
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FIGURE 1. Mean Leukocyte, Neutrophil, and Lymphocyte Values in Dogs After Inhalation of 239pu(NO3)4.

In dose-level Group 4, ali the dogs died or were were present in the livers of 4 additional dogs that
euthanized 54 to 157 months after plutonium died of other causes. Nonfatal lung tumors were
exposure. The causes of death, probably related present in 9 dogs that died of other causes.
to plutonium exposure, included bone tumors
(9 dogs), lung tumors (5 dogs), a delayed-onset In dose-level Group 3, 18 dogs have now died up
radiation pneumonitis (1 dog), and a bile duct to 14 years after exposure. Three dogs have died
carcinoma (1 dog). Intrahepatic bile duct tumors of lung tumors, and lung tumors were present in
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FIGURE 2. Serum Glutamic Pyruvic Transaminase (GPT) in Dogs After Inhalation of 239pu(NO3)4.

each of 3 additional dogs that died of a bone control dogs, but we have observed a nonf,3tal
tumor, a thyroid tumor, and a hemangiosarcoma, hepatocellular carcinoma in a control dog.
Two clogs had bile duct tumors.

Although the skeleton is generally considered the
In the lower dose levels (Groups 1 and 2), the critical tissue after inhalation of soluble plutonium,
incidence of lesions to 14 years after exposure and 28 of 96 exposed dogs had died with bone
was not significantly different from that of the tumors by 14 years after exposure, it should be
control groups. Of uncertain relationship to plu- noted that 32 of these 96 exposed dogs also had
tonium exposure, however, were bile duct carcin- lung tumors. We have calculated that lung cancer
omas in 2 dogs from dose-level Group 2 and fatal risks for these dogs, based on estimated cumula-
hepatocellular carcinomas in 1 dog each from tive dose to the lung, are approximately 12 times
dose-level Group 2 and dose..levelGroup 1. Bile higher for 239pu(NO3)4than for inhaled 239puO2
duct tumors have not yet been observed in any and 50 times higher than for inhaled 238puO2.
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FIGURE 3. Serum Alkaline Phosphatase (ALP) in dogs After Inhalation of 239pu(N03)4.

The bone tumor incidence, relative to total (2 dogs), femur (2 dogs), radius (1 dog), scapula
skeletal dose in the close levels having bone (1 dog), and nasal turbinates (1 dog); several
tumors, is given in Table 4. The sites of the dogs had tumors at more than one site, and
bone tumors were lumbar vertebrae (6 dogs), metastases were frequent. Further, intrahepatic
humerus (6 dogs), cervical vertebrae (4 dogs), bile duct tumors have now occurred in 9 of the 96
pelvis (4 dogs), thoracic vertebrae (3 dogs), exposed dogs.
sacrum (3 dogs), ribs (3 dogs), facial bones
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TABLE 3. Lesions in Beagle Dogs 14 Years After Inhalation of 239pu(NO3)4

Dose Group
6 5 _4 3 2 1 Vehicle Control

Number of Dogs/Group 5 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
Number of Dead Dogs/Group 5 20 20 18 17 16 17 16

Condition (a)

Radiation pneumonitis 4 1
Radiation pneumonitis and lung tumor 1 1 1
Bone tumor 8 3

Bone and lung tumor 9 4 1
Bone, lung, and liver tumor 2
Lung tumor 1 4 3
Liver, lung, and bone tumor 1
Lung and liver tumor 1
Hemangiosarcoma and lung tumor 1
Thyroid and lung tumor 1
Pneumonia and lung tumor I
Pyometra and liver tumor 1
Pneumonia and liver tumor 1 1

Mammary and liver tumor 1
Nephropathy liver tumor 1
Liver tumor 2 1
Pneumol,la or pleuritis 1 3 1 3

Lymphoma 2 2 4
Thyroid tumor 2 2 2
Meningeal tumor 1
Status epilepticus/encephalopathy 1 1 1
Congestive heart failure 1 1 1
Hemangiosarcoma 1 1 2
Adrenal tumor 1 1 1

Esophageal/stomach tumor 2
Intervertebral disc protrusion 2 2
Mammary tumor 2 3
Cerebral hemorrhage 1
Prostate tumor 1 1

Urinary bladder tumor 1 1
Pyometra 1
Mastocytoma 1
Splenic tumor 1
Endocarditis 1

Nephropathy 1 1 3 3
Malignant melanoma (oral) 1 1 1
Nephritis 1
Panophthalmitis 1
Gastric dilatation 1

Skin tumor (lung metastasis 1
Hypothyroidism 1
Pituitary tumor 1

(a) Number of dogs with lesions associated with death.
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TABLE 4. Bone Tumor Incidence in Beagle Dogs 14 Years After Inhalation of 239pu(NO3)4

Dose-Level Number Mean Survival, Skeletal Bone Tumor

of Do qs years Dose cG._G__' Incidence

Control 20 118 -- 0
Vehicle 20 126 -- 0

1 20 11.9 -- 0
2 20 12.4 -- 0
3 20 11.5 17:.t 6 7%
4 20 9 8 99 + 68 53%
5 20 54 192+_64 85%
6 5 1.9 72_+_70 0

(a) Skeletal dose 1 year before death. Inadequate numbers of dogs were
analyzed for dose levels 1 and 2, and not ali the dogs have been
analyzed in dose levels 3 and 4.
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National Radiobiology Archives

Principal Investigator: C. R. Watson

Other Investigators: M. T. Karagianes, E. K. Ligotke, J. C. Prather,
L. G. Smith, and S. K. Smith

The National Radiobiology Archives is a comprehensive effort to gather, organize, and catalog data,
tissues, and documents related to radiobiology studies. This will provide future researchers with materials
for analysis by advanced molecular biology techniques and with information for statistical analysis to com-
pare results of these and other studies. The project concentrated initially on three tasks associated with
studies of beagle dogs exposed to ionizing radiation at five DOE laboratories: (1) implementing an inter-
laboratory cornputerizecl information system containing a summarized dose-and-effects database with
results for each of more than 5,000 life-span-observation dogs, a collection inventory database, and a
bibliographic database; (2) establishing a document archives of research materials such as logbooks,
clinical notes, radiographic films, and pathologists' observations; and (3)establishing a specimen
archives for research materials suct_ as biopsy and necropsy tissue samples or histopathology blocks
and slides. The databases were designed, and the scope of the information system has been expanded
to include about 7,000 beagle and 10,000 mouse records from seven laboratories. An introduction to the
system is available on diskette. Tissue specimens and histopathology blocks from more than 1,000
University of California at Davis dogs are organized and available; gerontologists from the Univc;'sity of
California visited the tissue archives to harvest brain specimens from selected aged dogs.

Since the initiation of the Manhattan project, many laboratories. As a consequence, a group of
investigations have been conducted into the bio- closely related experiments are now coming to
logical effects of ionizing radiation. The focus of fruition. These studies, conducted at the Uni-
these studies has been on understanding the versity of Utah (U of Utah), the University of
degree of risk and the nature of human health California at Davis (UC Davis), Argonne National
effects. When the acute effects of relatively large Laboratory (ANL), Pacific Northwest Laboratory
doses had been characterized, attention shifted to (PNL), and the Inhalation Toxicology Research
the relationship between low doses and cancer. Institute (ITRI) were summarized in 1989 by Roy
This led to initiation of life-span studies of experi- Thompson in Life-Span Effects of Ionizing Radia-
mental animals in several DOE-supported labora- tion in the Beagle Dog and became the initial
tories. As these studies are completed, the focus of Archives activities. A similar study in
National Radiobiology Archives (NRA) provides beagle dogs was supported by the Food and
integration and preservation of this unique body of Drug Administration at Colorado State University
information and materials, and encourages and (CSU). Information from CSU about the effect of
facilitates its continued use. gamma rays is being included in the Archives.

Radiobiology Studies There have been many life-span studies of
rodents, notably those conducted at Oak Ridge

Nearly 40 years ago, the U.S. Atomic Energy National Laboratory (ORNL), ANL, Brookhaven
Commission made a far-reaching commitment to National Laboratory (BNL), and PNL. This year,
conduct life-span radiation effect studies in a the Archives accessioned information about
relatively long-lived animal, the beagle dog, at five 9765 mice of various strains exposed to gamma
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rays at ORNL. These experiments are listed in Otto G. Raabe, University of California at Davis
Table 1, showing the NRA study code, the time Roy C. Thompson, Pacific Northwest Laboratory.
period over which the exposures were conducted,
the nature of the exposures, and the number of The NRAACmet in March 1991 to review progress
animals held for life-span observation, and help set priorities. Major recommendations

were to expand the archives to include rodent
Three tasks are associated with integrating and studies and to develop a demonstration diskette
preserving information from these studies. The for potential users. Future activities of the NRAAC
computerized information system provides elec- include sponsorship of a workshop on current and
tronic access to summary data on each animal, future research uses of archived tissue specimens.
the document and specimen collection catalogs,
and bibliographic citations; the document

archives houses and preserves nonbiological Information System
materials;and the specimen archives housesand

preserves biological materials. This year, we Computer databasetechnology isessentialtointe-
made significant progress toward implementing grating this broad and diverse collection of infor-
the databases and report an interesting use of mation. The NRA is developing several interrelated
the specimen archives. Procedures were deve]- databases, each of which follows the relational
oped for cataloging the written materials in the model. There are three major databases: the
document archives. Documents will be shipped dose-effects summary, the collection inventory,
to the NRA as studies are completed; this year, and the bibliography. These systems were initially
the documents were still in active use in the developed on two hardware platforms, the DEC
laboratories. VAXconfiguration at ANL and the IBM PCsystems

at PNL. We evaluated two database management
Advisory Committee software products, Oracle on the VAX and PCand

Paradox on the PC,and have decided to concen-
The NRA is guided by an advisory committee trate cn Paradox on the PC.
(NRAAC) consisting of five external advisors:

Stephen A. Benjamin, Colorado State University' The computerized summary database contains the
Dog Studies dose to and the effect on each significant tissue in

each animal, lt has six major tables:J. A. Louis Dubeau, University of Southern
California: Molecular Biology

Nancy Knight, American College of Radiologists: LAB - describing each laboratory
Archivist STUDY - describing each study (as shown in

Kenneth L. Jackson, University of Washington: Table 1)
Radiobiology GROUP - describing groups of animals within

Philip R. Watson, Oregon State University: each study
Databases ANIMAL - summarizing each animal

TEFFECT - effect (and diagnosis dates)

and eight participating advisors: observed in each significant tissue
category

Bruce B. Boecker, Inhalation Toxicology Research TDOSE - dose to each significant tissue cate-
Institute gory at diagnosis dates in TEFFECT.

Marvin E. Frazier, U.S. Department of Energy
Thomas E. Fritz, Argonne National Laboratory The summary database also includes laboratory-
Ronald L. Kathren, Washington State University, specific supporting tables for information such as

Tri-Cities serial hematological determinations or clinical
Scott C. Miller, University of Utah observations. Progress toward populating the
James F. Park, Pacific Northwest Laboratory summary database is shown in Table 2.
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TABLE 1 Major Life-Span Studies Being Incorporated into the National Radiobiology Archives

NRA

Study Date of Number of

ID (a) Exposures Descr,pt_on of Study Life-Span Animals

Beetle Doga:

A-01 1956 90Sr, Transplacental 53

A-02 1957 90Sr. SC mlect:on (multiple, var,ous ages) 98

A-03 1960-1964 14.4Ce' IV mlect_on 49

A-04 1961-1963 137Cs, IV mjoct_on 65

A-05 1968-1978 Gamma ray, whole body (continuous to death) 311

A-06 1968-1977 Gamma ray, whole hotly (continuous to predetermined dose) 343

C-03 1967.1973 Gamma ray whole body F 3 and F4 generations 1680

D-01 1952-1958 X ray, whole body (fractionated) 360
D.02 1961-1969 9Ost, ingested (in _toto to 540 days) 483

D-03 1964-1969 90Sr, IV mject_on 4..5

D-04 1964-1969 226Ra, IV injection (mulbple} 335

1.01 1965-1967 90SrCI2, Inhalation 63

1-02 1966-1967 144CECI 3 , Inhalation 70
1.03 1966-1967 91YCI_, Inhalation 54

1-04 1967-1971 14.4Ce _FAP) (b), Inhalation 126

1-05 1968-1969 137CSCI ' IV iniectlon 66

1-06 1969-1971 9Oy (FAP), Inhalation 101

1-07 1970.1971 91y (FAP)Inhalation 108
1-08 1970-1974 90Sr (FAP), Inhalation 124

1-09 1972.1976 144Ce (FAP), Inhalation (juvenile) 54

I- I0 1972-1975 14.4Ce (FAP), Inhalation (aged) 54
1-11 1972-1975 t44Ce (FAP), Inhalation (multiple) 36

I. 12 _973-1976 238puO:_. Inhalation (30 vm) 84

I- 13 1974-1976 238puO2, Inhalation (1.5 pm) 84
!. 14 1977-1979 239puO Inhalation (075 pm) 60

f- 15 1977-1979 239puO 2' Inhalation (1 5 I.=m) 108

1-16 1977-1979 239puO2'2' lnnalation (30 pm) 83

I. 17 1977-1978 239puO2. Inhalation (multiple, 0 75 _m) 72

!-18 1979-1983 239puo 2, Inhalation (juvenile, 15 vm) 108

I. 19 1979.1982 239puO2, Inhalation (aged, 15 pm) 60

P-01 1959-1962 239puo 2, Inhalation 35

P.02 1967 238puo 2. Inhalation 22
239puO Inhalation 136P-03 1970-1972

P-04 1972.1975 238pu0_. Inhalation 136

P-05 1975-1977 239pu (NO3) 4,= Inhalation 148

U-01 1952-1974 239pu IV injection 285

U-02 1953-1970 226Ra, IV injection 164

U-03 1954-1963 228Ra. IV injection 89

U-04 1954-1963 228Th, IV iniection 94

U-05 1955-1966 90Sr, IV injection 99

U-06 1966-1975 241Am, IV iniection 117

U-07 1971-1974 24"90f, IV injection 36
U-08 1971-1973 252Cf, IV iniection 35

U-09 1972-1978 239pu, IV injection (juvenile) 75

U-10 1973 253Es, IV iniect=on 5

Ij-11 1975-1978 239pu, IV injection (aged) 34

U-12 1975-1978 226Ra, IV inlectlon (juvenile) 53

U- 13 1975-1980 226Ra, IV inlection (aged) 33

U-14 1977-1979 224Ra, IV inlection (multiple) 128

Total: 1952-1983 7061

Mice:

R.01 1977 Gamma ray, single exposure at 10 wk, BALB/c & RFM females 4728

R-02 1987 Gamma ray, single exposure at 10 wk, C3Hf & C57BL/6, both sexes 5037

Total 1977-1987 9765

(a) Laboratory codes: A, ANL; C, Colorado State University; D, University of California at Davis; I, ITRI; P, PNL; R, ORNL; U, University

of Utah Study numbers: arbitrarily assigned by NRA

(b) FAP: radionuclide was adsorbed to an insoluble fused aluminosilicate vector aerosol
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The collection inventory database contains infor- Access User's Manual," explains usage and exten-
mation about each of the bar code labels affixed sively describes the fields (Watson et al. 1991).
to materials (or containers of materials) in the This document and software are an important
NRA collections. The database defines the materi- summary of the meta data (information describing
als and also tracks the location of items to allow data) collected by the Archives.
rapid retrieval. More than 2000 items, related

to 9000 animals, are currently managed by this Document Archives
system.

The bibliographic database uses the same bar The research document archives collects the
code label system as the collection inventory data- detailed research findings associated with each
base to identify reference materials. Location study. These include handwritten "raw" data such
information about the materials is stored in the as exposure logbooks, clinical notes, laboratory
collection inventory database, and a complete bib- analysis forms, hematological profiles, and animal
liographic citation is stored in the bibliography care observations. A significant class of research
system. The bibliography system includes more document from these studies is photographic film-
than 400 items of a supporting nature; animal- autoradiographs, radiographs, and photographs.
specific documents will arrive in 1992. "Summarized" data, usually reduced to computer

files or publication reprints, are also included.
An introduction to the NRA information system is Each document (or document container such as
available as a stand-alone application that can a folder)is given a bar-coded accession number
be self-loaded from diskette onto a DOS-based label and is stored in a controlled environment.
microcomputer. The accompanying documenta- This material is cataloged in the bibliographic
tion, "National Radiobiology Archives Distributed database for rapid selection and retrieval.

TABLE 2. Progress Toward Populating the Summary Database

NRA Status of NRA Database Tables (b)

Lab and Stud I,___ LA.__BBSTUDY GROUP ANIMAL TEFFECT TDOSE LAB SPECIFIC

A-01, A-02, A-03 F C C P
A-04 F C C C C C
A-05, A-06 F C C P
C-03 P P P I
D-'J1 F C C P
D-(,2, [.3-03, D-04 F C C C C C
1-01 to 1-19 F C C C
P-01, P-02 F C C P P

P-03, P-04, P-05 F C C C P
R-01, R-02 C C C C C C C
U-01 to U-14 F C C C C C C

Number of Records: 7 62 444 19,6G1 47,700 1,886 >200,000

(a) Laboratory Codes' A, ANL; C, Colorado State University; D, University of California at Davis; I, ITRI'
P, PNL; R, ORNL; U, University of Utah. Study numbers are defined in Table 1.

(b) Status Codes:
C, Complete; database records are complete, ali significant fields have complete information.
F, Final; database records are complete and reviewed by investigator.
I, Incomplete' database tables are partially filled with representative rows.
P, Partial: database records are partially complete, some fields have no info:mation.
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The first contribution to the document archives is examine previous information from a new perspec-
the extensive collection of supportive documenta- five by applying different analytical approaches or
tion that provided the basis for Radioactivity and by combining results of studies performed at dif-
Health: A History, by J. Newell Stannard; more ferent institutions. This year we continued our
than 30 boxes of material have been accessioned, collaboration with ANL and ITRI to combine infor-
The UC Davisclinical and radiographic records will mation from two studies (I-05 and A-04) of injected
be shipped to the Archives at the conclusion of 1370s01, We also collaborated with investigators
their contract with DOE in 1992. Documents such at UC Davis to harvest brain specimens of dogs
as clinical records, radiographs, photographs, and whose clinical records indicated Alzheimer-like
autoradiography preparations, as well as speci- symptoms. The NRA retrieved the tissues and
mens such as organs, histology blocks, and provided laboratory facilities, and the UC Davis
slides, at the U of Utah were accessioned in 1990; team prepared tlistopathology slides for staining
these materials will reside in Utah pending com- and interpretation.
pletion of the studies.

Future Activities
Specimen Archives

The Archives will continue the orderly accession-

The biological specimen archives contains col- ing of life-span beagle study information and ship-
ment of selected specimens and documents to\ lectecl research materials such as tissues pre-

served in formalin or alcohol, tissue samples PNL. While these studies are being completed,
embedded in paraffin or plastic for histopath- the NRA will play an increasing role in facilitating
ological analysis, microscope slides, and radio- cross-cutting and interspecies analysis. For exam-
graphic films. Many of these materials are pie, the NRA will compile and publish a combined
radioactive and are associated with hazardous data set of control animals based on consensus-
materials such as formalin, alcohol, or paraffin, building meetings of the donating investigators.
An existing 1200-ft2 cinder block building, 331-G, Because most rodent-based radiobiology studies
has been renovated as the repository of these involved thousands of animals, access to unsum-
specimens, lt contains a specimen manipulation marized, unpublished data from them is limited.
laboratory and storage bays with an automatic fire As the NRA project matures, additional rodent
suppression system. Materials are nominated for studies, initially those conducted at ANL, ORNL,
donation to the Archives by an institution that and PNL, will be included in the NRA information
recognizes that specific completed studies are system.
worthy of consideration for inclusion in the
Archives. References Cited
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Low-Level 239pu02 Life-Span Studies

Principal Investigator: C. L. Sanders

Other Investigator: K. E. Lauhala

Wistar, Long-Evans, and Fischer-344 rats are being examined during their life span for spatial-temporal
dose-distribution patterns and pathological sequelae, including lung tumors, Histopathological analyses
have been completed on 2821 of 3192 female Wistar rats. The dose-response curve for lung tumors was
well fitted by a quadratic function and a "practical" threshold of 1 to 2 Gy; maximum lung tumor incidence
(75%)was seen at about 8 Gy. The incidence of ali lung tumors in 1641 rats with lung doses < 1 Gy was
only 0.2% and in 1004 rats with lung doses <0.1 Gy only 0.1%', in 944 sham-exposed controls, the lung
tumor incidence was 0,4%. Dose-response relationships for carcinoma formation in the lung of the rat
from either highly genotoxic 239pu or from a variety of nongenotoxic dusts may be best explained by a
threshold model,

Introduction

This project is one of only a few that provide maximum tumor incidence of about 75% being
lung cancer risk data from an animal model at seen at a lung dose of approximately 8 Gy, Only
radiation doses as low as those received by four lung tumors (one adenocarcinoma, one squa-
nuclear workers, using a sufficient number of rnous carcinoma, one mesothelioma, and one
animals in control and low-dose groups to fibrosarcoma) have been found in exposed rats
estimate tumor risk. The accurate determination with lung doses < 1 Gy, for a malignant lung tumor
of lung dose for each animal and the large num- incidence of 0.2%. Only one lung tumor (an
bers of animals in control and low-dose groups adenocarcinoma) was found in 1004 exposed rats
provide new information for decreasing the uncer- with lung doses <0.1 Gy, for a malignant lung
tainty of carcinogenic risk estimate in the lung. tumor incidence of 0,1%. Four lung tumors were
Quantitative light and scanning electron micro- seen in 944 sham-exposed control rats, for a
scopic autoradiography, cell kinetics, morpho- malignant lung tumor incidence of 0.4% (Table 1).
merry, and pathological studies are used to
evaluate and quantitate radiation dose received

These data also continue to indicate the presenceby type II alveolar epithelium as it progresses
to carcinoma, of a possible "threshold" dose of about 1 Gy for

lung tumor formation; below this threshold, lung

Lung Tumors in Female Wistar Rats tumors are unlikely to be seen (Figures 1 and 2).
They may actually be less likely to occur in

A total of 3192 young-adult, female, specific- exposed animals than in controls. We are con-
pathogen-free (SPF) rats were used in the initial tinuing to suggest that 239Pu acts as a promoter
life-span study. Of these, 2134 were exposed to of pulmonary carcinogenesis, at lung doses
239puO2at initial lung burdens (ILB) ranging from >1 Gy, which provides ILB levels sufficient to
about 0.007 kBq to 6.7 kBq, and 1058 control rats cause focal aggregation of 239puO2 pa.qicles; this
were sham-exposed, Histopathological analyses leads to a sequence of focal inflammation, fibrosis,
have been completed on 2821 of 3192 rats, type li alveolar epithelial hyperplasia, differentiated
including 944 sham-exposed controls and 1877 and undifferentiated cuboidaJ metaplasia, and
exposed animals. At a lung dose > 1 Gy, the inci- squamous metaplasia in alveolar regions preced-
dence of lung tumors rapidly increases, with a ing carcinoma formation.
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TABLE 1. Lung Tumor Incidences in Female Wistar Rats Following Inhalation of 239puO 2

Incidence of Malignant Lung Tumors_ %
Dose to Number of Squamous Adeno.

Lung, Gy (a) Rats(b) Carcinoma carcinoma Sarcoma (c) Mesothelioma Total

21.4 +_ 1.3 9 (9) 33,3 11.1 22.2 0 66,7

18.5 _+0,97 11 (11) 54.5 18.2 0 0 72.7

15,6 + 0.82 14 (14) 35.7 14,3 7.1 0 57.21

13.0 _ 0.55 16 (16) 62.5 18.8 18,8 0 100

11.5 _+ 0.25 15 (15) 40.0 20,0 13.3 0 73,3

10.0 _+ 0.51 16 (16) 43,8 12.5 6.3 0 62.5

7.94 _ 0.47 20 (20) 60,0 10,0 0 5,0 75,0

5.93 _ 0.63 17 (17) 23.5 11.8 17.6 5.9 58.8

4.48 ± 0,23 17 (17) 0 29,4 5,9 0 35.3

3,40 _+..0.28 29 (29) 10.3 10,3 0 0 20.7

2,56 ± 0.24 35 (35) 5.1 5.1 0 0 10,2

1.40 + 0.32 37 (37) 5.4 0 0 0 5.4

0,89 _+ 0.05 39 (39) 0 0 0 0 0

0.68 ± 0.06 63 (63) 0 0 0 0 0

0.49 _ 0.06 60 (60) 0 0 1.7 1.7 3,3

0.28 _ 0.05 140 (138) 0.7 0 0 0 0,7

0.13 +_ 0.03 373 (337) 0 0 0 0 0

0,07 ± 0.02 1211 (1004) 0 0.1 0 0 0.1

0,005 (_) 1058 (944) 0 0.2 O.1 O.1 0.4

(a) Mean ± standard deviation,

(b) Number of rats with completed histopathology is given in parentheses.
(c) Hemangiosarcoma, fibrosarcoma, carcinosarcoma.
(d) Estimated background lung dose.

Pathological Sequelae Leading to et al. 1988), and data from current morphometric
Pulmonary Carcinoma studies; early results are presented in Table 2.

Type II alveolar epithelium, the most probable
target cell for carcinomas in the lung of the rat,

The radiation dose to various cell types in focal accounts for only 3%-4% of the alveolar surface
regions of Pu particle aggregation is being deter- in normal rat lung. A marked increase is seen
mined using dose estimates from studies of quan- in alveolar histiocytes at about 6 months after
titative light microscopic autoradiography (Sanders exposure, along with a two- to threefold increase
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TABLE 2. Morphometric Determination of Numerical and Volumetric Abundance of Alveolar Cell Types in Regions of Focal 239puO2
Aggregation _al

Time After Alveolar Histiocyte/ Type II Alveolar Metaplastic
Exposure, m Macrophage . Epithelium Mast Cellj Epithelium

Days %# % vol %# % vol % # %# % vol

Control !bl 2.4 _ 3.2 1.4 *- 1.2 9.4 __.5.9 3.2 +_ 2.0 0 0 0

180 (3) _c) 16.2 __4.8 11.7 +_ 1.7 12.8 _ 4.1 3.6 _ 1.6 4.9 _ 2.0 9.6_+ 8.2 2.3_+ 2.2

210 (4) _c_ 21.2 +_8.6 18.3 _+52 14.0 _+_2.8 4.7 +_ 1.6 4.2 +_ 1.5 17.6 z 7.4 3.5 +_ 1.7

240 (7) i:l 12.5 __3.6 11.4 +__3.7 22,1 _+_5.0 5.4 ± 1.3 5.7 _+0.8 12.2 _+.7.9 2.1 _+ 1.4

400 (1) {ci 15.3 1 1.3 27.6 4.9 7.1 ....

(a) Lung dose in exposed rats = 12 _ 0.5 Gy: values are mean _ standard deviation.
(b) From Rhoads et al. (1981).
(c) 23CPu-exposed (number of focal sites in parentheses).

in type II cell numbers by 8 months after exposure. These morphometric studies will be expanded and
Increased cell 13roliferation of type II cells in continued from 1 to 700 clays post exposure.
regions of focal 239pu0 2 aggregation is not sur- Focal areas of type II cell hyperplasia (Figure 3)
prising, in view of the vulnerability of type I alveolar may be replaced by alveolar bronchiolization (Fig-
epithelium to damage and because type ii cell pro- ure 4). Alveolar bronchiolization does not appear
liferation is required to renew type I cells, to differentiate further into cuboidal or squamous

epithelial cells, but it does appear to represent
Mast cells are associated with fib_oblast prolifer- a terminal and reversible change. On the other
ation and collagen formation. Increasing numbers hand, undifferentiated cuboidal metaplasia along
of mast cells are also associated with radiation- the alveolar walls (Figure 5) appears to present a
induced fibrosis in focal, high-dose regions, premalignant change leading to adenocarcinoma
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FIGURE 3. Type II Alveolar Epithelial Hyperplasia (arrow) Following Inhalation of 23gPuO2 (xl000).

FIGURE 4. Alveolar Bronchiolization (arrow) Comprises Ciliated and Nonciliated 'Bronchiolar-Like' Epithelium Along Surface of
Alveolar Wall Following Inhalation of 239PUO2 (x1000),

3O



FIGURE 5. Undifferentiated Cuboidal Metaplasia (arrow) Along Alveolar Walls in Area of Intense Alveolar Fibrosis Following Inhalation

of 239puO 2 (xl000).

formation. Small focal regions of squamous cell seen at doses associated with increased cell
differentiation (Figure 6) are seen adjacent to proliferation.
undifferentiated cuboidal metaplastic cells lining
the alveoli in regions of more intense interstitial Otto Raabe (University of California, Davis) has
fibrosis. Thus, squamous metaplasia, a precursor fitted a Gomperzian survival function using age
to squamous carcinoma, seems to require both to death in sham-exposed rats in this study. He
cuboidal metaplasia and alveolar fibrosis, then used this function to predict the distribution

of deaths with 239pu-induced lung cancer. The

Predictions of Lung Tumor Risk results of his analyses (Figure 7) indicate a prac-
tical threshold in rats at a cumulativelung dose

Many examples in rodents suggesta nonlinearity of 1.3 Gy (0.4 kBq ILB), below which radiation-
in tumor response to ionizing radiation. Initi- induced lungcancer would be extremelyunlikely.
ation events involvingdamage to DNA appear to The dose-,-esponse curve for lung tumors in
increase in a linear fashion with radiation dose beagle clogs following inhalation of 239puO2 is
for high-LET radiation. The availability of a similarto that seen in our rat studies. The Syrian
promoter that stimulates cell proliferation may hamster is resistant to lung tumor induction by
determine the fate of initiated cells. Thus, prolif- inhaled 23gPuo2. Limiteddata inprimatesindicate
eration of 'target' stem cellsplays a criticalrole in a dose- responsecurve similarto that seen in the
the expressionof tumors,with tumors mostoften hamster (Figure8).
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Figure 6. Squamous Metaplasia (arrow) in Region of Intense Alveolar Fibrosis Following Inhalation of 239Pu02 (xlO00).

Common Carcinogenic Mechanism for the presence of a thresholdlung tumor response
Plutonium and Nongenotoxic that is also similar to that seen with 23gPu02.
Particulates Insoluble particulates could not mechanically

interfere with chromosome distribution within
progeny cells during mitosis of type II cells

No unique genetic alterationhas yet been asso- because type II cells are not phagocytic. Thus,
ciated with radiation-inducedhyperplastic,meta- even though 239pu is markedly genotoxic, its
plastic, or neoplastic lesions in the lung of biologicalbehavior in the rat lung is similarto that
animals. Many weaklygenotoxicor nongenotoxic seen with a variety of nongenotoxicparticulates.
particulates (titanium dioxide, Kevlar fibrils, coal Pulmonarystudieswith quartz and alpha emitters
dust, quartz, shale dust, petroleum coke, chro- in rats indicatethat alpha irradiationmay actually
mium dioxide, volcanic ash) have been shown promote the formation of lung tumors following
to induce lung carcinomas at high doses such quartzdeposition(Spiethoffet al., in press). Thus,
that the particle load in the lung is suffi- in spite of its ability to break DNA and chromo-
cient to overcome normal clearance processes, somes, alpha irradiation from inhaled 239pu02
This leads to particle aggregate formation and does not have to exhibititsgreatest carcinogenic
subsequent pathologicalsequelae similarto that effectthrough initiationeventsbut can also do so
seenwith inhaled 239pu02. These studiesindicate by the nature of carcinogenicpromotion.
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Inhalation Hazards to Uranium Miners

Principal Investigator: F. T. Cross

Other Investigators: Ft. L. Buschbom, G. E. Dagle, K. M. Gideon, and Ft. A. Gies

Technical Assistance: C. R. Petty

Using experimental animals, we are investigating levels of air contaminants that produce respiratory
system and other organ disease in radon-exposed populations. Lung cancer incidence and deaths from
degenerative lung disease are significantly elevated among uranium miners, but the cause-effect relation-
ships for these diseases are based on inadequate epidemiologic data. More recent human data suggest
that radon is also implicated in other organ disease, although confirmatory data are lacking in animal
systems. This project identifies agents or combinations of agents (both chemical and radiological), and
their exposure levels, that produce respiratory tract and other system lesions, with emphasis on the
development of lung carcinoma and collaborative mechanistic data.

Histopathological data on radon-, radon-progeny-, and uranium ore-dust-exposed life-span rats showed
the overall trend in lung tumor incidence decreases in proportion to the decrease incumulative radon-pro-
geny exposure and remains elevated at exposures comparable to those found in houses. Exposures at
50 working-level months (WLM)/wk produced a greater overall incidence of lung tumors than exposures
at 500 WLM/wk. The lower exposure rate also produced more epidermoid carcinoma, multiple primary
lung tumors (more often of different types than of the same type), and fatal lung tumors. The origin of
most radon-induced tumors was considered to be peripheral in the lung. Finally, the assumption that
tumors appear where the doses and radiation sensitivity are high was examined by reanalysis of our
limited database on inhalation exposure to various levels of unattached fractions of radon progeny. Both
lung and nasal carcinomas increased with increase in unattached progeny levels. No particular associa-

tion of lung tumor location was noted for unattached percentages, fp, ranging between 0.4% and 7%.

Wistar Rat Exposure Protocols exposure increases with decreasing exposure rate,
In addition, concurrent exposure to varying levels
of uranium ore dust tests the hypothesis that

The 6000 Series (1000-working level; WL) and irritants (both specific and nonspecific) act syner-
7000 Series (100-WL) experiments (Table 1) are gistically with rac,_ation exposures. The expo-
designed to develop the relationships between sures of 6000, 7000, and 8000 Series animals are
response and exposure to radon progeny (at two complete. Exposures of 9000 Series animals have
rates of exposure) and carnotite uranium ore dust. been temporarily discontinued, ceasing with the
Tile 8000 Series (100-WL) experiments (Table 2) 80-WLMand 15 mg/m3 ore-dust exposures, pend-
are designed to extend the exposure-response ing analyses of existing data. Exposures of rats
relationships to cumulative exposure levels com- to uranium ore dust alone (10,000 Series experi-
parable to current conditions in the mines and to
lifetimeenvironmental exposures. The 9000 Series ments; Table 4) have been completed.
experiments (Table 3) continue the 'low-dose" The ore-dust studies address the potential link of
studies at exposure rates comparable to former silica exposures to lung cancer. Exposures of rats
occupational working levels (10 WL). They will to radon progeny, uranium ore dust, and cigarette-
help to further evaluate the hypothesis that the smoke mixtures [initiation-promotion-initiation (IPI;
tumor probability per working-level month (WLM) 11,000 Series) experiments; see Mechanisms of
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TABLE 1. Exposure-Response Relationship Study for Radon-Progeny Carcinogenesis in Rate
(6000 and 7000 Series Experiments)

Number of Total

Animals (a_ Exposure,

6000 Series 7000 Series Exposure Regimen (b'c) WLM (d)

64 0 IO00-WL radon progeny 10,240
15 mg/m 3 uranium ore dust

56 32 1000-WL radon progeny 5,120
15 mg/m 3 uranium ore dust

56 32 I O00-WL radon progeny 2,560
15 mg/m 3 uranium ore dust

56 32 IO00-WL radon progeny 1,280
15 mg/m 3 uranium ore dust

88 64 IO00-WL radon progeny 640
15 mg/m 3 uranium ore dust

152 128 1000.WL radon progeny 320
15 mg/m 3 uranium ore dust

64 96 Controls

(a) Number of animals is sufficient to detect the predicted incidence of lung tumors
at the 0.05 to 0.1 level of significance, assuming linearity of response between
0 and 9200 WLM (see footnote d) and 0.13% spontaneou3 incidence.

(b) Exposure rate, 90 hr/wk; planned periodic sacrifice.
(c) _°tudy is repeated at IO0-WL rate (without periodic sacrifice) to augn'.ont previt>us

limited exposure-rate data (7000 Series experiments).
(d) Working level (WL) is defined as any combination of the short-lived radon pr_;o_ny

in 1 liter of air that will result in the ultimate emission of 1 . x 105 MeV of

potential a energy. Working-level month (WLM) is an exposurf _quivalent to
170 hours at a 1-WL concentration. Previ,:,us exposure at 900 WL for 64 hr/wk to
9200 WLM produced an 80% incidence of carcinoma.

Radon Injury project, thisvolume] have been com- Rat Respiratory Tract Pathology
pleted. These experimentsclarify the induction-
promotion relationshipsof radon and ciga:ette- A current summary of primary tumors of the
smok'- exposures. Exposures of female ,ats respiratorytract for 8000 Series animals, shown
(12,000 Series experiments; Table 5) are com- in Table 6, is updated from the 1990 Annual
plete. These experimentsprovidecomparativerisk Report. While the incidence of primary lung
data to exposures of male animals. Tables1 tumors at 320-WLM exposure is lower than that
through5 are shownherewiththe actual numbers whichis historically(7000 Series)observed,these
of animals (includingserial-sacrificeanimals)used sampled data show that the incidence of lung
at each exposure level, tumorsdecreases in proportionto the decreasein
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cumulative radon-progeny exposure and, in com- TABLE 3, Ultralow Exposure-Rate Study for Radon-

parison to an assumed 0.13% spontaneous inci- Progeny Carcinogenesis in Rats (9000 Series

dence, remainselevatedatexposurescomparable Experiments)

to those found in houses (20 to 40 WLM). Histo- Total
pathological examinations are in progress on the Numberof Exposure,

remainder of tissues from 8000, 9000, 10,000, Animals(a) ..Exposur.eRegimen(b) WLM(c)

11,000, and 12,000 Series animals.
64 I O-WL radon progeny 320

15 mg/m 3 uranium ore dust

64 1OWL radon progeny 320

TABLE 2. Low Exposure-Response Relationship Study for 3 mg/m 3 uranium ore dust
Radon-Progeny Carcinogenesis in Rats (8000 Series
Experiments) 384 I O-WL radon progeny 80

15 mg/m 3 uranium ore dust
Total

Number of Exposure, 384 1OWL radon progeny 80

Animals (a) Exposure Regimen (b) WLM (c) 3 mg/m 3 uranium ore dust

96 IO0-WL radon progeny 640 (d) 512 IO-WL radon progeny 20
15 mg/m 3 uranium ore dust 15 mg/m 3 uranium ore dust

96 IO0-WL radon progeny 320 (d) 512 10-WL radon progeny 20
15 m,3/m:" uran;um ore dust 3 mg/m 3 uranium ore dust

192 100-WL radon progeny 160 192 Controls
15 mg/m 3 uranium ore dust

(a) Number of animals is sufficient to detect lung tumors
384 IO0-WL radon progeny 80 at the 0.05 to 0,1 level of significance, assuming

15 mg/m 3 uranium ore dust linearity of response between 0 and 640 WLM (tumor
incidence is approximately 16% at 640 WLM) and

480 IO0-WL radon progeny 40 0.13% spontaneous incidence.
15 mg/m 3 uranium ore dust (b) Exposure rate, 90 hr/wk; planned periodic sacrifice,

(c) Working level (WL) is defined as any combination of
F_4 IO0-WL radon progeny 20 the short-lived radon progeny in 1 liter of air that

15 mg/m 3 uranium ore dust will result in the ultimate emission of 1,3 x 105 MeV

of potential a energy, Working-level month (WLM) is
192 Controls an exposure equivalent to 170 hours at a 1-WL

concentration,

(a) Number of animals is sufficient to detect lung tumors
at :he 0.05 Iu 0.1 level of sigtlificance, assuming lin-
earity of response between 0 and 640 _YLM (see foot- TABLE 4. Control Study for Uranium Ore-Dust Carcino-

note c) and O,13% spontaneous incidence, genesis in Rats (10,000 Series Experiments)
(b) Expc'_ure rate, 90 hr/wk; planned periodic sacrifice,
(c) Previous expc,.;ures indicated a tremor incidence of Number of

16% at 640 WLM. W-vktng level (WL) is defined as Animals Exposure Regimen (b)
any combination of the short-lived radon progeny in
1 liter of air that will result in the ultimate emis- 96 15 mg/m 3 uranium ore dust

sion oF 1.3 x 105 MeV ct potential ¢ energy. Working-
level month (WLM) i_ an exposure equivalent to 64 Sham-exposed controls
17_ hours at a 1-WL concentration.

(d) Repeat exposure is for normalization with Table 1 (a) Exposures, 12 to 18 months at 72 hr/wk;
data. planned periodic sacrifice.
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TABLE 5. Exposure of Female Rats to Radon Progeny and to man. Risk model development, in particular,
Uranium Ore Dust (12,000 Series Experiments) depends on properclassificationof tumorsregard-

Number of ing their lethalityto the animal. Table 7 examples
Animals Exposure Reqimen (a) part of the database on the percent incidence of

primary and fatal lung tumorsinratsversus radon-
96 IO0-WLradonprogeny;640WLM progeny exposure rate and level. The data in

5 mg/m 3 uranium ore dust brackets are significantly (p<O.05) higher at
96 Sham-exposedcontrols 50WLM/wk (IO0-WL concentrations) than at

500 WLM/wk (IO00-WL concentrations) exposure
(a) Exposure rate, 72 hr/wk; planned periodic sacrifice, rates.

Working level (WL) is defined as any combination
of the short-lived radon progeny in 1 liter of air that

will result in the ultimate emission of 1.3 x 105 MeV The principal tumor type that increased at the
of potential ¢=energy. Working-level month (WLM) lower exposure rate was epidermoid carcinoma,
is an exposure equivalent to 170 hours at a 1-WL which also generallyaccountedfor the increase in
concentration, fatal lung tumors. Protractionof exposures in rats

also produced a significantlyhigher incidence of
Influence of Exposure Rate and Level multipleprimary lung tumors (more often of a dif-
on the Incidence and Type of Primary ferent type than of the same type; see Table 8).
Lung Tumors in Rats Exposed to Most (>70%) epidermoid carcinomasbut only
Radon about 20% of adenocarcinomaswereclassifiedas

fatal. Finally, most (-80%) radon-induced lung
Previousdatabaseswere reexaminedto determine tumors in rats exposed to a wide range of expo-
the incidence, type, fatality, and origin of tumors sure rates and levelsare considered to originate
primary to the lungas a functionof radon-progeny peripherally and to occur at the bronchiolar-
exposure rate and level. The reexaminationwas alveolar junction. The remaining 20% are con-
done, in part, to determine consistencyover time sidered to be centrally located (bronchi-
in histopathologicalanalysis, but mainly for the associated); the actual percent depends some-
purposes of clarifyingrisk and dosimetric model- what on exposure rate and possiblyon exposure
ing to aid in the extrapolation of animal data level.

TABLE 6. Current Summary of Primary Tumors of the Respiratory Tract in Life-Span Animals (8000 Series Experiments)

Extrathoracic Tumors Lung Tumors
Nominal No.

Nominal Ore Dust No. Animals Adeno- Adeno- Animals with

Exposure, Conc., Laryn- Animals to be Ade- carci- Epidermoid squamous Sar- Lung
WLM mg/m 3 Nasal ..geal Tracheal Examined Examined noma noma Carcinoma Carcinoma coma (a) Tumorsj %

20 15 0/122 (b) 0/82 0/119 127 399 0 0 1 0 0 0.8

40 (c) 15 0/135 0/91 0/132 142 320 0 1 0 0 1 1.4

160 15 0/161 0/97 0/158 171 0 4 5 1 0 1 6.4

320 15 0/74 0/56 0/69 77 0 0 1 0 0 1 2.6

640 15 0/72 0/44 0171 76 0 5 3 2 1 0 13

Controls 0/92 0/68 0/84 96 77 0 0 0 0 0 0

(a) One malignant hemangiopericytoma, one malignant fibrous histiocytoma, and one malignant mesothelioma cot,sidereal radon-
progeny-exposure related.

(b) Number tumors/number examined.

(c) One malignant oropharyngeal hemangiosarcoma, considered radon-progeny-exposure related; found in tissue not routinely
sectioned for histopathology.
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TABLE 7. Percent Incidence of Primary and Fatal Lung Tumors in Rats Versus Radon-Progeny Exposure Rate and Level (a)

Percent incidence
No. Adeno- Fatal Animals

WLM at Animals Adeno- Epidermoid squamous Lung with
500 WLM/wk Examined Adenoma carcinoma Carcinoma Carcinoma Sarcoma Tumors Lung Tumors, %

320 131 5 8 1 0 0 2 15

640 70 3 7 0 0 0 1 10

1280 38 0 26 0 3 0 5 29

2560 38 3 24 3 0 3 11 32

5120 41 2 44 2 0 2 15 49

WLM at

50 WLM/wk

320 127 5 5 1 1 1 2 0

640 64 3 [20] (b) 3 3 2 6 [28]

1280 32 [22] 41 [13] 9 3 [22] [66]

2560 32 9 41 [47] [9] 0 [50] [69]

5120 32 [22] 53 [44] 3 0 [44] [75]

(a) 15 mg/m 3 ore-dust exposures accompanied radon and radon-progeny exposures.
(b) Data in brackets at 50 WLM/wk are significantly (p<0.05) higher than corresponding data at 500 WLM/wk; see

previous tables for WL and WLM definitions.

TABLE 8. Percent Incidence of Multiple Primary Lung Tumors in Rats Versus Radon-Progeny Exposure Rate and Level (a)

No. Multiple Multiple Tumors
WLM at Animals Tumors of of Different

500 WLM/wk Examined S__ameType Type

320 131 1 0

640 70 0 0

1280 38 5 3

2560 38 0 3

5120 41 17 5

WLM at

50 WLM/wk

320 127 0 2

640 64 5 3

1280 32 6 [22] (b)

2560 32 [22] [26]

5120 32 22 [44]

(a) 15 mg/m 3 ore-dust exposures accompanied radon and radon-progeny exposures.
(b) Data in brackets at 50 WLM/wk are significantly (,o<0.05) higher than

corresponding data at 500 WLM/wk; see previous tables for WL and WLM definitions.
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Effect of Unattached Fraction on of radon-progeny unattachment. Ali tumors not
Location of Tumors 'peripheral' were considered central or bronchi-

associated.

One of the assumptions in the currently proposed Our limited database on unattached fraction indi-
lung model of the ICRP Lung Model Task Group is cates no particular association of lung tumor loca-
that tumor development coincides with respiratory tion for total short-lived progeny unattached

tract regions of high dose and high sensitivity, percentages, fp, ranging between 0.4% and 7%.
To test this assumption, we reanalyzed histological Our criteria for ascertaining tumor location may
slides on groups of rats that were exposed to not be rigorous enough in the absence of special
various levels of unattached radon progeny. Bio- stains and other techniques. On the other hand,
physical dose modeling predicts higher proximal tissue sensitivity may be sufficiently high in rat
than distal respiratory tract doses with higher peripheral areas to cause mo,'e tumors to appear
percentages of unattached progeny such as occur there, despite the tendency for modeled doses to
in homes. Limited tumor data from rats confirm increase to the more proximal lung regions.
that both lung and nasal carcinomas increase with Because modeled doses from unattached progeny
increase in unattached progeny levels. Lung occur mainly to bronchi and essentially disappear
tissues were examined "blind" to determine by his- at the terminal bronchioles and alveoli, the more
tological criteria whether there was a correla- rigorous test of this assumption would be inhala-
tion of bronchial involvement with the degree tion exposures to only unattached progeny.
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Mechanisms of Radon Injury

Principal Investigator: F. T. Cross

Other Investigators: G. E. Dagle, E. W. Fleck,(a) M. E. Foreman, R. A. Gies,
J. E. Hulla, R. F. Jostes, L. S. McCoy, T. L. Morgan,
and G. L. Stiegler

Technical Assistance: T. L. Curry and C. R. Petty

In this project we conduct dosimetric, molecular, cellular, and whole-animal research relevant to under-
standing the mechanisms of radon and radon-progeny injury to the respiratory tract. The work specifically
addressesthe exposure-rate effect in radon-progeny carcinogenesis; the induction-promotion relationships
associated with exposure to radon and cigarette-smoke mixtures; the role of oncogenes and suppressor
genes in radon-induced cancers; and the effects of radon exposure on chromosomal aberrations,
mutations, and strand break production and repair.

PNL collaborative efforts to correlate oncogene data with pathological data derived from animal radon
studies continued; codon 13 K-ras-and codon 62 H-ras-activating lesionswere identified in radon-induced
lung tumors. Studies to determine the involvement of tumor suppressor genes in radon-induced rat lung
cancers were initiated. Collaborative mechanistically based cellular studies with researchers at PNL and
at other institutions also continued. Collaborations with researchers at other institutions included:
(1) Dr. Earl Fleck, Whitman College, on molecular analysis of radon-induced HGPRT mutations using
Southern biot and PCR exon analyses; (2) Dr. Helen Evans, Case-Western Reserve University (CWRU),
on mutational response of radiosensitive and radioresistant L5178Y cells as well as the dosimetric
evaluation of the CWRU in vitro radon exposure system; (3) Drs. Sheldon Wolff and John Wiencke,
University of California San Francisco (UCSF),on adaptation studies using x irradiation followed by radon
exposure and vice versa; and (4) Drs. James Cleaver and Louise Lutze, UCSF, on radon exposure of
shuttle vectors for molecular analysis of induced mutations. The alkaline single-cell gel (SCG) electrophor-
esis technique to estimate the percentage of cell nuclei "hit" by alpha particles during in vitro radon expo-
sure was used to test PNL hit probability calculations. Preliminary data indicate that 47% of AL cells are
hit by alpha particles when given 38 cGy of radon; the PNL dosimetry model predicts that 61% would be
traversed by an alpha particle. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) exon analysis was added to Southern
biot analyses of x-ray- and radon-induced mutations at the CHO-HGPRT locus. Processing of tissues and
analyses of data from initiation-promotion-initiation experiments in male SPF Wistar rats exposed to radon
and cigarette-smoke mixtures also continued. The majority of smoke-exposure-related carcinomas were
epidermoid carcinomas in contrast to the generally greater incidence of adenocarcinomas innon-smoking-
related tumors.

Oncogene/Suppressor Gene Studies determine the involvementof oncogenes and sup-
pressor genes in radon carcinogenesis. The

In an effort to correlate molecular data with involvementof oncogenes in archived radon- and
pathological data derived from the animal radon plutonium-induced lung tumors in rats was
studies, Drs. Maria Foreman, Linda McCoy, and compared. A 12th-codon activating lesion was
Jan Hulla (PNL) were supplied fresh, frozen, and identified in one plutonium-induced lung tumor.
fixed, archived,radon-induced rat tumor tissueto Two 13th-codon K-ras-activatingmutations have

been identified in radon-induced lung tumors,and
(a) Whitman College, WallaWalla, Washington. an activatinglesionthat may be unique occurred
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at codon 62 in the H-ras 2nd exon in four radon- work indicates that a high proportion of radon-
induced lung tumors in which GAA is mutated to induced mutations are large deletions that are not
GA'F, bringing about a glutamate-to-aspartate randomly distributed but appear to begin and end
substitution. The potential of this mutation to in defined regions of the episome. Deletion ends
induce ras transformational effects is not known, were rejoined by nonhomologous recombination
(This collaborative work appears in Oncogenes in involving up to 6 base pairs of homology. (This
Radiation-Induced Carcinogenesis, this volume.) work has been submitted to Cancer Research for

publication.) Dose-response studies are currently

In Vitro Radon Cell-Exposure System being evaluated; we are initiating studies to evalu-
and Molecular/Cellular Studies ate the response of shuttle vectors in repair-

proficientand repair-deficienthuman cell lines.

The PNL in vitro radon cell-exposuresystemwas Dosimetry of In Vitro Radon Exposures
extensivelyemployed in PNL experimentsas well

as inseveral collaborativeexperimentswith other Theoreticalmodels ofhitprobabilityrequireexperi-
laboratories.Collaborationsincluded,first, Dr.Earl mental validation. We have used the single-cell
Fleck,Whitman College,on molecularanalysisof gel (SCG) electrophoretictechniqueto evaluatehit
radon-induced HGPRT mutationsusingSouthern probability calculations based on a dosimetry
biot and PCR exon analyses;we have completed model developedat PNL (Josteset al. 1991). The
the Southernbiot studiesand ourpreliminarywork SCG technique measuresDNA strand breaks as
is in press (Indoor Radon and Lung Cancer: increasedmigrationof the DNA out of lysed cells
Reality or Myth?, Proceedings of the 29th Hanford embedded in the middle layer of a three-layer gel
Symposium on Health and the Environment). formed on a microscope slide. We have used the
Three exons require evaluation to complete the alkaline SCG technique to estimate the percent-
PCR exon analysis; this work is ongoing at PNL age of cell nuclei "hit" by alpha particles after
(Jostes/Stiegler). The second collaboration is with irradiation with an in vitro radon exposure system.
Dr. Helen Evans, Case-WesternReserve University One of the advantages of this system is that indi-
(CWRU), on mutational response of radiosensitive vidual cells of an exposed population can be eval-
and radioresistant L5178Y cells as well as the uated and histograms (Figure 1) constructed to
dosimetric evaluation of the CWRU in vitro radon estimate the population response. AL cells, held
exposure system; we have recently completed at 0°C to prevent repair of single-strand breaks,
experimentation on this project and have started were given 38 cGy of radon, a dose at which our
to calculate the dosimetry for three exposure dosimetry model predicts that 61% of the cell nuc-
systems. The survival and mutation response of lei will be traversed by an alpha particle. A
the two cell lines at CWRU, PNL, and the Uni- 150-cGy x-ray response was also evaluated as a
versity of Chicago are expected to be ready for low-LET control. As expected, the x-ray profile
publication in FY 1992. of DNA damage was shifted from the unirradiated

profile, in the direction of greater DNA migration,
The third collaboration is with Drs. Sheldon Wolff and approximated a normal distribution. The pro-
and John Wiencke, University of California file of the radon-exposed cells was biphasic with
San Francisco (UCSF), on adaptation studies one distribution corresponding to the control
using x irradiation followed by radon exposure and (nonirradiated) response and the other profile
vice versa. We have noted that pretreating human showing increased DNA migration. We interpret
lymphocytes with a small x-ray dose reduces the the second profile as representing the cells that
chromosomal damage induced by a subsequent had received an alpha "hit." The percentage of
acute radon exposure. This work has been pub- cells in the "hit" category (approximately 47%) was
lished in Mutation Research (Wolff et al. 1991). in reasonable agreement with the hit probability
We are currently investigating the effect of a small calculations derived from our dosimetry model. A
radon pretreatment followed by an acute x-ray similar result has been obtained using the CHO-
dose. The fourth joint effort, with Drs. James C18 cell line. We are currently writing an image
Cleaver and Louise Lutze, UCSF, is radon expo- analysis program to enhance our ability to resolve
sure of shuttle vectors for molecular analysis. This hit from nonhit cells using the SCG technique.
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HGPRT Mutation Analysis Initiation-Promotion-InitiationStudies

Data on the type, location, and frequency of Processing of tissues and analyses of data from
mutations in control, x-irradiated, and radon- initiation-promotion-initiation (IPI)experiments in
exposed mammalian cells will help us to under- male SPF Wistar rats with radon and cigarette-
stand mechanisms in radiation mutagenesis and smoke mixtures continued. The exposure proto-
clarify risk assessment of radon exposures. We cols are shown in Table 2.
have added polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
exon analysis to our evaluation of CHO-HGPRT Initial radon-progeny exposures were at 100-
mutations induced by radon exposure. Mutations working-level (100-WL)concentrations with cumu-
obtained after low- and high-level radon exposures lative levels of 320 working-level months (WLM);
(25 and 30 cGy versus 75 and 77 cGy) are com- uranium ore-dust concentrations ranged from
pared with mutations from 300-cGy x-ray expo- about 5 to 6 mg/m3. Cigarette smoke from
sures, as well as with mutations of spontaneous Kentucky 1R4F cigarettes, in exposures of 1 hr/
origin. The results of these analyses are pre- day, 5 days/week, for 17 weeks, contained total
sented in Table 1. The largest category of muta- particulate mass concentrations of about 0.5 mg/L
tion types obtained after x-irradiation or radon and carbon monoxide concentrations between 650
exposure is the full deletion. Further, the percent- and 700 ppm. Mean plasma concentrations of
ages of full deletions obtained from both levels of nicotine and cotinine were about 260 and
radon exposure, as well as from the 300-cGy x-ray 125 ng/mL, respectively, in cigarette-smoke-
exposure, are essentially the same. The largest exposed animals; carboxyhemoglobin levels were
category of mutations in the spontaneous popula- about 29%. Blood samples were obtained within
tion have no changes from the parental cell line 15 minutes after exposures ended.
that are detectable by Southern biot or PCR exon

analysis. Mutations were carefully isolated to Histopathological examination was completed on
prevent the analysis of sibling isolates, ali IPI series life-span rats exposed to radon, radon
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TABLE 1. Current Summary of CHO-HGPRT Mutation Types (a)

Treatment Full Deletion (b) Alteration (c) No Change (d) Total

None (spontaneous) 4 (13%) 12 (39%) 15 (48%) 31

Low-dose radon 13 (48%) 8 (30%) 6 (22%) 27
(25 and 30 cGy)

High-dose radon 11 (42%) 11 (42%) 4 (16%) 26
(75 and 77 cGy)

300-cGy x rays 16 (47%) 13 (38%) 5 (15%) 34

(a) DNA from e_.ch mutant cell line was digested with one or more restriction enzymes.
(b) Full deletion, no residual HGPRT-specific coding sequences detectable.
(c) Alteration, loss of bands and/or appearance of new bands.
(d) No change, banding pattern not different from that of untreated parental controls.

TABLE 2. Initiation-Promotion-Initiation (IPI)Protocol for in the serially sacrificed rats, exposure-related
Radon (R), Dust (D), and Cigarette-Smoke (S) Inhalation lesions were limited to the lungs and tracheobron-
Exposure of Rats(a) chial lymph nodes. Curiously, the majority of

Duration of Exposure, weeks smoke-exposure-related carcinomas were epider-
Group 0 ._4 8 1"7 2._.1 25 moid carcinomas in contrast to the generally

greater incidence of adenocarcinomas in non-
1 R+D................> smoking-related tumors. Smoking-related tumors

2 R+D ..... > R+D-> were also generally larger than non-smoking-
related tumors; assuming spherical volumes, the

3 R+D .... >S ................................... > R+D-> average volume of smoking-related carcinomas
was about twice as large as that of non-smoking-

4 R+D................>S...................................> related carcinomas.

5 s ................................. > R+D ................. > Table 4 shows the average severity grade of pul-
6 D.....................>S...................................> monary adenomatosis observed in groups of IPI

rats sacrificed at 25, 52, and 78 weeks from start

(a) Moderately low concentrations of uranium ore dust of exposure in comparison with the average grade
(D) accompany radon exposures as the carrier aer- observed in life-span animals. Resolution of ade-
osol for radon progeny; sham-exposed control ani- nomatosis with time suggests that this preneo-
reals (not shown) are included in each exposure plastic lesion has both a repairable and nonrepair-
group. Animals from each group are killed at 25, able component.52, and 78 weeks to evaluate developing lesions.
Protocol may be repeated for different radon-
progeny and cigarette-smoke exposure rates and References Cited
levels.

Jostes, R. F.,T. E. Hui, A. C. James, F.T. Cross,
J. L. Schwartz, J. Rotmench, R. Atcher, H. H.

progeny, uranium ore dust, and cigarette smoke, Evans, J. Mencl, G. Bakale, and R S. Rao. 1991.
as well as on one sham-exposed group of animals In vitro exposure of mammalian cells to radon:
(Table 3). These data are based on our historical Dosimetric considerations. Radiat. Res. 127:211-
protocol examination of one central section per 219.
lung lobe, plus any observed lesion at necropsy,
rather than the multiple-slicing technique Wolff, S., R. Jostes, F.T. Cross, T. E. Hui, V. Afzal,
employed in the serially sacrificed rats reported and J. K. Wiencke. 1991. Adaptive response of
in the 1990Annual Report, Part 1. Multiple slicing human lymphocytes for the repair of radon-
of the remainder of the IPI life-span rat lungs for induced chromosomal damage. Mutat. Res.
histopathological examination is in progress. As 250:299-306.
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TABLE 3. Current Summary of Primary Lesionsof the Lung in Life-Span Initiation-Promotion-Initiation(IPI)Rats (11,000 Series
Experiments)(a)

Numberof Rats (.andGroupAverage Seyeri.tyGrade)(b)
Group Interstitial Dust Tumors
Number ExposureRegimen(c) Reaction Macrophages Adenomatosis Malignant

1 320 16(0.7) 34(1,5) 5(0,3) 5 0

2 Sham-exposedcontrols 9(0.4) 0 0 1 0

3 160/Shelf/160 19(0.8) 33(1,1) 1(-0) 1 2

4 Sham-exposed controls -

5 160/Smoke/160 10(0,4) 33(1.4) 6(0.3) 3 0

6 Sham-exposed controls

7 320/Smoke 24(1.1) 34(1.5) 6(0.3) 3 1

8 Sham-exposed controls -

9 Smoke/320 15(0,6) 32(1,2) 2(0.1) .(d) 1

10 Sham-exposed controls -

11 Ore dust/smoke 14(0.6) 34(1.6) 0 0 0

12 Sham-exposed controls

(a) Moderately low concentrations (5-6 mg/m3) of uranium ore dust (2% U content) accompanied radon exposures as a
carrier aerosol for the progeny; 34 animals were in each group, Data are based on examination of one central
section per lung lobe plus any observed lesion at necropsy,

(b) Group average lesion severity grade is given in parentheses: +1 (very slight); +2 (slight); +3 (moderate); +4 (marked);
+5 (extreme),

(c) Radon-progeny exposures shown are nominal;
320 = 320-WLM (100-WL)radon progeny + uranium ore dust delivered in 8-wk exposure period
160/Shelf/160 = 160 WLM (4 wk)/Shelf (17 wk)/160 WLM (4 wk).
Ali exposures except group 1 were completed in 25 weeks; cigarette-smoke exposures were 1 hr/d, 5 d/wk
for 17 weeks at0,5 mg/I. totalparticulatemass concentration, Workinglevel (WL) is defined asany
combinationof the short-livedradonprogeny in 1 literof air that will resuRinthe ultimateemission
of 1.3 x 105 MeV of potentiala energy, Working-levelmonth (WLM) is an exposureequivalentto 170 hours
at a 1-WL concentration,

(d) Multiple primary hemangiosarcomaswere found in the lungsof one Group9 rat.

TABLE 4. Progressionof GroupAverage SeverityGrade of Adenomatosisin Initiation-Promotion-Initiation(IPI)Rats(a)

Adenomatosis

Exposure Regimen 25 wk 52 wk 78 wk Death

320 0 1,0 2.2 0.3

160/Shelf/160 0.1 1,4 1.5 0

160/Smoke/160 0.5 1.2 2.1 0.2

320/Smoke 0,1 1,1 1.3 0.3

Smoke/320 0 0.1 0.9 0.1

Ore dust/smoke 0 0 0 0

Sham-exposedcontrols 0 0.1 0,1 0

(a) Ali exposuresexcept Group 1 were completedat 25 weeks; see Table3 footnotefor additionalinformation
on theseexposures.
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Dosimetry of Radon Progeny

Principal Investigator: A. C. James

Other Investigators: T. E. Hui, K. D. Thrall, (a) D. R. Fisher, and F. T. Cross

This project provides the dosimetric and biokinetic models needed to integrate findings of the DOE Radon
Research Program into a coherent and comprehensive assessment of human cancer risks from exposures
to radon and thoron progeny. In particular, we contribute modeling and assessments needed to develop
more defensible standards of radiological protection from radon progeny and other internal alpha emitters.
We report here the dosimetric implicat=onsof new and more comprehensive data on the complete activity-
size spectra of radon-progeny aerosG__in underground mines and in homes. The new data enable evalu-
ation of the variability in the coefficient that relates exposure to 222Rn progeny potential =-energy to the
critical dose received by bronchial epithelium in both underground miners and the general public exposed
in their homes. We have used these results to reexamine each step in extrapolating to the general popu-
lation the age- and time-dependency of radon-related lung cancer observed in underground miners by
means of comparative dosimetry. For radon-exposed miners, we find that application of the risk factors
currently recommended by the International Commission on Radiological Protection in the form of the cal-
culated 'effective dose" leads to an overestimate of lung cancer risk by a factor of approximately five. For
the general public, the overprediction is greater. This highlights the need for further review of the validity
of extrapolating risk factors that apply to high-dose-rate gamma radiation to the alpha radiation associated
with radon exposure. We have also developed physiologically based pharmacokinetic and dosimetry
models for other body tissues (using the available experimental data from laboratory animals and human
subjects), and have applied these models to evaluate tissue doses to the UoS.population from exposure
to radon, thoron, and their short-lived progeny.

Last year we reported contributions made by this measured, in homes, the effects of air cleaning on
project to the dosimetric modeling carried out by both the radon-progeny concentrations (degree of
the NationalResearchCouncil/NationalAcademies equilibrium with radon gas) and the activity-size
of Science's panel on 'Comparative Dosimetry of spectrum of the airborne progeny (fraction of
Radon in Mines and Homes" (NRC 1991). In this potential _-energy present as "unattached" atoms
report we update the dosimetric analyses carried and that present as "ultrafine" aerosol particles).
out for the NRC panel by applying the new data We have assessed elsewhere the dosimetric impli-
on the complete activity-size spectra of radon cations of this study (James, in press, a).
progeny in mines and homes that have been

produced by the DOE Radon Research Program. New Data for Projecting Lung Cancer
These data represent a significant advance on the Risk from Mines to Homes
information available to the NRC panel, par-

ticularlyfor evaluating the large variability in We applied our lung dosimetry model developed
radon-progeny aerosol characteristics both in FY 1990 for the National Research Council's
between and within mines and homes, and the study to evaluate the new data on the complete
resulting variabilityin the close per unit exposure activity-sizespectrum in the underground mine
to potential alpha (_) energy (James, in press, a). environmentobtained by Knutsonand George (in
Further, a recent study (Li and Hopke 1991) has press), and for a varietyof home environmentsby

Li (1990), Tu et al. (1991), and Wasiolek et al. (in
press). Figure 1 shows the variationin bronchial

(a) NORCUSPostdoctoralFellow. dose per unitexposureto radon-progeny potential
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Bronchial DCF as a Function of f(p) Bronchial DCF as a Function of fp(8)
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FIGURE 1. Dose Conversion Factor in Uranium Mines Versus FIGURE 2. Correlation of the Dose Conversion Factor in Mines
Unattached Fraction. with Ultrafine Fraction.

-energy modeled for 26 locations in underground can be used to calculate accurately the variability
uranium mines. The dose conversion factor (DCF) of the bronchial DCF in mine environments, neither
is here plotted as a function of the measured for modern-day mining conditions nor, most

unattached fraction, fp. Knutson and George used emphatically, for the more primitive conditions
modern analytical techniques to derive complete relevant to the epidemiologic studies. However,
activity-size spectra from original measurements assuming that values of f_ higher than about 4%
made by George et al. (1975). According to their would have been unlikel_ in the dusty mines of
results, the dose per unit exposure varied over a the 1950s and 1960s, and excluding high values
fivefoid range, with ali except three values exceed- associated with diesel exhaust, we derived from
ing the reference exposure-DCF derived in the the data of Knutson and George an estimate of
NRC (1991) study. Examination of these data 20 mGy/WLM as a likely dose conversion factor
showed that higher values of the DCF were asso- under these historical mine conditions. This is
ciated with proximity to operating diesel-powered 25% higher than the value of 16 mGy/WLM
vehicles (see Figure 1). The modeled DCF is in derived from the NRC (1991) assumed aerosol-
general closely related to the unattached fraction size distribution.
of potential _-energy (which was found to vary
over a surprisingly large range), but four measure- Figure 3 shows the average values of bronchial
ments close by operating diesel trucks, and one DCF modeled from three recent studies of the
made shortly after blasting, gave anomalously complete radon-progeny activity-size spectra in
high values of the DCF. Overall, we found that the 10 North American homes (Li 1990; Tu et al. 1991;
calculated DCF is more closely related to an "ultra- Wasiolek et al., in press). In each of these homes
fine' fraction of potential _-energy rather than the multiple measurements were made; in the case of

classical "unattached" fraction (Fiqure 2). The the studies of Li and Wasiolek, they were made
data are mosthighly correlated (r_ = 0.9) when repeatedly over week-long periods, lt is seen that
the modeled DCF is compared with the measured the DCF varies over an approximately fourfold
fraction of potential _-energy associated with air- range among these homes. Overall, we again
borne particles smaller than 8 nm in diameter, found that the DCF derived from the assumed

which we denote in Figure 2 by fp(8). (NRC 1991) "typical" aerosol-size distribution in
homes is low in comparison with the measured

There are no other data (other than those of range. Figure 4 shows that the modeled DCF is
Knutson and George) of equivalent quality that again more closely correlated with an"ultrafine'
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fraction of potential _-energy (r2 = 0.95) than it is factor of 16 mGy/WLM, which is 80% of the value
with the classical "unattached" fraction; in this case estimated for a uranium miner. The modeled DCF
the relevant limit on particle size is found to be in a home does not vary substantially with age or
15 nm in diameter. This ultrafine fraction is gender, lt is about 40% higher for very young

denoted in Figure 4 ty fp(15), children than for a male or female adult.

Analysis of large numbers of measurements of

Mean DCF vs. f(p) for 10 Homes the radon-progeny activity-size spectrum in. normally occupied homes showed that, irl a given
_ -. home, the spot value of the DCF with respect to
25, (;pr) .................. either radon-progeny or radon gas concentration

• ....... .o'" •

.."" .... (Jan) varies over approximately a threefold range. Thus,
.20' .........

IE (M_ar) ....... tO obtain representative values it is necessary to
El °°No,O,° oo

15 ..........._"....(Nov) ([:eb) average the results of many spot measurements.
......_ " _, Alternatively, it is clearly advantageous to extend

_ 10_ _ rJ (NRC} [y = 12,3 + 81lp/ a measurement over several days or a week to
O

,._ 5" lr"2 = 0.4611 average out both hourly and daily variations in the
indoor environment. In the related "Aerosol Tech-

0
0' 0,02 0.()4 0._i 0.£J8 011 0.'12 0.'14 0.'16 0.'18 0.2 nology Development" project we apply our spe-

UnattachedFractionofPAEC, fp cially designed ultrafine radon progeny particle-
size spectrometer (URPSS) to make protracted

I A Wasiolek ('92) ,-1 Tu et al. ('91) • Li ('90) i (and unattended) measurements of the DCF in a
!

range of different homes.

FIGURE 3, Dose Conversion Factor in 10 North American For the present, we have used our current esti-
HomesVersusUnattachedFra_.t!_.;l. mate of the comparative dose per unit exposure

between historical uranium mines and North
American homes with the BEIR IV Committee's

Mean DCF vs. f15(p) for 10 Homes model (NRC 1988), to extrapolate to the home
3o environment the lung cancer risk coefficient

("..!....." determined for uranium miners. According to the
25. ,...,,...... BEIR IV Committee's model, in which exposure

_2o. early in life causes a relatively small increase in
...,_"" (Jan)

lE (Nov)............ o
..*-"_ (M,_ the expression of lung cancer (which occurs pre-

15. ...... (Feb) dominantly in old age), the higher dose per unitE3 ,o_Lt_''°"

_ lO- _...._"_ l y = 8.4+7_fpl_s)il exposure modeled for children has a negligible

5" (NRC) lr"2 = _ impact on lung cancer risk. The projected risk for
= an averaqe male from lifetime exposure to

°o o.b5 0_1 0.'15 012 0._,5 013 0.3s 150 Bq/m° radon gas concentration in the home
UltrafineFractionofPAEC,fp(15) (the current USEPA "Action Level") is estimated to

be 2%, and that for an average female approxi-
mately 0.8%. For nonsmokers the projected risks

I" w_ioJek('92)_ TuetaJ.('91)• Li('Se) I are four- to fivefold lower, and for smokers
approximately twofold higher, than the population

FIGURE 4. Correlation of the Dose Conversion Factor in average values.
Homes with Ultrafine Fraction,

We found that the effective dose calculated
according to the ICRP Lung Modeling Task

By excluding one clearly unusual home environ- Group's proposed apportionment of radiation
ment, and giving equal weight to the data from detrlment of 0.85:0.15:0.05 between bronchial,
each of the nine remaining homes, we derived a bronchiolar, and alveolar tissue (Bair 1991; James
midrange value for the bronchial dose conversion et al. 1991) is 44 mSv/WLM for the uranium miner
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and 35 mSv/WLM for indoor exposure. Table 1 also represents the kinetic behavior of the short-
compares the lifetime excess risks per unit expo- lived polonium, lead, and bismuth progeny. We
sure to radon progeny that are implied by these have factored parameters into the model to allow
values of effective dose (ICRP 1991) with the val- for body weight (degree of obesity) and ventilation
ues projected from the uranium miner epidemio- and perfusion rates of individual subjects appro-
logic data using the BEIR IV Committee model, priate to their level of physical exertion (i.e.,
Values range from O.O04%/WLMfor a nonsmoking minute volume and blood flow through tissues).
female member of the public to O.088%/WLMfor a As an example of our results, Figure 6 (A and B)
smoking uranium miner. In comparison, the risk shows the measured and predicted exhalation of
coefficients recommended by ICRPare constant at radon gas during a 2-day period following an
O.O056%/mSvfor a worker and O.O073%/mSvfor a 8-hour exposure (Harley et al. 1958). Figure 7
member of the public. When defined in terms of shows the measured and modeled whole-body
equivalent risks, the conversion coefficient from retention of radon following ingestion in water.
exposure to effective dose is found to range from This was found to depend strongly on the sub-
0.5 mSv/WLMfor a nonsmoking female member of ject's breathing rate as well as the quantity of
the public to 16 mSv/WLM for a smoking uranium water consumed. We are extending this modeling
miner. The population average values are 9 mSv/ to include the effects of food intake on transit and
WLM for a uranium miner and 4 mSv/WLM for a uptake through the stomach and small intestine (in
member of the public. To obtain these values collaboration with C. T. Hess, University of Maine).
using the ICRP dosimetry methods, it would be

necessary to change the weighting factor for As an example of our preliminary dosimetric find-
_-particle irradiation from the recommended value ings, Table 2 shows the doses calculated for stem
of 20 to a minimum value 0.3 for a nonsmoking cells in active bone marrow of adults and children.
female and a maximum value of 7 for a smoking We consider here adults and children exposed in
uranium miner. The population-average values the home to radon and thoron concentrations of
are wR = 4 for the uranium miner and wR = 2.2 55 and 50 Bq/m, respectively, the estimated aver-
for the public as a whole, age value for U.S. homes. Our current modeling

results for radon confirm in general the doses
In the case of radon exposure and human lung calculated by Richardson et al. (1991), but not
cancer, the ICRP current formulation of effective their estimates of dose contributed by inhaled
dose leads to gross overpredictions of risk progeny. Ho., ever, the calculated dose from
(James, in press, b). The fundamental question radon depends critically on assumptions made
arises as to whether significantly lower risk about the fat content of active marrow, the size
weighting factors should also be applied for other distribution of the fat cells, and the degree of
C-emitters, and for other tissues, or whether these retention in the fat of 214pb, which is produced
apply only to radon-progeny irradiation of the by the decay of 222Rn and 218po (214Bi is fat
lung. We will continue to address this issue in this soluble). In the absence of more specific data
project, we have temporarily adopted the assumptions of

Richardson et al. regarding fat content and fat
Modeling Radon-Progeny Doses to cell dimensions as a function of age. We are
Other Tissues investigatingthese factorsexperimentally.

We have developed and tested, by comparing Inthe case of exposureto thoron and itsprogeny,
with human and laboratory animal data, physio- onlythe progeny (principally212pb) contribute sig-
logically based pharmacokinetic models for nificantlyto tissuedoses. The dose calculatedfor
inhalation and ingestion of radon, thoron, and stem cells in bone marrowthen depends critically
their short-lived progeny. We based our inhala- on the assumptionsmade about 212pb uptake and
tion model for radon and thoron on the inert gas retention in the marrow itself and on the con-
model developedby Petermanand Perkins(1988). tribution from 212pb uptake on bone surfaces
We extended this model to develop the general (see Table 2). Again, carefully designed studies
pharmacokineticmodel shown in Figure 5, which usingthe laboratoryratwillenable usto refineour
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nhalation/Exhalalion _

FIGURE 5. General Biokinetic Model for Radon, Thoron, and Their Short-Lived Progeny.
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FIGURE 6. Shod- and Long-Term Exhalation of Radon Following an 8-Hour Exposure.
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FIGURE 7. Whole-Body Retention of Radon Following exposure. In: Indoor Radon and Lung Cancer:
Ingestion. Reality or Myth?, F. T. Cross, ed., Proceedings of

the 29th Hanford Symposium on Health and the
Environment, Richland, Washington. Battelle

physiologically based model of bone marrow dos- Press, Columbus, Ohio (in press, b).
imetry, and also our models of the dosimetry of

kidney, liver, and circulating blood cells, both in James, A. C., P. Gehr. R. Masse, R. G. Cuddihy,
animals and the human (in collaboration with F.T. Cross, A. Birchall, J. S. Durham, and J. K.
Dr. C. Badger, Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Briant. 1991. Dosimetry model for bronchial and
Center, Seattle). extrathoracic tissues of the respiratory tract.

Radiat. Prot. Dosim. 37:221-230.
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Aerosol Technology Development

Principal Investigator: A. C. James

Other Investigators: J. K. Briar?t,M. A. Parkhurst, and J. A. Mahaffey

The purpose of this project is to develop and transfer aerosol technology to basic and applied research
in biology and chemistry, especially in the areas of health and environmental effects of energy-related
materials. We report here further development of PNL's UItrafine Radon Progeny Size-Spectrometer
(URPSS) and manufacture of a series of instruments for deployment in experimental animal studies and
characterization of human exposure environments: the development of CR-39 c_-track detectors for the
Integrating Low-Pressure Impactor (ILPI) and the application of the ILPI to measure the activity-size
distribution of airborne radon progeny and uranium aerosols; the development of the Past-Exposure
Radon Monitor (PERM) and basic techniques for automated ce-track recognition and analysis; progress
in modeling the relationship between 21°po activity accumulated on an exposed surface in a room and
bronchial dose; and progress in developing a computational model based on fluid mechanical principles
that predicts the volumetric dispersion and particle recovery as a function of breath-hold time and
heartbeat rate for an aerosol bolus inhaled to a shallow depth by a human subject,

The ongoing objectives of this project are (1) to the final filter stage (Figure 1), The proportional
irnprove systems for the control, monitoring, and flow-sampler reduces the amount of airflow pass-
characterization of exposures of laboratory animals ing through the central part of the filter (which is
to toxic aerosols, gases, and vapors; (2) to viewed by the smallCR-39 s-detector chip) to only
develop simpler and more widely applicable tech- 3% of the total flow. The flow-reducer was needed
niques to characterize ultrafine and attached to match the dynamic response of the "attached"
radon progeny in domestic and occupational set- radon-progeny detector to that of the 15-cm-long
tings, especially to transfer PNL's CR-39 (poly- CR-39 plate, which measures the activity-size
[ethylene glycol bis-(allyl)]carbonate) track-etch spectrum of "ultrafine" progeny. Reducing the
and analysis technology to improve the monitoring fraction of airflow sampled by the small CR-39
and characterization of occupational and envi- detector chip prevented overloading with s-tracks
ronmental exposures to radon progeny and other of too high density,
alpha (_) emitters; (3) to deploy these techniques
in the field to obtain representative data for human We also developed a technique to coat the sur-
dosimetry and risk assessment; and (4) to apply faces of the CR-39 detectors with a thin, electri-
fluid mechanical concepts to resolve paradoxical cally conductive layer of aluminum, This has been
experimental findings that appear to imply pro- shown to prevent nonuniformity in the recorded
tracted retention of particles on the surface of pattern of s-tracks caused by the buildup of elec-
human bronchi after deposition from an aerosol tric charge. Distortion of the theoretically pre-
bolus inhaled to a shallow depth, dicted pattern of radon-progeny deposition along

the CR-39 detector strip caused by charging
Development of the Ultrafine Radon effects was found to be a major problem in the

Progeny Size-Spectrometer (URPSS) prototype URPSS; the original coating of carbon
was not sufficiently conductive and also interfered

Last year we reported the design and testing of a with the chemical etching process. The same thin
prototype URPSS instrument, We have improved coating with aluminum was found to solve charg-
on the original design by adding a proportional ing problems in CR-39 detectors developed for the
flow sampling system and detector collimator to Integrating Low-Pressure Impactor (ILPI).
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We also used CR-39 _-track autoradiography to
increase the sensitivity of the Andersen SE-218

t low-pressure impactor irl measuring the activity-

size distribution of airborne uranium at an uranium

fuels fabrication facility. The low background of
CR-39 enabled the uranium _-activity collected at
each stage to be measured with high statistical
precision by exposing the CR-39 detectors to the
collection media for several days. We applied
the same technique to obtain statistically valid

-.- -- -- a:-counts from ali collection stages of an Andersen
2000 Ambient Cascade Impactor. However, we
found from side-by-side samples at the fuels facil-
ity that the activity-size distributions unfolded
from the two impactors consistently differed. Of
these two instruments, the multiple circular-jet
Andersen 2000 impactor has been more widely
studied, and its particle-sizing characteristics are
better established. Because the smaller SE-218

impactor with its radial-slot jets provides an ideal
pattern of _-tracks for automatic counting, we plan
to carry out a thorough laboratory calibration of its
particle-sizing characteristics.

Development of Past-Exposure Radon
Monitor (PERM) and CR-39 a-Track

FIGURE 1. Proportional Flow Sampling Stage of the URPSS Technology
Device for Measuring Attached Radon Progeny.

The logistical aspects of measuring in situ (in a
subject's home) the 210po activity that had accum-

Development and Application of the ulated on the surface of a personal possession
Integrating Low-Pressure Impactor over a common period of past exposure to radon
(ILPI) were addressed in a joint PNL study funded by

the National Cancer Institute. In this project
We designed a set of CR-39 detector plates to fit (with additional PNL discretionary research fund-
each of the 10 particle-collection stages of the ing), we developed the basic technology to apply
Andersen SE-218 radial-slot low-pressure impactor small CR-39 detectors to this task. Figure 2 com-
(Andersen Samplers Inc., Atlanta, Georgia). With pares the 2!°po activity measured on 13 different
the thin aluminum coating developed for the glass artifacts belonging to subjects included in
URPSS applied to these detector plates, test a case-control study of radon and lung cancer in
samples from PNL's experimental animal radon nonsmoking women with independent estimates of
exposure system showed a well-defined Gaussian their total exposure to radon in each of their pre-
pattern of _-tracks at each size-selective stage, vious homes (Mahaffey et al., in press). These
When exposed to airborne radon progeny, the ILPI measurements, made in situ with CR-39 ce-track
device gives an s-track density under each radial detectors, were compared with results reported
slot that is proportional to the total amount of by Samuelsson et al. (in press) in Sweden, who
potential a:-energy collected by that size-selective used a pulse ionization chamber in his laboratory
stage, to measure 21°po activity on samples of glass
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between 10 different North American homes to
10. estimate a set of "typical" values, including an

9' _ average conversion coefficient between the radon

E 8 _ / gas concentration and bronchial dose rate. In this

___7 _ _ _ project we have modeled the associated rates of

:__ 6. progeny plate-out on exposed surfaces and the
< 5 resulting buildup and decay of trapped 210pb and

4 21
_.._-.". = °Po activity. Figure 3 summarizes our resulting

o 3. _ _ . estimates of a direct conversion coefficient

2-=_ _ between duration of exposure to radon gas (at an
2 1 ...---"_ - • _ assumed concentration of 1 kBq/m 3) and risk-0

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 normalized effective dose (in mS_ per Bq/m2
m

Radon Exposure, kBq-y/m" 3 measured surface concentration of 210p0' Based
on the available direct measurements of 21°p0

I = < 14 y (Sa92) = > 14 y (Sa92) • < 30 y (Ma92) I surface activity and past radon exposure in homes(ours and the Swedish results), and our model
relating room plate-out behavior to lung dose, we

FIGURE 2. Relationship Between 21°po Surface Activity and obtained an estimated conversion coefficient of

Past Radon Exposure Measured in Homes in the United States about 40 mSv per Bq/m 2 measured 210po ' Alter-
(Ma92)and Sweden (Sa921. natively, using the surface plate-out rate modeled

directly from what we assume to be a "typical"
removed from homes. We found the same rela- radon progeny activity-size distribution in U.S.

tionship between 21°p0 activity and past radon homes yielded an estimate of about 20 mSv per
exposure in the U.S. homes (in Missouri) as did Bq/m 2 calculated 21°p0 activity. To achieve a
the Swedish study. Our measurements were of closer match between modeled results (which pro-
gross ,_-activity, corrected for the average back- vide the direct link with bronchial dose) and
ground _-activity of glass samples. Regression measured 21°p0 surface activity, further experi-
analysis of the measured gross o:-activity as a mental studies are needed to relate surface plate-
function of past radon exposure showed the aver- out rates more specifically to the airborne
age bulk-activity (background)of glass samples to activity-size spectra in a wider selection of nor-
be approximately 1.3 Bq/m 3. This value was con- mally occupied homes and in the laboratory.
firmed in the laboratory by measuring 10 pieces
of glass from various sources but was found to be
highly variable between samples. These results
demonstrated that the in situ measurement of sur- _oo-

face _-activity yields meaningful estimates of past 90- . ; :

radon exposure, but for unbiased estimates it is _ 80- : _ ;
necessary to resolve the 21°po activity from the E J Moa_,_,o_ Po.2_o_,_t_ !L70- ,

variable glass background, We are developing = : i i _;
_. 6o-, ....:..........

integrated software for the automatic recognition $ 5o- _, , ......... ".......
and dimensional analysis of _-tracks in CR-39, E 4o- '-...i....:...."........." , ,
which discriminates tracks with dimensions consis-

30-\ . _ _ _ . __tent with the 5.3-MEV incident energy of the 2_°po
particle, _ 20-

,o I i
1

Relating 210po Accumulated on an o _ ,'o ,'s 2'o 2's 3'0 3's 4'o 4's so
Exposed Surface to Bronchial Dose Durahonof Exposure,year

In the project "Dosimetry of Radon Progeny," we FIGURE3. ConversionCoefficientfrom2_°po Surface Activity
used the available data on the variation of radon- to EffectiveDoseModeledasa Functionof Exposure Duration.

progeny unattached fraction and equilibrium factor
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Fluid Mechanical Model of Aerosol particles decreases. Scheuch and Stahlhofen

Bolus Dispersion in Human Lungs (1990) interpreted the decreasing dispersion as "a
result of particle losses due to gravitational set-

Aerosol bolus dispersion has been used to char- tling in small airways." Because the bolus is shal-
acterize airway morphometry and to deduce the low, this implies that the particles have settled
location of aerosol particle deposition in studies onto airway surfaces which should be cleared rap-
of particle clearance from the human bronchi. A idly by the mucociliary mechanism. However,
bolus as small as 10 cm3 is placed at some volu- Scheuch and Stahlhofen (1991) observed that a
metric point in an inhaled breath, and then inhaled large fraction (up to 70%) of these particles are
to a controlled depth in the lungs. The concentra- cleared slowly. They concluded that bronchial
tion of aerosol particles in the exhaled air is then clearance is not completed rapidly, as previously
measured as a function of the volume exhaled assumed. This inference has a major impact on
after some period of breath-hold. The bolus is the absorbed dose from long-lived o_-emitters that
spread to a much broader form upon exhalation, would be received by bronchial epithelium, and on
as shown in Figure 4 from measurements made the implied risks of bronchogenic cancer from
by Scheuch and Stahlhofen (1990). In this these materials (Bair 1991; James et al. 1991).
example, a 10-cm3-wide bolus (full width, half
maximum) is spread to a width of 175 cm3 on We are developing a computational model, based
exhalation with essentially no breath-hold (0.5 s). on the fluid mechanics of bolus penetration and

cardiogenic transport, which is leading to a very
different conclusion about the site of particle
deposition from a shallow aerosol bolus. To inter-

INSPIREDVOLUME.cm_ pret these experiments, it is necessary to establish
0 SO0 10o0

0 ..... , , ' ' ' a fundamental premise for the mechanism of par-
ticle loss. Scheuch and Stahlhofen assumed that

particles are lost from the spread bolus solely by
08 ,_.,ooc_ gravitational deposition in the ciliated airways.

z Our model differs in that particles are shown to_o
,_._5, , disappear from the spread bolus by a convective

,,' mechanism which carries some of them to periph-_05
,.. 5,s eral (nonciliated) airways of the lungs, in conjunc-

o _' tion with gravitational deposition. The convective
,o.27,s _, mechanism is caused by motion of the beating--4 04

/1 heart (cardiogenic air-motion). The fluid mechani-
cal basis of cardiogenic transport is the same

02 /_' "_/ mechanism responsible for the transport of parti-
cles by shallow, high-frequency ventilation (Briant

., .,.- et al. 1988, 1992, in press). Cardiogenic air-
motion during a breath-hold resembles a weak

00 - , ,- "," " -

,ooo 500 0 and somewhat localized form of high-frequency
EXPIREDVOLUME.cm3 ventilation. A quasi-steady, bidirectional stream of

convective air-motion is conducted by the motion
FIGURE4. Comparisonof the ExhaledAerosolParticleBolus of the heart. Aerosol particles suspended in the
Measuredin a HumanSubjectas a Functionof Breath-Hold inhaled bolus are carried in the core of airways by
withThatPredictedby the PNLComputationalModel. the cardiogenic air-motion to regions of the lung

far beyond the inhaled volume, where many
deposit on nonciliated surfaces.

The measurement of dispersion shows the volu-

metric standard deviation of the expired bolus to In the computational model, particles are trans-
initially increase with time of breath-hold, then ported by cardiogenic air-motion from a given
gradually decrease as the total number of exhaled volumetric compartment to one immediately below
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it (distal from the trachea) with an empirically
determined efficiency. Particles are transported ,0;'k ' ............
from the initial compartment to the one which is 08--% ootwo levels below with a lesser efficiency, and to

the one which is three levels below with even _: 05 ',,.,, _"''_+ _lesser efficiency. At shallow depths, in the most o
o

central airways, the transport efficiency is relatively _ -.

low, Deeper airways have much higher efficiency _ -.
of transport to lower airways by each cycle of car- o -..
diogenic air-motion. Using the data shown in Fig- _ 02
ure 4, for example, the actual efficiencies are
derived empirically by aligning the position of the
curve predicted for 8-sec breath-hold with respect
to the initial spread of the bolus (0.5-sec breath- 0,, & ,_ ,'s _;_ _ _. 3'5 _'0 _'5 _0
hold). This alignment serves to calibrate the com- Br_E,_TH-HO_'Ds_
putational model for the particular subject under
study. FIGURE 5. Measured Aerosol Recovery as a Function of

Breath-Hold for a Shallow Bolus of 2.6-_m Particles Compared

Because the transport efficiencies remain con- with PNLPrediction.
stant, changes in the shape of the bolus with time
of breath-hold are caused directly by the transport
process. Having calibrated the model, we found
that the spread of the exhaled bolus with further As a further illustration of the predictive power of
breath-hold is predicted with remarkable precision our particle transport model, Figure 6 compares
(see Figure 4). In this example, the change in the predicted standard deviation of the exhaled
computed shape of the bolus from the initial bolus as a function of breath-hold time with the

spread at 0,5 sec to the spread at 8 sec (disper- values measured by Scheuch and Stahlhofen
sion) involves 6 cycles of computation correspond- (1990) in an experimental subject at two different
ing to complete cardiac cycles, and the predicted heartbeat rates. The actual heartbeat rate of
change from 8 sec to 27 sec, an additional 40 per minute is used in the model for the rest
13 cycles. Any unrealistic relationship irl the condition. The dotted curve in Figure 6 is com-
empirical model would be dramatically amplified puted for twice this resting heartbeat rate. lt is
by 13 cycles of computation beyond the calibra- seen that the transport efficiencies predicted by
tion point, the model are consistent with both the shape of

the bolus dispersion and the magnitude of disper-
Particles experiencing transport by cardiogenic
motion are kept _3irborne much longer than would sion as a function of breath-hold time and heart-
occur during settling to airway surfaces in undis- beat rate.
turbed air. Figure 5 shows the agreement of the
modeled aerosol recovery with experimental Bronchial dosimetry for radioactive materials emit-
values. According to our model, aerosol particles ting short-range radiations and also for chemi-
suspended in the air of the spread bolus are car- cally toxic particles is profoundly influenced by
ried by the cardiogenic air-motion in the core of the interpretation put on the studies of particle
airways to regions of the lung far beyond the clearance following deposition of an aerosol
exhaled volume, where they eventually do deposit, bolus that has been assumed to have been
The deposition in peripheral airways by deep inhaled to a shallow depth. We are collaborating
bolus penetration, and farther transport by cardio- with Dr. Stahlhofen and his colleagues at the GSF
genic air-motion, result in the observed slow clear- Aerosol Biophysics Laboratory, Frankfurt,
ance of a large fraction of the total lung deposition Germany, to develop our model to the point where
by the established slow mechanisms of clearance we believe we can resolve the paradoxical issue of
from the respiratory airways and alveoli. "slow bronchial clearance."
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Oncogenes In Radiation-Induced Carcinogenesis

Principal Investigator: G. L. Stieg/er

Other Investigators: M. E. Foreman, M. F. Minnick, (a) T. M. Seed, (b) E. C. Sisk, and
L. C. Stillwell

We are analyzing how oncogenes are molecularly activated in radiation-induced carcinogenesis. Radon-
induced rat lung tumors and leukemia cells from dogs exposed to gamma radiation are being analyzed
for mutations in the ras gene family by polymerase chain reaction (PCR)amplification, molecular cloning,
and DNA sequence analysis. We have identified mutations in K-ras and H-ras genes in radon-induced
rat lung tumors and H-ras, K-ras, and N-ras mutations in spleen cells from dogs with radiation-induced
leukemia. To facilitate analysis of a large number of available tumor samples, we have adapted more
rapid mutation assays: the single-strand conformational polymorphism (SSCP) assay and the chemical
mismatch cleavage (CMMC) assay.

Carcinogenesis is a multistage process caused by Molecular Analysis of Gene Mutations
genetic changes that alter the normal function of

proto-oncogenes or tumor suppressor genes. Colorectal tumor developmental progression from
Proto-oncogenes are normal cellular genes that the benign aclenoma to the fully malignant
become oncogenes when mutationally activated, phenotype has been studied using molecular
Proto-oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes are analysis. A model developed by Fearon and
critical genes in the highly regulated pathways of Vogelstein (1990) proposed that mutational acti-
growth and differentiation, and their oncogenic vation of oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes
activation increases the probability of neoplastic contributes to the development of the colorectal
transformation. Tumor initiation can be produced tumors and that the malignant tumor phenotype
in normal cells by inherited genetic defects or by requires a mutational event in at least four or five
exposure to chemical or physical agents that genes, whereas fewer genetic changes are found
cause somatic mutation. The genetic changes associated with benign colorectal tumors. Their
can be point mutations, small deletions, or the studies indicate that the accumulation of gene
loss of an entire allele. These changes can cause mutations, rather than the order of mutational
a decreased responsiveness to cellular signals activating events, contributes to carcinogenesis.
such as growth factors and inducers of cell differ-
entiation, and this change can result in a cellular Activated ras, found in 40% to 50% of colon car-
growth advantage. Populations of cells that are cinomas, is often an early event in tumorigene-
expanding more rapidly have an intrinsic genomic sis correlated with aggressive growth and cell
instability and a greater probability that additional survival. The occurrence of a mutated ras gene is
mutations will occur, resulting in an evolving closely associated with tumor size; adenomas and
increase in growth aggressiveness, carcinomas greater than 1 cm in diameter show a

much higher frequency of activated ras than do
(a) University of Montana.Missouta.Montana. smaller tumors. In addition to ras gene activation,
!b) Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois. frequent rearrangements on chromosomes 5, 17,
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and 18 have been identified in colorectal tumors, position 12 must always code for the amino acid
correlating with the alteration of the FAP, p53, and glycine, and gene activation results from substitu-
DCC gene loci, respectively, tion of any other amino acid residue. Only two

amino acids, glutamic acid and proline, are accept-

Role of Oncogenes in Carcinogenesis able at position 61; any other amino acid yields a
transformationally active ras gene. Amino acid

The association of malignant tumor progression substitutions at codons 13 and 59 also lead to ras
with the activation of several critical proto- gene activation. The exact function of the ras
oncogenes supports the hypothesis that molecular genes is not known, but they are believed to be
genetic markers can be used to characterize involved in signaitransductionthrough transmem-
tumor initiation and development. Radiation- brane signaling systems.
induced versus chemically induced oncogenesis
may preferentiallyactivate certain genes, lt is Lesions in ras Genes Induced by
also possible that radiation and chemical muta- Radiation
gens might produce a predictable type of dam-
age; radiation may preferentially induce damage During this past year we have concentrated our
by deletion whereas chemicals more often cause research efforts on frozen spleen samples from
damage by point mutation. Research directed myelomonocytic leukernic dogs, in which leukemia
toward identifying and characterizing radiation- was induced by exposing tile dogs to whole-body
darnaged oncogenes will provide molecular mark- gamma radiation at Argonne National Laboratory
ers that might distinguish radiation-induced and (ANL), and on rat lung tumor sarnples from studies
nonradiation-induced carcinogenesis. The focus of animals exposed to radon progeny or to radon-
of our research effort is to identify and char- progeny and cigarette-smoke inhalation at PNL
acterize oncogenes that are associated with (see Mechanisms of Radon Injury, this volume).
radiation-induced damage. The 1st exon of the N-ras, H-ras, and K-ras genes

has been examined by polymerase chain reaction
Both dominant and recessive oncogenes are (PCR) amplification, molecular cloning of the pro-
associated with carcinogenesis. Dominant onco- ducts, and characterization by DNA sequence
genes, such as ras. are activated by mutational analysis. We are examining a number of cloned
events so that the prodt,_ts of the genes have a PCR samples from each tumor. The analysis has
direct effect on tumor p_,_gression. Tumor sup- not been completed; however, a list of the tumors
pressor genes act in a recessive or negative thus far analyzed and the accumulated sequence
manner by decreasing the activity of other genes data are shown in Tables 1 and 2.
that regulate growth or differentiation. Mutations

that occur at these loci usually cause inactivation In summary, we have found 12th-codon activating
of the suppressor gene rather than a dominant lesions in H-ras and K-ras in one leukemic dog
activation. PNL studies that focus on the involve- spleen sample and identified an N-ras 13th-codon
ment of tumor suppressor genes in radiation- lesion in another spleen sample. The 12th-codon
induced carcinogenesis are described in Mutation activating lesions of H-ras and K-ras that occur in
of DNA Targets (this volume), the same tumor sample are unusual, and we hope

that these lesions may provide molecular markers
This project has been investigating the dominant- in tumor progression. The leukemic tumors pro-
acting ras oncogene family. We have focused on vide an excellent source of experimental material
characterization of lesions that activate ras onco- for this type of study because blood lymphocyte
genes because the /as oncogene family is the samples have been collected and frozen through-
best characterized group of oncogenes, with a out the course of the disease.
large database available on gene activation

induced by chemicals; however, little is known The frozen samples provide experimental material
about radiation-induced ras activation, lt is useful for PCR mRNA amplification as well as
known that ras oncogenes are activated by point DNA. For example, the N-ras mutation in the 13th
mutations in codons 12, 13, 59, and 61. Codon codon was determined by PCR analysis of isolated
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TABLE 1. Analysis of ras Gene Activation in Leukemic total tumor RNA. The analysis is based on the
Spleen Samples from Dogs Exposed to Whole-Body exon-connection strategy of Fearon et al. (1990).
Gamma Radiation Briefly, complementary DNA (cDNA) is prepared

Number Numberof from total tumor tissue RNA by direct PCR analysis
Dog of Clones ras Genes Mutations of mRNA, Two primers are chosen from different

Number Analyzed Examined Found exons SOtllat amplification results in a PCR pro-
4256 5 1N-ras 0 duct of the N-ras exons 1 and 2 in which the

4 K-ras 0 intron has been removed and the exons have

been properly spliced. Trace amounts of DNA will
4141 14 10N.ras 5 N-ras not ampli_ into the sarne size fragment, and the

(codon 13)
4 K-ras 0 DNA-directed PCR products contain unspliced

exons separated by a large intron sequence. The
4335 5 1 N-ras 0 strategy when applied to total mRNA from leuke-

4 K-ras 0 mic samples produced a 310-bp fragment found
to be the correctly spliced N-ras product. The1606 12 12 K-ras 0
spliced 1st- and 2nd-exon products were molec-

4164 3 3N.ras 0 ularly cloned and sequenced. When several
recombinants were analyzed, approximately 50%

4077 5 5 K-ras 0 showed a mutation in the 13th codon that resulted

in the substitution of an asparagine for a glycine.4345 6 2 K-ras 2 K-ras
(codon 12)

3 N-ras lH.ras Studies of rats exposed to radon-progeny and
(codon12) mixed radon-progeny and cigarette-smoke inhala-

1 H-ras 0 tion have yieloed similar information (Table 2). An

4334 1 1K-ras 0 activating lesion that may be unique occurs at
codon 62 where GAA is mutated to GAT, bringing

1688 1 1 N-ras 0 about a glutamate-to-aspartate substitution.

TABLE 2. ras Gene Activation in Lung Tumors from Rats Exposed to Radon Progeny or Radon Progeny and Cigarette Smoke

Type of Number of Number of
Exposure Rat Number Clor'es Analyzed Mutations Found

Radon 283-437-2 13 2, Codon 13; 7, codon 12

progeny ta _ 282-687-2 13 0
282-1198-2 3 0
282-1197-2 4 1, Codon 13

Radon 38T 9 0

progeny and 26T 5 0
cigarette smoke a "_' 53T 5 0

Radon 281-1 541-1 Codon 62

progeny,-, c,, 282-1547-2 Codon 62
282-1247-1 Codon 62

281-198 0
283-69-1 0

ca) K-ras gene lexon 1) was examLned
Cb) Sequence of cloned polymerase chain reaction iPCR) products
ici H-ras gene (exon 2) was examined
Cd) PCR samples were sequenced d_rectly
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Future Studies with Single-Strand tumor suppressor gene research (see Mutation of

Conformational Polymorphism Assay DNA Targets, this volume). We are introducing
new methods of mutation analysis, such as the

Molecular cloning and DNA sequence analysis of SSCP and CMMC, to expedite our' research. As
PCR-generated sequences are time consuming we have had difficulties with analyzing mixed
and labor intensive. We are introducing new populations of normal and tumor cells and
methods of research analysis that will expedite our because tumor cell enrichment is an important
effort. The single-strand conformational poly- step in tumor analysis, we intend to integrate cell
morphism (SSCP) assay provides an initial rapid sorting as a first step in molecular tumor analysis.
PCR product point mutation screening by compar-
ing electrophoretic migrational differences in We are using a flow cytometer to sort nuclei on
nearly identical denatured PCR templates. The the basis of DNA content differences, which allows
method is sensitive and can detect strand rnigra- isolation of aneuploid and diploid cell populations.
tional differences induced by a single base-pair Aneuploid cell populations have progressed the
change (see SSCP gel example in Figure lA), furthest in tumorigenesis and have accumulated

the greatest number of contributing mutations;
The SSCP method is limited, however, in that it thus, molecular analysis of these populations will
cannot identify the position or chemical nature of be the most informative, Mutations found in the

the point mutation, Thus, we have introduced a diploid populations precede ploidy alterations and
second assay, the chemical mismatched-cleavage can be classified as early events in tumorigenesis,
(CMMC) assay, that can identify the position of a Mutation profiles based on cell-sorting analysis
point mutation in a PCR product. This assay can may provide molecular markers that will differen-
also provide limited information about the chemical tiate forms of physical genetic insult, Implement-
nature of a base change. The CMMC assay is ing these types of techniques for tumor analysis
based on the single-base-pair-mismatch chemical will contribute to our overall goal of identifying
reactivity of cytosine and thymine with hydroxy- molecular markers that characterize radiation-
lamine and osmiun, tetroxide, respectively. The induced or chemical-induced carcinogenesis.
assay is carried out by denaturing and annealing
a mixture of normal and mutated PCR-generated
sequences, The annealed heterologous products References Cited
contain a mismatched base differing between the
mutant and normal sequence, The complemen- Fearon, E. R., and B. Vogelstein, 1990, A genetic
tan/ strands are chemically cleaved selectively at model for colorectal tumorigenesis, Cell 61:759-
the point of mismatch, and the resulting products 767,
are separated and molecularly sized on a dena-
turing polyacrylamide gel. Illustration and des- Fearon, E. R., K. R, Cho, J. M. Nigro, S. E. Kern,
cription of the method are shown in Figure lB. J, W, Simons, J, M, Ruppert, S. R. Hamilton, A. C,

Preisinger, G. Thomas, K. W. Kinzler, and B,
Our future work will continue the analysis of Vogelstein. 1990. Identification of a chromosome
ras gene activation in radiation-induced tumors. 18q gene that is altered in colorectal cancers.
We hope to coordinate these data with ongoing Science 247:49-55.
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FIGURE1. A. Single-StrandConformationalPolymorphism(SSCP)Analysis.Lanes1 and2 showsingle-strandmigrationaldif-
ferencesof samelabeledstrandfromtumors1606(normalsequence)and 4141(mutantsequence),respectively;lanes3 and4
showmigrationaldifferencesin labeledcomplementarystrandfor tumors1606and4141,respectively. Indicatednondenatured
duplexesmigrateat samera_,:,.A 1-bpdifferencein codon 13is seenin tumors1606and4141. B, Chemicalmismatchcleav-
age(CMMC)analysisof two complementarysyntheticdeoxyoligonucleotideswitha 1-bp(C,T)mismatchis shownat bottomof
FigurelR Reactivebasesin mismatchedregionare numberedfromthe 5' endof the top strand: 15C,16C,and 1TT. The
only reactivebasein the bottomstrandis T at baseposition15,
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Mutation of DNA Targets

Principal Investigator: R. R Schneider

Other Investigators: J. E. Hu//a and G. L. Stieg/er

The project is testing the hypothesis that tumor suppressor genes are important targets in radiation car-
cinogenesis. We have concentrated our work on characterizing the dog retinoblastoma susceptibility (RB)
and the rat p53 genes. We have been able to amplify two new fragments of RB cDNA (795 and 705 bp).
We have also prepared probes for mRNA analysis of dog RB and _-tubulin genes and found that the tran-
scripts are the same as those of the rat and human. Evidence of a second p53 pseudogene was dis-
covered, and we have been studying p53 gene structure by amplification, sequencing, and, in some
cases, cloning of regions containing exon-intron junctions.

Tumor suppressor genes have been recently dis- oncoproteins. In infected cells, the viral pro-
covered by analyses of the genetics of inherited teins complex the RB and p53 gene products and
forms of cancer, chromosomal aberrations, and thereby effectively inactivate the genes.
polymorphic DNA markers of homozygosity. This
class of genes is defined by functional criteria; Our approach is to examine p53 and RB genes in
that is, loss of normal function leads to neoplastic tumor tissue preserved from life-span animal
growth deregulation. About six of these genes experiments at PNL and other DOE laboratories,
have recently been described, and one or another We have a small number of frozen rat and dog
has been found to be altered in virtually every type lung tumors and dog bone tumors (osteosar-
of human cancer. We suspect that inactivation of comas) induced by inhaled plutonium, and a large
tumor suppressor genes is a common mechanism number of radon-induced rat lung tumors and
of radiation carcinogenesis because deletions are plutonium-induced rat and dog lung tumors that
a major component of genetic damage from ioniz- have been fixed in formalin and embedded in
ing radiation. We are testing this hypothesis by paraffin. Frozen myelogenous leukemia cells from
studying the two tumor suppressor genes that dogs that were chronically exposed to x rays and
have been described best, the retinobiastoma gamma radia[Ion at Argonne National Laboratory
susceptibility (RB)and p53 genes in tumors from are also available. When tissue of sufficient
animals exposed to ionizing radiation, quality is available, we plan to analyze RB and

p53 gene expression of mRNA with the poly..
Defects in the RB gene are found in retinoblas- merase chain reaction (PCR)of RNA and northern
toma, osteosarcoma, small-cell cancer of the lung biot methods. The fixed and embedded tissues
(SCCL), and some non-small-cell lung, breast, and do not have the mRNA or high molecular weight
bladder cancers in humans. The p53 gene has DNA required for northern or Southern analyses.
been found to be altered in almost ali types of Thus, PCR is used to amplify specific regions of
human cancers and is the gene most commonly these genes for analysis by gel electrophoresis
mutated in human cancer. The p53 gene differs and methods that detect base-pairing mismatches
from the recessive nature of RB because muta- caused by mutations and deletions. The first step
tions can confer a dominant phenotypic expres- required for this approach has been to prepare
sion pattern, Some mutated forms of p53 protein primers for PCR and for RB and p53 gene-specific
can complex the wild-type gene product from the DNA probes for northern biot analysis.
other nonmutated allele. The gene products of
both these genes act in the nucleus, probably by Preliminary characterization of these genes was
interacting with transcription regulatory factors, required so that we could analyze the dog and rat
and both gene products are inactivated by viral tumors, because neither the gene structure nor
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the cDNA sequence of dog p53 or RB gene is
known. The rat p53 cDNA sequence has been B
published, but its gene structure has not been A
previously described. We have therefore focused
our efforts oq obtaining the information we
needed, including the location and sequence of
splice junctions in rat p53 and generation of DNA ],352- 1,353-
probesfor most of the RB cDNA. These data are
also of more general interest concerning the 872
relatedness of the genes between species and will 872 -- 603

aid cancer research with animal models. For 603"- _
example, information describing the p53 structure
and the sequences near its splice junctions can
be used by other investigators to study the role of 310 --
this important gene in rats.

Because the RB gene is commonly defective in
human osteosarcomas and some lung tumors,
and because dogs exposed to 239pu(NO3)4and
238puO2 developed these forms of cancer, we
have prepared reagents for analysis of the dog
RB gene. The human gene is encoded in 200 kb ..
containing 27 exons with a 4.7-kb mRNA and a
coding sequence of 2.7 kb; the human and mouse
cDNA sequences are known but that of the dog is FIGURE1. Autoradiograms ofSouthernBlotsofFragments of
not. Our original strategy was to amplify specific Dog RB eDNA Amplified from Dog Kidney RNA. Positions of

exons of the gene in archived tissues by PCR, DNAmolecularsizestandardsandcorresponding sizeinbase
pairs (bp) are shown to left of both parts of this autoradiogram.

assuming a high degree of sequence homology A. Left lane, fragment corresponding to exons 8 to 17 in the

with the human gene, and then to analyze these human gene; right lane, exons 17 to 20. Probe was a synthetic

regions for mutations. This plan has not been 21-bp oligonucleotide from exon 17, B. Fragment correspond-

feasible due to difficulty in amplifying the exons, ing to exons 1 to 8 of human gene; probe was a 21-bp oligo.

probably because the sequences from dogs and nucleotidefromexon4.
humans differ. Also, because of the complexity of
the gene, we must study mRNA and cDNA rather We have hybridized RB cDNA probes to northern
than the gene itself. In last year's report we blots of poly-A RNA and total RNA from frozen
described a 600-bp fragment that we amplified dog kidney (Figure 2) and shown that the dog
from a phage cDNA library and sequenced, lt had RB mRNA is about the same size as that of
a high degree of sequence homology with the humans (4.7 kb). Using primers derived from the
human RB gene from exons 17 to 20. This year sequence of the rat _-tubulin gene, we also ampli-
we amplified two other fragments of the cDNA fled a 300-bp fragment of this gene from dog RNA
from RNA extracted from dog kidney that include for a probe for ¢-tubulin mRNA on northern blots.
regions corresponding to exons 8 to 17 (795 hp) The size of dog _-tubulin message (Figure 3) is
and 3 to 8 (703 bp) of the human gene. The the same as that of human and rat (1.7 kb). The
results of a Southern biot using a synthetic probe tubulin is expressed at much higher levels than
specific for regions common to both fragments RB, and its mRNA will provide a control for the
confirm their identity (Figure 1). We now have quality and amounts of mRNA in northern blots.
generated fragments that include 70% of the cod-
ing region of the gene, and we will continue to Several years ago, cell lines from dog plutonium-
attempt to amplify more of the cDNA. These gene induced osteosarcomas and lung tumors were
fragments will serve as probes for northern blots developed at PNL. These lines have been stored
and will provide a means to search for mutations in liquid nitrogen for as long as 15 years, and we
and deletions in experiments planned for FY92. have begun a systematic study of their viabilities.
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FIGURE 2. Autoradiogram of Northern Biot of Poly-A RNA
Isolated from Dog Kidney RNA. Positions of RNA molecular FIGURE 3. Autoradiogram of Northern Blots of Total Dog
sizein basepairs(bp) areshownto rightof thisautoradogram, KidneyRNAHybridizedwitha 300-bp FragmentAmplifiedfrom
Probesarethesame fragmentsas showninFigure lA, labeled Dog tt-TubulinmRNA. Positionsand correspondingsizes (bp)
by randomprimer extension, of RNAmolecularsizestandardsareshownon left ofautoradio-

gram. Probe was labeled by randomprimerextension,

These cell lines may be a valuable resource for
evaluating genetic changes in the cancer cells fragment corresponding to bases 250-296 of the
because of the opportunityto study gene expres- cDNA. This fragment contains 9 base substitu-
sion and mutations. These lines can alsobe used tions and a 15-base deletion. A second pseudo-
for experiments that can more closely define the gene fragment from the same region contains
role of tumor suppressor genes by gene trans- 10 substitutionsand a 2-base deletion (Figure4).
fection experiments.

Because of sequence homologies,the gene and
We previouslydeduced a tentativestructureof the pseudogenes are co-amplicons. We are investi-
rat p53 gene based on sizes and locations of gating the potential for using a pseudogene
introns within the mouse and human p53 genes, amplicon as a PCR internal control. A 1200-base
Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) assays made fragment of pseudogene 1 was recentlyamplified.
apparent the occurrence of a p53 pseudogene We expectto clone and sequence this fragment if
within the rat genome. We found that the pseu- the sequence is determined to be a suitable
dogene is a "processed" sequence; it lacks internalcontrol.
intronsand retains close homologyto the cDNA.
This year, we sequenced a major portion of the The p53 gene structuresare established for the
rat pseudogene by using PCR to amplify the p53 genesfrom human, mouse,andXenopus (Fig-
sequencing templates. When these sequence ure 5). We are currentlydefining the rat p53 gene
fragments were compiled, we found that at least structure. Preliminaryresultssuggest the ratgene
two pseudogene sequences are present in the contains only 10 of the 11 exons present in other
rat genome. We have sequenced a pseudogene species. Wefound intron 6 missing from the PCR
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gene

pseudogene

I 250 AT ............... A T C TT A C
eDNA GCCCCTGCACCCGTGGCCCCTGCTTCAGCTACACCGTGGCCTCTGT

II T ACT CT TC T a ,,

FIGURE4. The RatGenomeMayContainMorethan OneProcessedPseudogene.Twosequences(I, II) tentativelyidentifiedas
pseudogenescontainratp53genehomologyandlackthe interveningsequence.Eachsequencecontainsmutationsthatdefineits
uniqueness.

FIGURE5. Comparisonof Ratp53GeneStructurewith Human,Mouse,andXenopusp53GeneStructures. Preliminaryresults
suggestthat the rat genemaylackthe interveningsequencebetweenexons6 and7. Sizeof the first intronis notyet determined;
sizesof ali otherintronsare estimatedfromdifferencesin lengthof p53genefragmentsandcorrespondingfragmentsof the pro-
cessedpseudogene.Theseestimatesareconsistentwith lengthsof intronswithinmousep53gene. Symbols:solid bars,nottrans-
cribed;shadedbars,transcribed;scalebar,500bp.

fragment that contains a portion of intron 5, ali of
exon 6, and a portion of exon 7. We are now

preparing theclonestoverifytl_issequence. To ,_ _ __1_ _1_ '_
date, gene regions containing exons 2-6, 7-9,
8-10, and 9-11 have been cloned. Data from

these clones and from PCR fragments were com- ! 1000 kb-..--,-- ]piled to provide the tentative rat gene structure
shown in Figure 5. No information is yet available
from the 5' end of the rat gene. Once estab- FIGURE6. SeveralFragmentsof theRatp53GeneHaveBoon
lished, intron sequences will be used as gene- Cloned and Sequenced.Of 18splice junctions presumedto
specific priming sites. We have analyzed the base occur,16 havebeendefined; their locationsare indicatedbyarrowsin thisdiagram. Scalebar,1000bp.
sequence of 16 of 18 sites present in the
p53 gene by direct sequencing of PCR products
and sequencing of plasmid clones (Figure 6).
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Molecular Events During Tumor Initiation

Principal Investigator: D. L. Springer

Other Investigators: D. B. Mann, G. L. Stiegler, and B. D. Thrall (a)

Benzo[a]pyrene diol epoxide (BPDE) is a highly reactive metabolite of benzo[a]pyrene and forms a
number of covalent adducts with DNA. Of these adducts, 85% to 95% are on the exocyclic nitrogen of
deoxyguanine, resulting in a bulky lesion that interferes with the progression of DNA and RNA
polymerases. We are using this phenomenon to map the distribution of damage in plasmid DNA modified
with BPDE to better understand the sequence-specific factors involved in DNA adduction. Replication of
BPDE-modified DNA with T7 DNA polymerase (Sequenase) consistently results in blockage of the
polymerase at 1 base prior to adducted dG residues. Densitometric analysis demonstrates that this
blockage is quantitative, with a dose-dependent relationship between the intensity of blocks and the level
of modification. The level of adduction at any particular dG residue varies by 11 fold and is distinctly
nonrandom. Adduction of poly dG sequences is invariably favored over single dG residues, and within
a poly dG region there is a bias for adduction of the 5" bases. Similarly, transcription of the DNA using
SP6 RNA polymerase results in decreasing amounts of full-length RNA with increasing levels of DNA
template modification. However, the position of blockage of the RNA polymerase appears different from
the DNA polymerase, showing a less consistent relationship to adducted dG residues. The results
suggest that there are clear differences in the manner by which DNA and RNA polymerases process DNA
templates that are modified with BPDE.

Benzo[a]pyrene diol epoxide (BPDE)forms a num- lt is well established that DNA binding is a neces-
ber of covalent adducts with DNA that impede the sary, but not sufficient, requirement for the tumori-
progression of DNA and RNA polymerases. We genicity of polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAH).
are using this phenomenon to map the distribution Benzo[a]pyrene (BaP), a prototypical PAH, has
of damage in DNA modified with BPDE to better been well studied in this regard, and it is
understand the sequence-specific factors involved clear that metabolism of BaP to the (+)-anti-
in DNA adduction, Replication of BPDE-modified 7,8-diol-9,10-epoxide [(+)-anti-BPDE] is associ-
DNA with T7 DNA polymerase consistently results ated with the tumor-initiating potential of this
in blocks occurring 1 base prior to dG residues, compound. Although a number of DNA adducts
This blockage is quantitative, with a linear rela- are associated with BPDE, it is estimated that up
tionship between the intensity of blocks and the to 95% of the adducts formed are on the exocyclic
level of modification. Adduction of poly-dG nitrogen of guanine and reside within the minor
sequences is invariably favored over single dG groove of the DNA helix. Adduction of DNA by
residues, and within a poly-dG region there is bias BPDE occurs in a nonrandom fashion, because
for adduction of the 5' bases. Transcription of not ali guanines in DNA have equal susceptibility
the DNA using SP6 RNA polymerase results in to adduction. Bulky DNA adducts such as those
decreasing amounts of full-length RNA with from BPDE are effective inhibitors of both DNA
increasing template modification, replication and transcription, acting as complete

or nearly complete blocks to the progression of
DNA and RNA polymerases. We are using this(a) The name of J. E. Hulla was inadvertently omitted from the

list of Other Investigators on Dr Springer's article in last phenomenon to study the sequence-specific fac-
yearsAnnualReport(1990) tors involved in DNA modification by BPDE as well
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as to characterize the effect of these adducts on adducts. Native and modified pGEM-5S DNA are
the enzymatic processing of DNA and RNA. denatured by alkali, and primers are annealed

to the DNA. Using a cloned version of T7 DNA

Modification of DNA by [3H]BPDE polymerase (Sequenase, U.S. Biochemical), the
DNA is then replicated, incorporating [_-32p]dCTP.

The plasmid pGEM-5S, developed in our labora- The stoichiometry of the labeling reaction is such
tory, contains the 5S rRNA gene from Xenopus that approximately the first 25 bases are labeled,
borealis and serves as a unique system for the resulting in a short-patch "end label" of high
study of site-specific adduct formation by BPDE. specific activity in the nascent DNA. The repli-
pGEM-5S DNA is incubated in the presence of 0 cated DNA is separated by electrophoresis, and
to 50 pM radiolabeled (+_)-anti-r-7,t-8-dihydroxy-t- the position of replication blocks is determined by
9,1 0-epoxy-7,8,9,10-tetrahydrobenzo[a] pyrene comparison to standard dideoxy sequencing reac-
[(+.)-anti-BPDE] in 10 mM Tris-CI buffer, followed tions (Figure 2). Replication of nonadducted DNA
by removal of unbound BPDE metabolites and its is unimpeded, resulting in a clean lane on the
degradation products by consecutive extrac- autoradiograph. Replication of adducted DNA,
tions with diethylether and precipitation with however, results in a series of shortened DNA
ethanol. As is demonstrated in Figure 1, adduc- fragments that reflect the distribution of guanines
tion in this system occurs in a near-linear fash- within the DNA. Similar results were found with
ion and is dependent on both BPDE and DNA other DNA polyrnerases, including DNA polymer-
concentrations, ase I (Klenow fragment) and Taq DNA polymerase.

Analysis of the total adduction of bases 58 to 65,
as determined by laser densitornetry, correlates

o.25 very closely to the total adduction level calculated
•_ by liquid scintillation analysis of the total amount
._ 0.20 of [3H]BPDE bound (Figure 3). Thus, these blocks
-o in T7 DNA polymerase are clearly related to BPDEo 0.15

adducts. Densitometric analysis also reveals that
binding of BPDE occurs in a nonrandom fashion0.10

ntrat,on and that the susceptibility of a guanine to adduc-
/ / + 0.6 mg/ml tion varies as much as 11 fold (Figure 4). In addi-

t_ 0.05 .0 mg/ml

,_ _ i tion, the potential of a guanine for modification0.00 .,. , . , . , . , . , . , is significantly influenced by neighboring bases,
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 as has been suggested by other investigators

BPDE (FM) using different methods of analysis (Boles and
Hogan 1984, 1986). Within long tracts of gua-

FIGURE1. Adductionof pGEM-5S PlasmidDNAwith 3H-(+)- nines, there is a bias toward modification of the
anti.BPDE. Plasmid DNA (0.6 or1 rag/ml)was incubated with 5'-end guanines. This trend is not observed in
0 to 50 I_M [3H]BPDE for 2 h in 10 mM Tris-CI (pH 7.1) at 37C. regions with two consecutive guanines.
Nonreacted BPDE and its degradation products were removed
by 10 consecutive extractions with water-saturated diethylether,
followed by 2 ethanol precipitations. Average adduction level Transcription of BPDE-Modified DNA
was determined by liquid scintillation counting.

lt has long been known that BPDE adducts, in
addition to inhibiting DNA replication, also block

Analysis of BPDE Binding Si_es transcriptional processes (Leffler et al. 1977).
However, few studies have carefully characterized

The distribution of BPDE binding sites can be this effect. Using the pGEM-5S plasmid system
determined by a number of methods. We are and a simple monomeric RNA polymerase (SP6
determining the sequence specificity of BPDE polymerase), we are also investigating the effect
binding by analyzing the points at which DNA of DNA adducts on RNA polymerization. Tran-
and RNA polymerases are b,ocked by these bulky scription conducted with SP6 RNA polymerase on
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nonadducted, EcoRl-linearized plasmid results in 12ooo
primarily full-length RNA (242 bases) (Figure 5). _,

'5 1oooo

8000
ddNTPs BPDE (__M) < =_

C T A G 0 5 i0 25 50 _ sooo
E _ 4000

................ _ 2000

" i ° 0o.... 00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20

....... _ _ % BasesAdducted (Tritium Analysis)

_ _ FIGURE 3, Comparison of BPDE Binding Using DensitometricI Analysis and Liquid Scintillation Values, Autoradiographs of!
_ _'_ _ samples produced by Sequenase (see Figure 2) were scannedIltl=, _"_ :i! ! by laser densitometry using a Zeneih Model SL/2D laser densi-

tometer. Scans were run between bases 58 to 65 (poly dG 8)
and the total area of each lane was determined, Average inten-

.... _ :_i_: sity (area) determined by densitomet_ correlated significantly_ with average total adduction levels determined by liquid scintil-

i ' _ ! i: lati°nc°unting(t2=0'999)'

_ ii _ _ However, with adducted DNA templates, the

amount of full-length RNA decreases with increas-

.... ing template modification. In addition, RNA pro-
duced from adducted templates shows a series of

............ :_._:,. shorter, aborted transcripts that align with
ii ' '_ ....... adducted sites on the DNA (see Figure 5). Den-

sitometric analysis of the amount of full-length
i., I_ RNA produced as a function of total adduction
m..... level shows that the inhibition of full-length RNA
mw,,. production occurs in an approximately linear

.... ii fashion. Based on this trend, inhibition of 50% is
predicted in templates that have an average of
0,5 adducts per molecule (Figure 6).FIGURE 2. Replication of Adducted pGEM-5S by T7 DNA Poly-

merase, Plasmid DNA (4 pg) was denatured by alkali and

annealed with 75 ng of primer DNA (17-met). Initial labeling These studies provide mechanistic information on

reactions were in the presence of 3 units 3"7 DNA polymerase the reactivity of particular bases in DNA toward
(Sequenase, U.S. Biochemical), 1,5 pM each of dGTP, dATP, BPDE. For example, the enhanced reactivity of
and dTTP, and 3.3 pmol [<_-32p]dCTP (3000 Ci/mmol) for 2 min,
Labeling was immediately chased with 200 pM each of dGTP, guanines with sequence specificity may in part
dATE dCTP, and dTTP for 5 rain, and the reaction was stopped explain the activation of specific codons within
by the addition of gel-loading buffer containing 90% formamide, proto-oncogenes. In addition, because the regu-
Samples were heated to 80_C for 90 sec and immediately elec- latory regions of many genes, including proto-
trophoresed on an 8% denaturing polyacrylamide gel. Locat- oncogenes, contain poly-G sequences, these find-
ions of adduct-induced blocks in replication were determined

by comparison to standard dideoxynucteotide triphosphate ings may be important to understanding the
sequencing lanes, effects of BPDE adducts on gene expression, For

example, studies by Kootstra et al. (1989) showed
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55
3' - CCCGGGGGGGGTCTTCCGTCGTGTTCCCCTCCTTTT

91 AG -CAGTCGGAACACG CG GATGCCGGTATGGTGGGAC 5'

FIGURE 4. Site-Specific Adduction Levels within BPDE-Modified pGEM-5S DNA. pGEM-5S DNA modified with either 5 _.M or
50 pM BPDE was replicated with Sequenase as described in Figure 2; the intensities of replication blocks were determined at
individual bases by laser densitometry. Replicated strand (3' _ 5') is shown from bases #55 to #125 (where base #1 is the first base
transcribed by SP6 RNA polymerase),
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,_ FIGURE 6, Inhibition of Transcription in BPDE-Modified pOEM-
'., 5S. Transcription reactions were carried out in modified and

-:_ unmodified pGEM-5S as described in legend of Figure 5, After
...._- exposure to autoradiographic film for 2,5 h, relative amounts of

full-length RNA (242 bases) were determined by laser densitom-
etry, Inhibition of RNA synthesis is shown as a percentage of
full-length RNA produced with unmodified templates.

modification of poly-G regions by BPDE is that

,_,m_ ,_ damage to these sites may promote chromosomal
rearrangements, which could conceivably result in
an oncogenic recombinant gene. Chromosomal

.... translocations are known to be involved in the
activation of several proto-oncogenes, including

_;_ _#_ myc genes; however, the mechanism of such rear-
rangements is not understood. The ability of

FIGURE 5, Transcription of BPDE-Modified pOEM-hS by SP6 agents that preferentially modify GC-rich regions
RNA Polymerase. pGEM-hS DNA was linearized with EcoRI, of DNA to promote chromosomal rearrangements
which cuts 242 bases downstream (3') from start of SP6 has not been extensively studied and deserves
transcription. Transcription reactions were conducted in

presence of 600 ng DNA, in 40 mM Tris-CI (pH 7.5), 6 mM further experimentation.
MgCI 2, 2 mM spermidine, 5 mM dithiothreitol, 1 mM NTP,

12.5 pmol [a-32p]UTP, 1 unit RNase inhibitor (Promega), and Reconstitution of the 5S Gene
750 units/ml SP6 RNA polymerase 37:;C for 45 min. After reac-

tion was terminated, RNA was precipitated with cold ethanol,
electrophoresed in 8% denaturing polyacrylamide gels, and Although chemically induced or radiation-induced
exposed to autoradiographic film for 16 h. DNA damage is being extensively studied in

naked NA, tumor initiation involves alteration of
cellular DNA that is associated extensively with

that transcription of plasmid DNA is terminated in histones and other proteins. In an effort to obtain
regions containing GC boxes (GGGCGG), which information that more closely resembles the cellu-
are important eukaryotic promoter elements found Jar environment, we are studying damage to DNA
in the 5' region of some oncogenes. Because the in a simple reconstituted nucleosome model. For
chromatin structure of many active genes is in this, a 218-bp restriction fragment that includes
open (nonnucleosomal) conformation (Benezra the 5S rRNA gene is obtained by digestion of
et al. 1986), these regions may be highly suscep- pOEM-hS followed by purification by agarose elec-
tible to modification by BPDE. Studies designed trophoresis. The restriction fragment is end
to test this hypothesis are currently under way. labeled, incubated with chick erythrocyte mono-
Another possible consequence of the preferential nucleosomes at high salt concentration, and
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dialyzed to remove excess salt, Under these con.. with the restriction enzyme Bsp 1286 I. This result
ditions the core histones are known to become is taken as confirmatory evidence of nucleosorne
associated with the DNA fragment, forming a fixed formation because the Bsp 1286 I restriction sites
position nucleosome with the dyad located at the are located within the nucleosome. Subsequent
beginning of the 5S gene. When this preparation studies will use this model along with the mapping
is separated by 4% nondenaturing polyacrylamide procedure to determine whether (1) the associa-
gel electrophoresis (PAGE), reconstituted nucle- tion of DNA with core histones protect certain
osome migration is retarded relative to the naked regions from BPDE adduction relative to naked
DNA (Figure 7). In addition, cleavage of the DNA DNA and (2) whether nucleosome formation and
is inhibited when the nucleosome is incubated positioning is altered by bulky chemical adducts,

FIGURE 7. Autoradiograph Following Polyacrylamide Gel Elec-
trophoresis (PAGE) Separation of Reconstituted 5S Gene. A
218-bp restriction fragment containing the 5S rRNA gene was
incubated with a chick erythrocyte chromatin preparation under
conditions that favor exchange of core histones to form nucleo-
somes with the 5S gene. Lane 1, reconstituted 218-bp fragment

after digestion with proteinase K; lane 2, native 218-bp DNA;
lane 3, reconstituted 218-bp DNA. Data from these three lanes
suggest that a portion of 218-bp DNA was reconstituted,
because the reconstituted DNA migrated slower than the native

DNA and because treatment with a proteolytic enzyme elimi-
nated the slower migrating DNA. Lane 4, native 218-bp DNA
digested with BSP 1286 I to yield radiolabeled 79-bp fragment•
Lane 5, digestion of 218-bp reconstituted DNA with BSP 1286 I

resulted in both 79- and 218-bp fragments, suggesting that nuc-
leosomal DNA is unavailable to the restriction enzyme.
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Genotoxicity of Inhaled Energy Effluents

Principal Investigator: A. L. Brooks

Other Investigators: R. M. Kitchin, K. E. McDonald, C. Mitchell, and W. K. Yang

The interaction between cellular and genetic damage induced by low- and high-LET radiation and damage
produced by chemicals and oncogenes is being studied. We are concentrating our research on materials
associated with the nuclear industry and those that are present at nuclear waste sites. Genotoxic
responses to the organic solvents methyl isobutyl ketone (hexone) and tributyl phosphate ('TBP),present
in large amounts in nuclear waste sites, have been investigated in vitro. Both hexone and TBP produced
a concentration-related increase in cell killinq. An extensive genotoxicity analysis was conducted for
hexone given alone and in combination with _UCogamma rays. The combined effects were not more than
additive for the induction of cell cycle delay, chromosome aberrations, or sister chrom'=tid exchanges.
For the TBP cell cycle, changes and the induction of micronuclei were evaluated, and no interactive effects
were observed between the damage from radiation and that from the solvent.

The potential interaction of mutated ras oncogenes with 239pu and the organic solvent carbon tetra-
chloride (CCI4)has been studied. To date, a higher frequency of liver nodules has been observed in mice
that are given combined exposure to ras and 239pu relative to those exposed to either agent alone. This
research develops a mechanistic foundation of the interaction of radiation and chemicals in the production
of cancer. Understanding of these mechanisms identifies potential interactions and allows for adequate
worker protection both in the nuclear industry and during nuclear waste-site cleanup.

Introduction needed to relate how risk from radiation compares
with risk from exposure to carcinogenic chemicals

This research uses in vitro cellular toxicology to and how these risks are expressed for combined
understand potential interactions between damage exposure.
produced by agents in the work environment.
Several difficulties are associated with health pro-
tection problems associated with mixed wastes Studies are being conducted in vitro to define the
and tile nuclear industry. First, the site of action relationships between combined exposures and
and responses produced may be different for cellular responses, measured as cell killing, induc-
each insult. Second, the dose-exposure terms for tion of micronuclei, sister chromatid exchanges,
radiation and chemicals are hard to express in chromosome aberrations, and changes in cell
common units. Third, converting exposure to a cycle to provide preliminary information on poten-
biologically significant close for chemicals and tial interactions. The presence of mutated onco-
relating this dose to a measured response is also genes can also cause a predisposition for the
difficult. Finally, the interactive effects of damage induction of cancer. How this predisposition is ,
from two or more carcinogens may be additive, altered by radiation and/or chemical exposure
synergistic, or antagonistic depending on the con- is also being studied. The data derived from this
centrations, time of exposure, biological site of approach provide a mechanistic foundation for
attack, and endpoint evaluated. Ali these factors evaluating health risks in the nuclear industry and
complicate the relationships and extrapolations during nuclear waste-site cleanup.
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Results and Discussion Two measurements suggested that the hexone
may have some potential effect. First, the fie-

Exposure to Radiation and Organic Solvents quency of chromosome aberrations was higher in
CHO cells exposed to hexone than was observed

The organic chemicals selected for study were in the controls. With the sample size scored, this
methyl isobutyl ketone (hexone) and tributyl phos- was not significant at the p > 0.05 level. Second,
phate (TBP). Hexone was used to separate uran- more micronuclei were produced in confluent LEC
ium and plutonium from fission products, and TBP cells with combined treatment than were meas-

was used to recover americium and to separate ured in those that were exposed to radiation
uranium, plutonium, and neptunium from fission alone. This observation was not consistent with

products. These materials were then discarded in the other measurr - of genotoxic potency such as
large volumes in the nuclear waste sites. To study chromosome abel rations and micronuclei in divid-

these solvents, we evaluated both lung epithelial ing cells and as such requiles additional validation
cells (LEC) and Chinese hamster ovary cells to be considered biologically significant.
(CHO) for genotoxic changes.

The survival of CHO cells as a function of organic Tributyl Phosphate

solvent exposure is shown in Figure i. There was The influence of tributyl phosphate (TBP) on the
a concentration-related increase in cell killing for induction of micronuclei and the progression of
both solvents, TBP (Figure lA) being more toxic
than hexone (Figure 1B). CHO cells through the cell cycle was determined.

The cell cycle effects were measured by determin-
Hexone ing the fraction of the cells that had divided and

formed binucleated cells at 24 hours after a 2-hour

The combined effects of hexone and radiation TBP treatment. The results of these studies (Fig-
were studied at a concentration that resulted in ure 2)demonstrate that, over the range of concen-
some cell killing: 1.25 mM hexone and radiation trations evaluated, there were no changes as a
at a dose of 2.0 Gy. The results of the combined function of TBP concentration in either cell cycle
exposures are shown in Table 1. With a few measured as the number of binucleated cells or
exceptions, th_ table indicates that combined the frequency of micronuclei.
exposure to radiation and hexone resulted in no
greater change in cell cycle, induction of micro- To study the combined effects of TBP and radia-
nuclei, chromosome aberrations, or sister chro- tion, CHO cells were exposed to TBP at concen-
maticl exchanges than that produced by theradia- trations of 0.0, 0.1, and 0.2 mM alone and in
tion alone, combination with 0.0 or 1.5 Gy of Co gamma rays.
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FIGURE 1. Cell Killing in CHO Cells by TBP (A) and Hexone (B) Measured by Colony-Forming Assay
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TABLE 1. Combined Genotoxic Effects of Hexone and 6°Co Gamma Rays on Cells in Culture (a)

LEC Cells CHO Cells

Micronuclei t % Chromosome
Treatment Second Division, % Dividing Confluent Aberrations/Cell SCE/Cell (b)

Control 74,0 ± 5,7 11.5 _ 3.9 6.5 _ 1,0 0,05 ± 0.01 8.2 ± 1.3

Hexone 69.0 ± 4.2 12.3 ± 4.6 6,2 ± 1.1 0.10 ± 0.03 7.2 +_ 0.5

Radiation 51.0 +_4.2 29.0 +_2.4 14.7 ± 2.4 0.38 _+ 0,05 11,8 +_ 0.2

Radiation + 53.0 ± 7,1 28.6 ± 2,2 23,8 _ 1.7 (el 0,35 ± 0.04 11,7 ± 1,2
hexone

(a) Radiation exposure, 2,0 Gy; hexone exposure, 1.25 mM.
(b) SCE, sister chromatid exchanges,
(c) Significantly increased above the level observed for radiation only.

50 0.2 mM + 1.5 Gy

Binucleated Cells -'"_ 6I } r-'l
40' L.t... -" mM + 1.5 Gy

"0 ........... D'"'" 5
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Micronuclei/Binucleated Cell P' mM TBP2
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FIGURE 3. Interaction of Damage from ionizing Radiation with

FIGURE 2. Frequency of Binucleated Cells and Micronuclei in TBP in Induction of Micronuclei in CHO Cells. There was no

CHO Cells Exposed to TBP at Graded Concentrations. interaction between the two insults and no indication that TBP
produced genotoxic damage,

The percentage of cells with micronuclei per binu- Combined Effects of Oncogenes and Plutonium
cleated cells (Figure 3) illustratesthat radiation
increases the frequency of micronuclei but that B6C3 F1 mice were injected with 7.4 Bq/g body
addition of the solventhas no influenceon micro- weight of 239Fu citrate 30 days before or after
nuclei frequency when given either alone or in intraperitoneal injection of retroviral oncogenes.
combination with radiation. The oncogenes used were mutated K.v-rasor the

nec gene as a control. To obtain incorporationof
Data derived from these short-term tests suggest the genes inthe liver,the micewere gavaged with
that these solventsare not genotoxic. They also 0.15 ml of 20% carbon tetrachloride (CCI4) in
illustratethat genetic damage from thesesolvents saline24 hoursbeforethe oncogeneswere given.
is minimaland has little interactionwith damage The CCI4 caused liver cell necrosisand cell pro-
induced by ionizingradiation, liferation, which aided in incorporation of the
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retroviral vectors and oncogenes into the liver Summary
cells. Appropriate control groups with 239pu only,
with COl 4, with neo, and with no treatment were The effects of hexone and TBP combined with
also included, radiation were never more than additive for the

induction of cell cycle delay, chromosome aberra-
At 300 clays after exposure to the oncogenes, tions, or sister chromatid exchanges. TBP pro-
30 animals with 5 animals per group were sacri- ducecl no interaction with damage from radiation
riced, and the frequency of liver nodules and the in the production of micronuclei. Incorporation of
incorporation of the ras and neo genes were the ras oncogene into the liver caused a marked
evaluated. The frequency of liver nodules (Fig- increase in the frequency of liver nodules, which
ure 4) demonstrates that the injection of the ras was not greatly altered by the presence of 239pu.
gene was the most important variable in the pro-
duction of liver nodules. The nodules were ana- Information from this research can help us under-
lyzed for the presence of the mutated K-v-ras stand some basic mechanisms involved in the
oncogene; in ali animals treated with the ras gene, induction of chromosome damage and cancer,
the gene was expressed in the cells of the liver This understanding is useful in evaluation of
nodules, suggesting that the nodules were clonal occupational radiation exposure, radiation acci-
in nature, Preliminary histopathology of the dents, and nuclear waste-site cleanup,
nodules suggests that most nodules were not
neoplastic at this time, As the animals age,
additional sacrifices will be conducted to further

characterize the potential interaction between the
chemicals, radiation, and mutated oncogenes.
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FIGURE 4. Induction of Liver Nodules in Mice Exposed to
Mutated K-v-ras and 23gpu Alone and In Combination. Ned

genes served as controls for experimental treatment.
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Fetal and Juvenile Radiotoxicity

Principal Investigator: M. R. Sikov

Other Investigators: R. L. Buschbom, G. E. Dagle, and H. K. Meznarich

This project obtains and integrates information concerning the deposition, dosimetry, and toxicity of radio-
nuclides relative to prenatal or postnatal age. Recent emphasis has been directed toward performing
comparative and predictive analyses, modeling patterns and phenomenologic interactions to facilitate
extrapolations to man, and investigating teratogenic mechanisms. This information is being used in
setting radiological protection practices for pregnant women and for rapidly growing infants and children.

We continued to explore factors controlling placerital radionuclide transfer and its general relationship to
radionuclide absorption from gut or lung; accepted metabolites showed greater similarities and toxic
materials showed greater differences, implicating binding and transport processes, metabolic specificities,
and c:oncentration gradients.

The paucity of information about the mechanisms of radiation teratogenesis led us to begin evaluating
changes in the extracellular matrix and cell surfaces during development in vitro. These studies have
detected molecular-level alterations of the extracellular matrix, especially fibronectin, that correlate with
radiation-induced histological and histochemical changes in growth and differentiation.

#.
'to

We continued to evaluate our specimens and data the gastrointestinal (GI) tract (see Annual Report,
and the literature to integrate and extend our Part 1, 1989, 1990). These approaches have been
information and concepts about placental transfer,, expanded to include estimates and comparisons
fetoplacental radiation doses, and perinatal or for several additional elements as well as com-
long-term toxicity. These efforts address continu- parisons with fractional absorption from the res-
ing questions about the identity of target cells and piratory tract. We have emphasized materials
tissues associated with teratogenesis or onco- expected to exhibit differences exploitable for
genesis during prenatal life and the magnitude of examining reasons for agreement or disagreemp.nt
the radiation doses to these targets from radio- among values (Table 1).
nuclides. Examination of tissue preparations and' .
related experimental materials, plus additional data The well-studied differences between the fractional
evaluation, provided correlations with previous transfer of inorganic and organic mercury, which
information to complete our projects and extra- pertain for GI tract, lung, and placenta, serve as a
polate the results, benchmark for comparisons. Other discrepancies, .
Analyses of prenatal radionuclide disposition such as the marked differences between clear-
included both further estimation of radiation doses' ance values for cadmium transfer calculated from
to the human embryo/fetus from radionuclides and human and guinea pig placental perfusion meas-
prediction of effects. We also extrapolated data urements, have not been satisfactorily explained.
from'studies of laboratory species, with scaling for Uraniumtransfer is similar at ali three sites, but the
species-specific developmental stage and for ges- site-dependent differences exhibited by cerium
tational time relationships and maturities at birth, and many transuranic elements illustrate the
Earlier, we had begun estimating general values impact of differences in the chemical form of mate-
for expressing fractional transfer across the pla-' rials at the site of deposition (gut or lung) com-
centa (0) and examining their relationships to pared to their form after they have entered into the
tabulated values for fractional absorption (f_)from blood circulation.
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TABLE 1. Examples of Materials for Which Tabulated Values of Fractional Absorption into Transfer Compartment (fl) from
Gastrointestinal (GI) Tract or Lung Differ Among Themselves or from Estimates (e) of Fractional Placental Transfer

Material !1, GI Tract fl, Lung e+ P!acenta

Americium 0.001 0.0005 0,006

Cadmium 0.05 0.05 0,6 (guinea pig)
Cadmium 0.05 0.05 0.06 (human)
Cerium 0,0003 0.0003 0,06
Cobalt 0.3 0,05 0,2
Einsteinium 0.001 0,0004 0.02

Mercury (inorganic) 0,02 0.02 0.02
Mercury (methyl) 1.0 1,0 0.8
Neptunium 0.001 0.01 0.06
Plutonium 0.001 0.0001 0.063
Polonium 0,3 0.1 0,01
Thorium 0.001 0.0004 <0,001
Uranium 0.05 0.05 0.03
Vanadium 0,01 0.01 0.1

Other identified factors include differences among This line of investigation has raised additional
the physicochemical behavior, toxicity, and altered questions relative to radiation doses to fetoplao
blood flow in experimental systems that have been cental structures. The answers are relatively
observed with various materials. Placental transfer straightforward when considering target tissues for
tends to be more bidirectional than absorption prenatal or early postnatal effects, but targets are
from gastrointestinal tract or lung, and between- more difficult to identify when delayed lesions are
site differences may include the extent of the involved, as, for example, in carcinogenesis, when
involvement of transport processes and proteins, the structure in which a tumor is detected may not
The relationships between placental transfer kinet- yet exist at the time of exposure. This considera-
ics and the development of specific target tissues tion has mechanistic implications, but also illus-
are clearly implicated in certain cases, and these trates a need to develop additional concepts. In
factors are also of concern relative to radiation addition, biological effects that result from the
effects, insult can alter the temporal relationships between

placental transfer kinetics and concentrations, and
Absorption of relatively insoluble or poorly transfer patterns often further implicate the role of
_bsorbed materials differs for the placenta and GI target tissue development.
tract or lung, including the extent of involvement
and the roles of transport proteins. To illustrate,
consider a material that is a mixture of (physico) Evaluations of the radiation dose levels needed to
chemical forms such that 20% of the total in the produce specific developmental effects and to
gut or lung is in absorbable form and enters the quantify the dose-response relationship provided
blood within hours after intake; this affects the a basis against which to weigh some of this mech-
composition of the mixture that is available for anistic information and resulting inferences. Pro-
placental transfer (Figure 1). A greater fraction cesses initially involved include cytotoxicity, which
of the material would be expected to be in this leads to embryolethality or reduced cell numbers
absorbable form in the bloodstream than it was in in progenitor tissue and to interference with induc-
the gut or lung. In this case, calculations of tion and differentiation. Altered integrity of chro-
placental transfer are based on the absorbed frac- mosomes or the mitotic apparatus, as well as
tion, which may be involved with a transFort pro- defective behavior of cells and cell populations
tein or chelate. Accordingly, binding and transport that is related directly to the genome or indirectly
processes, metabolic specificities, and concentra- to altered cell-to-cell communication, have been
tion gradients must be examined to understand shown to yield an array of lesions ranging from
both similarities and differences in absorption abnormal cytoarchitecture, malformations, andhis-
values, topathology on one hand to pathophysiology or
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FIGURE 1. Diagrammatic Representation of Explanation for Differences Between Coefficients for Fractional Gastrointestinal or
Pulmonary Absorption and Placental Transfer. As described in the text, this is based on greater fractions of readily absorbable (o)
than poorly absorbed material (x) in blood than originally present in gut or lung.

reduced longevity and other delayed lesions on and clinical perspectives. Participation by
the other. Communication defects may be medi- scientists from basic neuroscience and molecular
ated through cell surfaces or the extracellular biology provided other concepts and approaches,
matrix (ECM), and susceptibility to subsequent while pragmatic viewpoints were provided by
insult by radiation or normal aging changes also representatives of agencies that might be involved
can be affected by abnormal control through in using current and future knowledge in their
induced endocrine or immune system deficits of regulatory mission, A workshop report summa-
structure or function, rized salient features (Sikov 1992).

Comparisons showed commonalities of many deft- Deficits in morphological development of the brain
cits in these basic processes with those that at the cytoarchitectural, histological, and grosslevels have been among the most striking effects
pertain in derangements associated with neopla- of prenatal irradiation. These changes are much
sia, whether "spontaneous" or produced by etio-
logic agents, including radiation. The similarities more striking after acute exposure to external

photon beams than with exposure to protracted
are especially striking with prenatal or perinatal
irradiation. Extension of these analyses, which radiation or to radionuclides. The specific
derive from earlier efforts by other investigators morphological changes and behavioral effects,
who did not consider mechanisms, led to the rela- although inconclusively correlated with each other,
tionships summarized in Table 2. lt further are clearly stage dependent, but there are difficul-
became clear that similar derangements play a ties in equating these motor and behavioral deft-
role in abnormalities of tissue repair and that these cits in animals with obser-ed intelligence changes
may interfere with processes which are respons- induced in humans after prenatal irradiation. Thelatter, however, had been thought by others to be
ible for compensatory changes that reduce the

the most sensitive endpoint, and risk coefficients
impact of prenatal irradiation, that have been calculated by UNSCEAR on the

assumption of a nonthreshold, linear relationship
With the support of OHER/DOE, a workshop was indicate that sensitivity for such defects is even
held on the effects of prenatal radiation effects on greater than for carcinogenesis.
the central nervous system to examine uncertain-
ties about quantitative relationships and the under- We have been studying the role of the altered
lying interpretations and conclusions. The subject ECM and cell surfaces as mechanisms in radiation
was developed through a sequence of synoptic teratogenesis in limb development in vitro (Annual
presentations and discussions from experimental Report, Part 1, 1989, 1990). These experiments
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TABLE 2. Parallels Between Three Pathophysiological Expressions of Radiogenic Alterations of Developmental Processes

Process Teratogenesis Oncogenesis Tissue (Mis) repair

Proliferation Delayed or decreased Uncontrolled Incomplete or
overgrowth;

Hypoplastic scar; keloid

Differentiation Defective interactions Incomplete or Abnormal
Malformations undifferentiated composition/structure;

Scarring

Adhesion/Migration Abnormal positioning Invasion or metastasis Incomplete or
Spatial arrangement defects defective healing;

Hypoplastia;
hypertrophy

Definitive structural Teratisms, structure or Neoplasms Deficiencies of

and functional function parenchyma;
maturation Later display of latent defects Connective tissue

Premature degenerations replacement
Decreased longevity
Increased neoplask_

demonstrated changes in the ECM, especially about 120 kD was detectable in normal brains at
fibronectin, that were correlated with histological 17 dg and at 6 days of age, but this band was not
and histochemical changes incartilage differentia- present in the irradiated brains at these ages nor

•tion, These results are consistent with the involve- in control brains or brains from irradiated mice at
ment of ECM in cell migration during neurulation 14 days. These findings suggest that the distribu-
and with the action of ECM components as pro- tion of isoforms was altered by prenatal irradiation.
moters of gene expression through expression on
the cell surface, These relationships suggested Northern analyses (gel electrophoresis followed by
a need for pilot experiments to obtain parallel hybridization to fibronectin or tubulin probes)
information about the consequences of prenatal found expression of brain tubulin mRNA at both
irradiation on intercellular communication during 17 dg and 6 days of age, but no exposure-related
brain corticogenesis, Mice were irradiated with difference was found. Fibronectin mRNA was
1 Gy at 13 days of gestation (dg) and were fol- found in both control and irradiated brains at
lowed by evaluation of morphology and composi- 17 dg, but expression was not detected at 6 days
tion at 17 dg and at 6 and 14 days of postnatal life of age. The relative intensities of the mRNA
as well as morphological examination at 35 days. bands, however, were affected by the prenatal

irradiation. The intensity of band 1 in preparations
These exposures produced the expected reduc- from irradiated fetuses was increased while the
tion of head size and brain weight and the charac- intensity of band 2 was decreased (Figure 2).
teristic morphological changes. Western analysis Additional experiments are required to confirm that
(gelelectrophoresisandimmunoblotting) detected the shift in the molecular weight of fibronectin
fibronectin bands in the insoluble matrix fraction represents altered mRNA expression, Fibronectin
from brains of mice at ali three ages. Isoforms cDNA probes encoding alternative gene-splicing
were found in irradiated brains at 17 dg and in regions are being investigated to detect differ-
control brains at 6 days of age. A protein band of ences in mRNA expression.
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FIGURE 2. Effect of Irradiation on Intensity of Bands 1 and 2
in Northern Blots of Fibronectin from Brains of Mice at 17 dg.
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GnomeView II1: Database Information Integration
and Graphics Representation

Principal Investigator: R. J. Douthart

Other Investigators: J. Pe/key and G. Thomas

The architecture of the GnomeView interface has been planned and implemented, The test set of maps
for superoxide dismutase as abstracted earlier manually from the Human Genome Mapping Library,
GenBank, and the literature have been, for the most part, supplanted by direct access capabilities to resi-
dent abstractions of GenBank and Genome Data Base (GDB). GnomeView is now an efficient integrated
graphics user interface to GenBank and GDB that should be useful to the Genome community. Testing
at a few chosen sites will begin in the latter part of FY 1992.

GnomeView is a graphical interface to the huge Object Crowding
amounts of info;,nation generated by the Human
Genome Initiative. As previously described
(see GnomeView I1: A Graphical Interface to the Maps and Labels
Human Genome, OHER Annual Report for 1990,
Part 1), the central data organization theme of The problem of object crowding manifests itself
GnomeView is the genomic map. GnomeView util- in both the drawing of maps and the labeling of
izes the db_VISTA data management system to objects located to the maps, GnomeView handles
store, organize, and assemble information objects these problems in a number of different ways.
(map_objects) that constitute genomic maps.
GnomeView is not a repository database per se,
but utilizes information obtained from databases Filtering by Query
such as GenBank and the Genome Data Base
(GDB) to obtain information about map_objects. Query tools are being developed that allow the

user to map objects with common characteristics.
A dominant theme during the development of the At the first pass, objects are retrieved and can be
architecture of the interface has been the preser- represented as color-coded density maps. Forthe
vation of the pictorial quality of the genomic map. sake of comparison, it is possible to send out a
The human genome effort will produce hundreds number of independent queries that return sepa-
of thousands of map_objects, making pictorial rate density maps which are displayed adjacent to
map representation increasingly more difficult, lt each other.
is likely _hat pictorial representations will tend
to be abandoned as the number of map_objects
increase. If this happens, insights regarding gen- The query returns a list of objects used to con-
omic topology and the relationships between dif- struct the density maps. From this list, more
ferent maps and map_objectsthat such represen- detailed information about individual selected
tations convey may be lost. objects can be obtained.
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LabelDisplay Although ali map_objects are intrinsically equiv-
alent within GnomeView, it is appropriate for the

On individual maps, distinct objects are displayed sake of clarity to define a particular class of
but their labels are shown only if space permits, objects as landmarks. Landmarks are map_
Labels for ali displayed objects are available by objects that are or relate to specific physical
selection even if their labels are not displayed on regions or structures that make up genomic maps.
the active map. By selecting the object either In GnomeView, chromosome bands are map_
from the display or from the object list associated objects that are definitely landmarks. Landmarks
with the display, its label is highlighted in the can often be linked together on a metric to form
foreground, a map and must be represented as map_objects

in the GnomeView schema. On the other hand,
Dynamic Zooming objects that are definitely not landmarks, such as

descriptive attributes or literature references,
Maps are initially presented at the magnification need not always be represented as individual map
level corresponding to the map set constructed objects but could be assigned as tables or entities
by the db_VISTA DBMS (Data Base Management to give more flexibility in query response and pos-
System) in response to a query. This lowest exist- sibly increased speed in query searching.
ing magnification for a specific map is fitted to
occupy a single x-window. The zoom widget can To test and demonstrate the GnomeView interface,
be used to present magnified views of any data on the chromosome, restriction map, and
selected portion of the map. The zooming is sequence-level mapping of the superoxide dismu-
dynamic in the sense thatthe display can change tase genetic loci were obtained from various
with magnification. For sequence maps, a solid sources including the literature and appropriate
line representation changes to color-coded tick genomic databases (see GnomeView I1: A Graph-
marks, and eventually to color-coded symbols for ical Interface to the Human Genome, OHERAnnual
the bases as magnification increases. Objects Report for 1990,Part 1). This test case allowed a
can be color filled at lower magnification, chang- first-draft structuring of the interface. Practical
ing to outlines to reveal other objects contained links between various mapping levels were dem-
within as magnification increases. Object labels onstrated to be feasible. The representation,
become progressively displayed as magnification zooming, and display modules were developed
increases. Theoretically almost ali label overwrite using this single example.
to the limit of the display is resolvable by zooming
with progressive disclosure. In practice, a combi- Databases
nation of zooming and selection from a list is most
often used to select appropriate labels for display. Sequence-Level Maps from GenBank

System Design and Demonstration To be a useful interface, GnomeView must access
available genomic databases such as GenBank

GnomeViewwas designed to accept minimal infor- and GDB. Direct access to GenBank for
marion describing map_objects that allows appro- sequence information has been implemented;
priate queries to present efficiently graphic access is obtained by accession number, symbol,
representation of genomic maps. The definition of or description (keyword). Reference from GDB
map_object is quite general and represents any- or to GDB from GenBank can occur. Cross-
thing that can be located to the metric of a given referencing among various databases and
genomic map. In this broad sense, even objects between various map representations in Gnome-
such as an investigator's name or a particular View may not be completely internally consistent,
vector can conceivably be mapped to a genomic reflecting the idiosyncrasies of the queried data-
representation, that is, the investigator's name bases. The rule that has been incorporated into
to a particular region, gene, loci, sequence, etc. GnomeView is that the cross-references given at
that he/she may be working on and the vector to the map level or database to which the initial
ali 9enes, loci, probes, etc. cloned into it. query is given are searched first. If the object
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is not found, then the cross-referenced map type querying at the chromosome level. A utility has
or database is searched, For example, a search been written that greatly facilitates attribute
for sequence maps after finding loci SODI (super- assignment; it is being used to assign attributes to
oxide dismutase) on 21q22.1, using GDB- loci now obtained automatically from GL3B.
generated map_ objects, first searches the appro-

priate GDB entity that cross-references GenBank. Color Density Maps
If a cross-reference is not found, the GenBank

cross-reference file is then searched. If the query Queries can be sent at the chromosome level to
is initiated at the sequence level after finding symbol, description/name, number, or attribute, lt
sequence HUMSODG1 in GenBank, its cross- is assumed that numbers assigned by databases
reference file is searched first. If the locus will be unique so that the relationship between
SODI is not found, the GDB cross-reference is query and output objects will be one to one when
then searched, numbers are used as query input. Symbols and

description/names for the most part yield one-to-
Unless ali the cross-references are internally con- one with occasional one-to-few mappings. Con-
sistent, there is no guarantee that searches initi- trastingly, queries using descriptive attributes
ated at different levels will return identical sets such as "oncogene" more often than not are one-
of maps. Becausedatabase entries correspond to to-many mappings, Other non-one-to-one map-
map objects, one-to-many and many-to-many rela- pings are probes and GenBank sequence entries
tionships are expected to be usual, Queries from mapped to chromosome loci. The distribution of
one level of mapping to other levels will often be objects found as the result of such queries is
oneto many. Other complications arise from inde- presented graphically as color-coded density
pendence of formation of the cross-reference maps where frequency of occurrence in defined
tables and hidden bias on definition of map_ regions of the map representation is color coded.
objects in compiling a database. One extremely

important feature of the GnomeView interface is Consecutive queries of any sort can be made to
the capability of simultaneous viewing of different the same map representation, Responses of
and possibly conflicting maps and mapping path- single (label displayed) or multiple (color density
ways for critical review by the user. When one-to- map displayed) objects are presented adjacent to
many mappings are encountered, a list is pre- one another on the appropriate landmark map
sented from which maps to be viewed graphically representation. The density maps of the con-
can be chosen, secutive queries of ali loci and sequenced loci for

chromosome 16 and chromosome 19 are shown
GnomeView directly accesses the GenBank fea- in Figure 1,tures table. Information on name and location is
rendered directly into a color-coded representation
of objects (features) on a linear representation of The GDB Interface
the sequence. Objects (features) are labeled
according to short acronyms defined by GenBank. GnomeView is presently being configured to
Short definitions with regional flavor can be viewed accommodate map_objects as defined by GDB.
by selecting these labels. For any given GenBank When completed, this will include objects defined
entry, the entire sequence header or portions of it as loci and probes by this database. Excluded
can be viewed by the user on request, for the time being are pure linkage map_objects

because the map_widget has not yet been
Chromosome Maps: The Genome Data Base scripted for linkage maps. Also excluded is side

figurebibliographic informationand informationon
As previously reported, the loci listed by the verification,people, and sources which are not
Human Genome Mapping Library (HGML) were directly related to mapping. This informationcan
manually entered into GnomeView's database. A be easily obtained using the network available
set of descriptive attributes were devised to aid interface to the GDB relationalDBMS.
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Appendix

Dose-Effect Studies with Inhaled Plutonium in Beagles

On the following pages (pp. 99 to 123), data are presented for ali dogs assigned to current life-span dose-
effect studies with inhaled 239pu02, 238pu02,and 239pu nitrate. Information is presented on the estimated
initial lung deposition, based on external thorax counts and on estimated lung weights (0.011 x body
weight) at time of exposure. Information is also provided (see column headed "Comments on Dead
Dogs") on the current interpretation of the most prominent clinicop`athologicalfeatures associated with the
death of animals. These data represent information presently available, and are presented as reference
material for scientists who desire to follow in detail the progress of these experiments.
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